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green

shrubs, aud, but - for short days and hazy
skies, one might imagine winter was over

and gone.
The season indicates a hopefulness
which, though somewhat premature in
nature, has really entered afresh into our
national life. Our relations with all the
world are pacific and our government has
unmistakably
pacific intentions.
The
one dark spot on the picture is Ireland,
but, dark as it is, there is hope that the

darkest hour is passed. The results of
centuries of neglector misgovernment
cannot be remedied or reversed in a
year,

or even

a generation.

The

Land

Act is at least an honest attempt at conéiliation and has yet to work its benefi-

‘WINTER WEATHER.
When stems of elms may rise in row,
Dark brown, from hillocks under snow,
And woods may reach as Black as night,
By sloping fields of cleanest
wHiite,

cent purpose.

What the issue’ will be

seems at present somewhat doubtful.
But the wild proposals of agitators eould
confer no permanent benefit on a people
who thrive better anywhere than at

i shooters by the snowy rick,
;
Where trees are high, and wood is thick,
Can mark the tracks the game may prick,
They like the winter weather.

home,

Or where may spread the grey-blue sheet
uf ice, for skaters’ gliding feet,’
That they uplift, from side
to side,

and can cultivate American,

tralian or even English farms,

not, apparently,

Long yards, and hit them down to slide

| their native soi!.

Aus-

but know

for

we

are

son, of course. How does he infer?

an

position as the city of Edin-

By

burgh, far exceeds that of the worshipers

the voluntary use of his own faculties;
subject to all the prejudices, influences

in the Established church.
:
THOMAS GOADBY.

and preferences, that in ‘any way affect
him. What is his inference worth ? Just
as much as,and no wore than, the épinion
| of any other man of equal ability and can-

|

PROHIBITORY COMMUNION,

green buds, and even leaves, are putting
y
forth
the promise of spring on early
1
2
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along

and grassy lanes solitary primroses, violets and daises begin to appear, Already
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shipers in the Free Churches, in such

are freely carried on. The birds make the
mornings eloquent with song, and by

The Boxning Star.
’

the will of Christ, I. say,

it will strengthen the hands of Free not left to consult our own will.”
Churchmen, who have now become promi- + Is not thata neat dodge ? 1tis so cute
nent in the movement, to learn, as sta- the witty Doctor was, no doubt, deceived
tistics. show, that the number of wor- J
it himself. Who infers? Dr. Wilkin:

The New Year has opened kindly, with

Terms:—$2.00 per year, if Jad ‘strictly in ad-

and

establisment is beginning to be agitated,

CHILWELL COLLEGE,
ENGLAND, Jan. 20, 1882.

mild gray weather and without frost or
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15, 1882.
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BY

THE REV.

‘What ails our

ren?

G. H. BALL,

close-communion

They seem worried.

{ affirm that it is, would
breth-

What Dr.

Bright calls the * Devil of free communion” haunts them.
Book after book
comes from the press, defending the prohibitory rule, and the weekly journals
keep up an incessant fire all along the
line. This active defense denotes a lively sense of danger. With the exception
of Deacon Theodore M. Banta, of Marcy
Ave. church, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

the

rudent
Has

God are not what they ought

might be. The question * How to retain
our senior scholars” is still a burning and

Why, for instance, is it that the highest
cultured power of the charch—that of its
minister—should be practically monopo-

unsettled one.

safer and more ‘in harmony with * the
‘principle

of

obedience,”

to

be

silent

where Christ is silent, and speak only
where Christ speaks. Our Lord would,
no doubt, have given a command if he
had wished any of his disciples prohibited
from partaking
of his supper. - God
order

that

no

uncircum-

communion forces have been silent for cised person should eat of the passover,
the lact five years, and yet u« great fear ‘and the fact that he uttered no such inhihas disturbed the prohibitory brethren: bition respecting the Supper, ought to
Every new book or pamphlet has been deter any man from inferring that he
pronounced ‘‘ conclusive ” hv the editors, wished such am inhibition enforced, and
yet they don’t conclude?
r. Hovey, much more should ifdeter one from ex-

alting such an unwarranted inference to
the dignity of a law.
True
others, less noted, have wrought at the The Doctor goes onto say:
tough problem. Why do they not settle there is no distinet command, Be bapDr. Graves, Dr. Pendleton, Dr. Wilkinson,—Baptist giants, and ever so many

tized before you come to the Supper;

it? Simply because they argue against
the gospel and the whole trend of the

80 there is no distinct

command,

but

Repent

awa?

great

purpose

better

than

other

This Is the question ; and this question

We believe, hasbeen

satisfactorily answered,

Again and again in favor of prohibition.

No

figure.

side the church amongst

their children? Is it possible that the
spirit manifested in an observation made

and

how

many

are

the

hindrances

to

mothers and elder children leaving home

One questions that there is drunken
Maine, Bu there is not so much thatness‘therein

on Sunday, and how large often English

cense law.

Sunday it is as large a proportion

families are, I rather fanoy that if half

Might not easily be much more “under 4Ii- ‘the population comes out to worship on
The same

may

be said of New

Hampshire, of Kansas, and of any State where

Prohibitory laws are upon the statute books.

as we

have any just right to expect, at least in

true, on the one hand; but it is equally

true, on

the other, that there is no

to accept the world’s standards and follow
the world's example.

com-

mandment that enjoins the intercommun-

ion in question.”

;

Why is it? Should not each of us into

: .| whose hands these young lives are com-

mitted that we may mold them for God
are prohibited from approaching thé ‘ask prayerfully
and thoughtfully the
Lord’s table when spread smong one class question, ‘Lord ,is it I? Is it my fault?
of Baptists, and members of that peculiar If not of my purpose or my effort, is it the
* Restricted” means prohibited.

class of Baptist churches

Some

are prohibited

fault of my methods ?™

Cain

degree, to mitigate this great curse militates,

an ordinary way. There will be, doubtless, more sifting of these statistics, and

from approacaing the Lord’s table when’ = As a worker for over 20 years among
spread elsewhere,
and all of this where the young, my answer to this question is

in whatever particular, we are convinced that

the thought of the large unworshiping

English public will stimulate Home

the prohibiters confess ‘there is no 66m-

And that whatever serves, even in the least
in the loog run, against the welfare of a State,

. heither common sense

sto believe,

nor

statistics require
”

sionary and evangelistic

enterprise.

misIn

Scotland, too, where the question of Dis-

mand.

The learned Doctor

says,

‘ We'

are left to infer the will of Christ—to in-

that the church's methods are too restrict.
ed in number and imperfect in character.
More ways of winning them might be

=.

is to

those

who

like

by a minister in the north of England at goodness in their earliest years, and thus

avoid the most fruitful cauge of lapses
from school and worship, viz., the ‘colirt-

con-

ship and matrimony between
decided nature and another,

dignity of my ‘pulpit by preaching milk

London, 18th January, 1882.

worship of the sanctuary was

sideration,

under

**F will never disgrace the

‘NEW YORK CITY, Feb. 9,

neath the dignity of a Christian pastor—
affects consciously or unconsciously the
minds of the spiritual leaders of the church?
But surely a soul saved in childhood
must be worth a great deal more to God
and to man and to itself than if left to sin
away its best and brightest years and its.
finest and purest sensibilities. Therefore
the minister who is instrumental in win-ning the young to Christ and goodness is
God's best worker and man’s best friend.
His opportunities, too, are numerous to
effect this great purpose. He may devote
ten minutes of every service to words and
thoughts suitable to the young; he may
bave meetings in the week specially
adapted for the young;

church,
and others.
turns the other way,

authority, that he will accept the call. Mr.
Bevan Ys a good and faithful preacher and
| pastor, and Joes a good deal of gospel
service outside of his own church and par-

Should he return to London, New

The two Methodist papers in this city

for the

have criticised the departure of Dr. Newman to the Congregationalists in lengthy
editorials and in rather a sharp incisive
style. Something more
than mere hints
in regard to motives have been indulged
in. We can hardly blame our Methodist
brethren for feeling a little sore on this

account;
years

for there has been within a few

a

very

large

exodus

of

ministers

from the M. E. church to other denomina-~
tions. Within a stone’s throw of the
church where Dr. Newman ministers there
are four pulpits now filled by men who

were

once Methodist

preachers. © Dr.

Watkins—successor of Dr. Tyng, Jr.—of
the Holy Trinity, Dr. Armitage of the
Fifth

Avenue

Baptist

charch, Dr. Marvin

Richardson Vincent of the Park Avenue

* Presbyterian
church and Dr. Robert Collyer of the church of the:Messiah (Unitari-

an).

‘Rev. 'W. R. Davis,

predecessor, was

In other

also

parts of

Dr.

Newman's

a

Methodist.

once

the city

there

are

Dr.

Rylance, Episcopalian, Rev. William Lloyd
Congregationalist, Rev. C. C. Tiffany, of
St. Marks, and Dr. Deems, of the Church

of the Strangers—all formerly Methodist
ministers. In Brooklyn, there are eight
or, ten clergymen who formerly belonged
to the M. E. church, now occupying prom-

nent

positions in the other denomina-

tions. It is not strange that downright,
earnest and honest Methodists feel a little
tried with the recreant brethren.
There
is not much

an

difficulty, however,

explanation

Methodist

of

in finding

this exodus

fold.

Large

from

and

the

wealthy

churches and congregations have strong
attractions for men of talent.
The itinerancy is not liked by many who still remain
in "the old church, and is especially disliked

by

creeds

those who have left.

are weakening,

and

And

men

then,

change

their .church connections and relations
without change in doctrinal opinion.
Dr.
Newman declares that he is just as much
a Methodist as he ever was.
He has only
discarded

the itinerancy and

the

rule

of

bishops.
CRIME,
The Tombs prison contains a larger
number of murderers than ever before.
Some three or four are waiting for the execution of the penalty to which they are
doomed, and a large number
tried.
Meantime,
murder

are yet to be
and all dark

and dreadful crimes, are increasing at a
fearful rate. Rum, and vague notions, or
no

notions at all, of God and

of duty,

are

leading multitudes of men and women into
this dark vortex of crime and debauchery.
We are having every week, and almost every day, in this great city a carnival of
blood.

Ten thousand

licensed

grogshops

open night and day with no attempt on
the part of the autherities to check even
the illegal sale of liquors.
What can we
expect but the legitimate fruits of our
conduct as a people when we sanction by
law the infamous liquor traffic? Notwithstanding this dark picture New York is

not wholly given up to vice and the Devil.
There are noble ‘bands of Christian men
and women who are holding up the staod-

ard, and

are

doing

good.

space would fail were

Time

I to attempt

and
to. re~

cord the geod work for God and humanity that

is

attempted

and

accomplished.
OL SERVER.

Ee

&

Gov. St. John, of Kansas, showed, in

late address in the Brooklyn

Tabernacle,

there is for the curses

how much

ground

attempted

‘to bespatter

and ridicule with which the dramseilers
the- liquor-law

of

that State. The law * would discourage
immigration,” it was predicted. bat 100,-

useful transition step between the school

000 immigrants, since its passage, are
‘The railroads would be
answer.

and the family, and the church.
These suggestions are, of course, not
intended to supplant, but only to supole-

jured.”
40

ment, thdt wonderful agency for food, the

This is and

ish.

York will miss him,
METHODIST DEPARTURES.

This will be found a most

Sabbath-school,

Now,
the
current
and Dr. Bevan has

just received a call to become the pastor
of a new Congregational church at Highbury, London.
I am told, on pretty good

tions of the Scripture can be arranged by
the conductor, and their minds be stored
trained

1882.

churches, for some time past, have called
their pastors from London pulpits, and
very good and able men have been selected,
such as Dr. John Hall, Dr. William M.
Taylor of the Broadway Tabernacle,
Dr.
Ormiston, Dr. L. D. Bevan of the Briek

he may gather the

with the best things and

un:

Some of the most wealthy metropolitan

thoughtful and earnest into a Bible Union

best ends.

one

NEW YORK OORRESPONDENCE.

sible that this spirit, one which looks upon
winning the young to Christ's side as be-

always will

will be the foundation on which all oyr
efforts for the benefit of the young must
rest. But its results in winning souls to
vy

3

method

themselves haye tasted of the Sayiour’s

Christian spirit. They forbid the disci- before you come to the Supper.” What a or Young Christian's Band, as well as
how best to cultivate | ples of Christ where the Lord does not ‘Solgcism ! What saith the Scripture?
speak kindly helpful words to them as he

Considering what family life is,

only

be or

up portion of his

Of limb; and one that’s on his back;
And one upright that keeps his track,
Have fun in winter weather.

s5ive the

The

to

\

win them consciously to Christ which they
are junior scholars; so training them
flock and congregation? ‘Why should not. that when the inevitable time arrives
his heart-power and head-power be de- that they require to “think of choosing
voted to the help and strengthening of their partners in life, they may choose in~

lized by the grown

etice upon disciples as a law ? It is far andwater sermons, to children,”
—is it pos-

was careful to

free-

be the last man

persons would select
as a leader.
he a right to impose his mere infer-

=

might be much more thoroughly done.

dor.” Is his inference equal in: authority a conference where the question of rendto a command of Christ? One :who can ering helpto the children in the public

D. D.

:

adopted, and those that dre in operation

forbid. Paul says, *¢ Receive ye one « He that eateth und drinketh unworthily visits among his people. And in doing
The opening year finds us discussing anotheras Christ also received us,” and eateth and drinketh damnation to himself, all this, and thus showing the reality of
two questions of vital importance in our they say, ‘ Receive ye not one another not discerning the Lord’s body.” ‘Except his faith in the value of the children’s
religious life, the attendance of the peo- as Christ also received us,” and then try ye repent ye shall all perish.” Inability souls, he would, as the leader of his
When we at night, in snow and gloom,
ple at religions services and the condi- to defend themselves. *‘Itis hard to kick to discern the Lord's body, is an invaria- church, be doing the very best, to stimuMay seek some neighbor's lighted room,
Though snow may show no path before
tion of the non-conformist ‘ministry. against the pricks.”
ble characteristic of impenitence, and is late other Christian workers heartily to
The house, we still can find the door,
When the Church congress assembled
fffonymone with it. The impenitent are attempt the same great ends. Would not
And there, as round the brands may. spread
Dr.
W.
C.
Wilkinson's
recent
book
of
The creeping fire, of cherry red,
at Newcastle, an enterprising proprietor
fdemned if they eat. Is it said that Christian pastors find in work like this
twenty-nine well-written chapters,
is
Our feet from snow, from wind our head,
| of a local newspaper undertook a census:
true
and earnest Christians, abounding in richer spiritual results and a wider extenAre warm in winter weather.
anique.
Dr. Wilkinson is one of the
of the attendance on religious worship in foremost writers, for strength and ele- good works, and inspired with supreme sion to the kingdom of heaven than in
Wherever day may give our road,
Newcastle.
About 80,000 people, old gance, in the larger Baptist body. He is ove for Christ,are
mned if they eat, lecturing on matters of secondary importBy hills or hollows oversnow’d,
and young, out of 214,000, were found
By windy gaps, or sheltered nooks,
that
an
error
are
ohms
disqualifies ance or devoting time to committees of
also a genial, noble-hearted, Christian
Or bridgéd
ice of frozen brooks,
present on Sunday morning at church or
Still muy we all, as night may come,
gentleman.
In view of these well-known such for discerning the Lord's body ? Ts it even such good institutions as hospitals
chapel. Itit is to be regretted the evenKnow where to find a
ful home,
facts, his book is a curiosity, it so fully ¢ the, principle of obedience” that in- or orphanages or board schools?
And glowing fire for fingers numb
‘| ing attendance was not taken also, for in discloses the utter weakness of the pro- duced Dr. Wilkinson to thus degrade the
I have thus, in answering the quesWith cold, in winter weatjier.
towns the evening attendance usually
:
st
saints
on
earth
to
a
level
with
= William Barnes.
tion
at the. head of. this paper, pul
| bibitory theory. He begins with a mon.
greatly outnumbers the morning.
In strous asserion, “The true organizing penitent sinners, before the tokens of the, ministers first because their ex—
—_—
other towns other enterprising newspaper principle of Baptist: churches may be the Lord's body and blood » ‘Weak indeed ample inevitably produces the greatest in[Editorial.]
ha
proprietors obtained statistics of morning stated in these words, it is obedience to must be the cause that forces able and fluence on the church, while their opporIt seems fo be preity generally understood
and evening attendances.
The result Christ,” “The principle of obedience to good mea, to use such miserable logic.
tunities of usefulness to the young are the
that the Pope would run away from Rome,
shows
that
while
in
fashionable
watering
Once more Dr. W. says: ‘ Restricted most numerous and their power of doing
if he could make it appear that he had anyChrist is the Baptist principle.” If this
communion has in it nothing offensive but good the greatest.
places, like Bath and Hastings, where
:
thing ia particular to run away from——that
means anything, it means that obedience
well-to-do families preponderate, over 50
the disapproval and protest tbat it conis, good reason for running.
His baggage
The conscious acceptance of ,the Lord
to Christ is peculiarly,perhaps exclusively,
is all ready, Now if the Italian government per cent. of the population were in atttains.” authorized
Who
the use of the -Jesus by young people as their own
’
would only persecute him a little!
| fendance at church or chapel during the
Lord’s
supper
as
a
club
with which to Saviour and Master and Friend should be
tian churches lack this principle wholly,
Sunday;in large towns, like Liverpool or in part: No one can truthfully claim punish Christian brethren for a mistake the great aim of all our efforts in "their
The reports of the atrocious cruelties and
Stockport, the whole attendance
respecting water baptism? Who put’ the ‘behalf. This is done best by personal
a principle to be his, if it equally belongs
practised upon the Jews in Russia are almost
amounted only to 20 per cent. It is notorielements of ‘‘disapproval and protest” conversation with them. This is another}
to others. When we assert that ‘‘ Holy
incredible in some particulars. Th ere are many
ously-difficult to deal properly and wisely
into that sacred rite ? Where does the of the methods which needs to be more
things the matter with Europe, east of the BalScripture is the Protestani’s only standwith
statistics.
The
conclusions
drawn
Lord say, * As oft as ye eat this bread widely used. For many years it has been
tic aud Adriatic seas. The whole region is a
ard of faith and practice,” we intend to
from the facts gathered as to our church
and drink this cup, ye do show the Lord's my practice to adept it and I have found
border land, a debatable ground, between the
contrast them with Papists, who do not
Christian civilization of the West and the barand chapel attendance are very conflicttake the Bible as their only standard. disapproval and protest against pious but it eminently useful in giving a clear view
barism or semi-barbarism
of Asia.
Great
ing. One writer finds that much less
erring disciples” ? Have not our prohibito- of what Jesus Christ is and what he rethings are yet to be wrought there in the pro- thao half the worshiping population be- What we claim for ourselves we deny to ry brethren made void the law by their
quires, and introducing the children to
them. That is just what Dr. Wilkinson
cess of the world's regeneration.
inference ? Have they not supplanted the him in prayer as one close by them, ready
longs to the National Establishment;
intends to do as between
Prohibitory
LJ
while another combats this inference by Baptists and other Christians. The as- Lord's supper by one of their own inven- to keep to each one the promises he has
The annual report of the See. of the New
tion ? Christ says, ** Do this” and “show madeto us all. Parents, teachers, minEngland Divorce Reform League, of which the alleging that in rural parishes the results sumption is both false and cruel. ¢ The |
the Lord's death” ; they say; *¢ Do this to isters will, if they try, find this method a
would be different, non-conformity flourRev. Dr. Theo. D. Woulsey -is President,
principle of obedience” is no more charshow the error of brethren in Christ.” wonderful help. It is here that many
ishing best in large towns. Others deshows that public interest touching divorce reacteristic of prohibitory Baptists than of
form work is increasing, Circular letters are plore the alienation of workingmen from
¢¢ The principle of obedience to Christ” is workers fail. They do not know the
liberal Baptists, and millions of Christ's
to be sent to the clergymen of all the parishes
perverted by these brethren, to a passion needs of the children nor their difficulties
our places of worship and suggest more
All Chrisin New England, asking that their sermons on attractive services; others lament the dear people, not Baptists.
for slapping their fellow disciples in the nor their trials because they do not centhe approaching annual Fast Day be upon
tians are liable to mistake the exact will
failure
of
revivalism,
and
point
to
Newface.
verse with them on spiritual things—and
** The sins of our people, not only in Utah but
of Christ in some respects, but all ChrisThus much for the first chapter of the so they cannot supply the help that is recastle and Liverpool as scenes of Mr.
throughout the nation, with respect to the
tians honestly cherish ‘‘the principle
book.
marriage tie ; the imminent danger therefrom, Moody's greatest successes, where, a short of obedience.”
quired.
‘‘ Be baptized” is not the
®
O-0-&
“0-0-9
and the crying need of a universal reform.”
time after, the religious condition is so low.
Evangelistic services for the young is
only, nor the chief command of Christ,
In general it is thought that too large a
WHY ISIT ?
| another method which may be usefully
that his disciples sometimes stumble over.
The attack of the Rev. Herrick Johnson of portion of the nation, at least in
the
BY 8. D. RICKARDS.
employed in laying hold of many who are
*¢ Be kindly affectioned one to another
Chicago upon the theaters of that city cannot
great cities, habitually neglects public
outside and some who are inside the influwith brotherly love, in honor preferring
fail to do goed unless the love of moral cleanliHow often does this question arise in
worship. My own conviction is that too
uess and the sense of shame hus utterly aban.
one another,” is a greater law than ‘‘ Be the minds of thoughtful, earnest mea as ences of a Christian family or Sundaydoned the American public. From the language gloemy a view is taken of the whole
baptized.” Our Lord himself calls the they note what large numbers of the school. They have been very helpful in
Mr, Horace Mann suggested that
of play-bills and the newspaper reports of. the- case.
law of love the greatest of all command- young people, connected with Christian many parts of England. Very large
atrical representations given in the.most “ reabout: 60 per cent. of the people ought to
numbers of young people of all ages have
ments, and this is violated when we ¢ set
families and Sunday-schools, grow up to
Spectable” theaters and opera houses, he has be able to attend public worship, forty
been brought to know and love the -Savut
naught
our
brother,”
insinuuting
that
+ been uble to show, what most people knew be- per cent. being too old or too young, or
manhood and womanhood outside the
who have proved
be lacks * the principle of obedience to churches of the Lord Jesus Christ; worse iour at those gatherings,
fore, that the theaters of to-day are scenes of
by
their
subsequent
conduct
the reality of
gilded rottenness, the sources and centers of | sick or ‘occupied in necessary domestic
Christ.” Our Lord says to all of his dis- still, without showing any proof that they
other employment.
Now, if in
influences that are setting on fire with the and
ciples respecting the bread and the cup, have imbibed his principles or are actuat- their conversion to God. No doubt great
ames of hell the brain and heart of American
seventeen large towns on a given day
eare is needed to avoid unnatural excite«¢ This do in remembrance of me,” and ed by his spirit,
Why is it? Surely
youth, The American theater, instead of im- over 36 per cent. of the people attended
ment at these gatherings. Children need
Proving, is growing worse. “ It is getting us places of worship, and in the smallest our prohibitory brethren presume to say the reason is not to«be found in the excitement less even than adults, and their
tothe majority of these very disciples," to pature of Christ's religion. ~Between that
- used to scenes
that rival the voluptuous and
natures being more subject to emotional
licentious ages of the past.” Some.“ Chris towns the allendance was largest, is it millions who would die before they would
and the mind and heart of a child there is,
tians” are supporters of theaters. Is conscience not likely that could all the villages and
influences should be therefore more caredeny
Christ,
‘Do
not
this
in
rememaccording to the Master's own words, ‘the
_ dead within them? What
is it to be a Chris small towns of the land be brought into
brance of Christ.”
Have they a right very closest connection. The simplicity fully dealt with.
lis? Guiteau calls himself one. What must the calculation, the average would be
Yet another very helpful method that is
be thelr sentence who bring into “contempt greatly increased? Moreover, when it is in view of this to boast that ‘The prin- and trustfulness and transparency of the
being
more and more adopted and is most
ciple
of
obedience
to
Christ
is
a
prohibichild character (except of course where
the name that is above every other name?
remembered that some of the absentees
fruitful
in beneficial results is to gather
tory
Baptist
principle”?
the training has been-vicious) just suit it
are frequent attenders upon religious
It certainly weighs no more against pro- worship, and none of them because abThe next step in the argument is thus to the acceptance of Him whose nature is the child converts, some of whom are so
hibitory liquor laws that where they exist all
stated by Dr. Wilkinson: ¢ How does all simple, truthful, helpful and pure. young that their parents might object to
tfrunkennews is not suppressed, than do rob sent one day are necessarily always ab- this
Baptist principle of obedience to Christ Yet there is the terrible fact all round us their joining the church, into an organi-,
beries, adulteries und murders, weigh against gent, it dees seem that after all the
the laws that. forbid them, We suppose that number of people who are found in apply to the Baptist practice of restricted that a large proportion of those who come zation culled a Young Christian’s Band, a
Uo great law,of wide application, was ever places of worship is very considerable communion? There is no commandment under the spiritual influences of the repre- Bible and Prayer Union, or any other
sufficient, even when most thoroughly enforeand very encovraging. Iam inclined to ~is there P—of Christ, that forbids Baps sentatives on earth of the Lord Jesus,i.e., name that is agreeable, in which they
©d, to prevent all occurrence of the crime
tists to sit down at the Lord's supper with of Christian parents, ministers and teach- can be treated as young Christians; and
4gainst whieh it was enacted. Do prohibito- think that Mr. Horace Mann's calculation
Pedobaptists P Certainly, I answer, there ers, go out into the world undecided in helped as such in the difficulties,trials and
ry liquor Jaws materidlly Jessen the great evil of puts the percentage that ought to be at
This is their religious views and therefore ‘liable temptations of the child life. In this a
drunkenness —do whey, so fur as enforced, church or chapel on Sunday at too high a is no such explicit command.
daily systematic reading of suitable porOr sliders, one that totters slack
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But their earnings, in 1881, were

cent.

greater

than

ever

before.

“The Republican party would be deserted
by the ligaor men, and rained.” The ¥e| tens i majority of 51,000 for the Re-

Publican ‘party.

Obstinate

facts these;

have
and; like some young ladies that we
known, as handsome as they are stubborn.
—Advance.
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A NOBLE LIFE.
BY

THE

REV.

J.

J.

gentleman with

wvannah, who -spent- his summers

Beach.

poorer than

has said,

HALL.

gray whiskers, a full face, and a most
kindly expression. The gentleman was
well known as Col. Charles Green of Sa-

Orchard

+—='-__
himself.

THE

And

she

at

Old

Last winter his own

charming residence at the seaside was
completed, and about the last of June he
«came, though then in very poor health,
to spend the summer in it.

1 well remember, when at our own re-

*¢ This was the rule of his life,”

of these, but it was sadly true, if sad it
«can be called, of the last.

As Col. Green was a person of more
than ordinary experience, it may be well
to ponder over his life and to glean some
rich suggestions therefrom.
He was
born in Shropshire, England, June 13,

In his twenty-fifth year, he left his

native
land, as
.since, and sailed

thousands
have
done
for the Western world.

‘When he landed he had but one dollar in
his pocket. But God crowned his days
with blessings, and the lines fell to him
He was so

prosper-

-ous in his undertakings that he

fin pleasant

places.

became

vieh in this world’s
honored position in

wherever

known

accomplished

goods, achieved an
his own State, and

was recognized

as an

gentleman, 3"

experience, and of extensive travel and
knowledge of the “world.
But it was
chiefly on account of his.sincere, unostentatious, and yet fervent, piety, that Col.
‘Green was the noble man that he was.
He was a Christian indeed: his wars
life was ah outgoing of Christly acts; and
the approbation of the Divine Father was
constantly affixed thereto.
His end was in perfect setting with his
entire life, for he passed away in peace
and joy. Another hand has portrayed
this scene, and although it was not written for the press, yet as it has been made

public, and

gives one more testimony of

‘God’s abundant

goodness

to his children

when passing through the valley of the
shadow of death, there can surely be no
harm in reproducing it in part here.
His own wife, writing of the event,
says: *‘ Last June he was so ill while at
his Virginia home that he said he should
never see that home by the sea that he
had just built for me. And when I said,
“You will have a home not made with
‘hands,’ he replied, ‘But I did hope the
good Lord would have allowed me to take

this one on the way.'

And so He did.

“For he rallied and bore the'long journey
well, and lived six weeks longer. Those
last weeks were full of peace. The Lord

‘had fulfilled all his petitions.
struggles

He had no

within or trials without.

His

-sons had come to honor, and he knew it;
his daughters stood around as cornerstones of a palace,—he had no preparation to make, since all was arranged for
this world and the next.
One final
blessed boon was wanted and granted; a
willingness to depart. He used to say,
«I have so much to live for.’ But the
Father gave him this last best gift. I
have no will or wish about it'—* as God
wills!’ he told me soon after we settled
~down

day

in

the new

home.

And

then, by

or night, the utterance was

only

praise: ‘My cup runneth over. ‘My
dife
isa psalm.’ ‘Nothing
to ask for; only
to praise and

bless

Him.”

Thus, in per-

fect peace, he passed away. It was like
the dying of the day. His work was
done, and well done. In the church-yard
in Virginia, where are our family graves,
the was covered up for his last sleep by

five sons and a grandson.
was allowed

office.

to have a hand

No stranger
in this last

And there, beside his little Benja-

min and Joseph, he waits the Resurrection morn.”

The

tender epistle from

above extracts
forwarded

have

been

which

the

selected

was

to * Irenseus”, at his own spe-

cial request, and appeared in'an article
in the New York Observer. To that arti-

cle v* are indebted for some of the facts
here 'entioned.
:
Nc, a few readers may reflect upon
such . life and such a death, and while
thinking “of the abundant honors which
were bestowed upon Mr. Green, inquire
for the secret of his prosperity. This has
been given frequently from his own lips,
and may well serve to stimulate aspiring
youth, or to correct erroneous ideas
which are too prevalent upon the subject.

‘The

worldly-wise

adopted

by him.

maxims

‘were

not

Here are his own se-

temperance

in-

He expressed

the

opinion that in no way

could

a

church
given

and has well stated, *¢ The half which he
gave, not the half he kept, was the secret “amount of means) than to assist the pasof his fortune.” Were there no God in tor. by contributions to an ‘¢ optional
fund” of this sort.
the universe, the policy of some persons
Theservices closed, and as the preacher
who desire to become wealthy, getting
all they can, and holding on to all they get, left the pulpit an excellent sister in 'the
might be the surer method for that end; church met him, placing a piece of gold in
but, because there is a God, and he has hishand,and saying, ‘Bro. —— pleasetake
declared: that they who give to the poor thisto begin your ‘optional fund’ with, and
lend to him and that he will repay, we when you have need of more, inform me
ought not to be surprised that he puts and I will help you again.” Several othhis own approval upon those who recog- ers also cast in their offerings for this
nize his claim upon all they have. A new method of Christian work before
large-hearted liberality is not opposed, they left the place of worship. = During
but conducive, to the highest possible all the years of his subsequent pastorate
in that city, the servant of the church
_success
in this life.
it
|.

‘The third reason for Col. Green's suc-

namely, Rev. Dr. Peck ‘observance which by many parents seems

of N. Y. and
Col. Greenof Savannah.
“The rumor was unfounded as to the first

1807.

reading, missionary and

STAR,

do good more successfully (with a

sort at, Ocean Park, hearing, in the same’
cess was found in his strict and filial obday, reports of the death of two persons
,servance
of the fifth commandment—an
who were well known to the frequenters~

«of Old Orchard;

MORNING

who knew him most and loved him Best telligence, &ec., &c.

When pastor of the F. B. church in
Biddeford, Me., I noticed frequently during the summer months an elegant barouche, drawn by = span of fine black
horses, with a colored driver, and among
_ the party inside a portly

—-

lacked not for means to prosecute this interesting branch of Christian usefulness.
‘The sum of the good the church accomplished by such means

eternity only can

but little enforced, and on the part of disclose!

FEBRUARY.
15, 1882.
Such aspersions from godless men
would fall unheeded ;-- but from profess-

ing Christians among tempted

thus

abused

shrink into

themselves, and their voices are heard no

more. ‘* Behold, how great a matter
little fire kindleth!”
ie

a

To remedy the existing evils ef criticism no one would suggest that the faculty of observing should be suppressed, or
even hint that it was bad. The root of
the matter is under other soil. To scrutinize men and things is in itself good.
‘Where faults are detected, we should

learn to avoid them; where excellences
exist, we should praise them and endeavor to copy themin our own lives; but

.| under no circumstances should we report
the ill which has been discovered. Judiof this sort, or in the use of other meth- cious silence is the great panacea for
en
:
océanto see the old father left in Eng- ods, varying in accordance with their own church woes.
Silence, however, will not remove the
land, and to cheer his last days by many views of propriety and adaptation to the
a comfort.
And on the very last occa- circumstances surrounding them? Is it not smart from a wounded spirit. The sting
sion of seeing him, the old man pressed true, that too ‘many little duties and op- of a carping tongue long remains rankhim down upon his knees and, in patriar- portunities of usefulness are neglected, ling in the breast of a faithful man unjustchal fashion, invoked the blessing of the while we are hoping to accomplish some ly accused. Shall ‘such a one retort?
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob upon ¢¢ great thing” ? And is itnot a matter of No; replies embitter not only another's,
Let him rather,
him, closing: ¢¢ As thou hast been a good special encouragement to those who are but also his own life.
son, so may God give thee good children, called to do many little things to remem- conscious of self-rectitude, follow unswervand it shall be ¢ Well with thee’ now and ber how marvelously great are the re- ingly the path of ‘duty, knowing that,
forever.”
: sults that, as often as in any way, come though some criticise cruelly, the purest
insignificant begin- Christian hearts beat in sympathy with
In the coming summer, should our from ‘apparently
lives be spared, we expect to return to nings ?
;
him and that, above all, wise and omnipour own humble cottage by the sea, and
otent is a just God who rewards’ every
many a look will be directed toward the
man according to his works.
:
THE SPIRIT OF ORITICISM.
beautiful building reared for Col. Charles
Green and his family. - But the well
BY A, L. F. WILLIAMS,
WORK IN INDIA.
‘|
known features of the southern gentleIt
is
natural
to
criticise.
This
tendenBY
THE
REV.
J.
L.
SINCLAIR,
man and
Christian will no more
be
greeted ; the last journey to his summer .cy is manifest from. the cradle to the
As the many friends of Missions who
residence has been taken, and he has re- grave. The child, availing himself for the ‘remember our late Bro. Smith who fell at
sponded to a voice which called him first time of his innate powers, on looking his post in India, ¢* faithful until death,”
home. But the fragrance has not depart- forth from the narrow world comprised would like to learn that his widow is still
ed from his long and useful life; the in self, behelds other beings, papa and in the work she honors and loves, I ask
brightness of his example is undimmed ; mamma it may be, moving in their own the privilege of just saying through the
and the memory of the just is still personal spheres; immediately his fee- Star that after recruiting here among her
ble mind, observing papa and mamma's
blessed. at
0-006
-| actions, begins tocriticise, comparing their friends she set out for the third time to
brave the dangers of the deep to endeavapparent purposes with his own vague
HOW IT WAS DONE.
many children scarcely ever rendered.
Year by year did this noble son cross the

BY THE

REV.

At one of the most trying periods of
the late civil war to the poor, and espepecially to the sick and poor, a pastor in
the city of Bath, Me., was almost daily
brought into painful contact with the suffering ones of his parish. He saw and
felt deeply the want of means at his control to aid, to some extent, one and another, beyond

what

he could

reasonably

spare from his own moderate income.
Not unfrequently were found among
{he suffering those who were irreligious
and difficult of approach upon the subject
of their personal salvation. One case
was particularly distressing—that of a
man upon his bed of sickness, with a de-

pendent family, and no reasonable hope
of recovery.
Several times, the pastor, with anxious solicitude for

the

man’s spiritual welfare, attempted

;

May not others be encouraged to efforts

impressions, until, little by little, a

A. H. MORRILL.

poor

to in-

terest him uponrthe subject of religion;
but was at each time repulsed by words
of evident disgust or cold indifference.
Every servant of the church who is sincerely seeking to benefit the souls of
men knows by experience how inexpressibly painful it is to meet such cases,
—just at the time when, above all others,
the danger of insensibility to one’s spiritual condition is most alarming.
One day while pondering the question,
“ What can be done to reach this poor
man’s case?” the suggestion came 8s if
Heaven-sent, ‘ You see the family is in

poverty ; give them a token of your inter-

con-

sciousness of method anda perception of
thought dawns upon his growing intellect, thus disclosing under the
of reason another world, out of

and almost inscrutable.
or a month, does

such

Not
a

influence
self, vast

in a day,

process

unfold

in the human mind; but through long
years of youth . the natural exercise of
this function raises the child step by step.
from a heedless, crying babe, dependent
for comfort and existence upon a parent's
care, to an independent, thinking man.

~All this is the result of a natural di
position to criticise, called also the gift
of observation. Thus exercised, no other
faculty can be productive of greater good,
or needs more to be developed in a truly

noble man.

But that this power of criti-

cising is not employed, to-day for the ful-

fillment of -its first and highest end, the
very history of the word plainly shows.
From a werd signifying to discern, separate, distinguish, judge, it has,

in

order

to correspond with the thought which
man would have it convey, sunk to its
present meaning,nearly synonymous with
fault-finding. Itis no uncommon thing
to hear some one say: ¢ I am afraid of
criticism,” when nothing more or less is
meant than “I am
afraid of being
blamed,” or,in reference to another, to
hear that ‘¢ people criticise him for doing
that,” when it is apparent that people censure him for it.
Thus noting at the outset the original
office of criticism and to what a base condition it has degenerated through gradu-

est in their welfare in the form of a
cheerful donation for the relief of their.
al and natural means, it is well, taking
temporal wants.” The suggestion was
the present meaning of the word, to conadopted and at the next visit of the
sider some of its injurious effects.
preacher carried out. Up to this time
It is noticeable that a person criticising
the sick man seemed to have regarded
the calls of the minister as purely ¢¢ offi- one higher in the social scale than himcial”, and from no higher or purer mo- self is almost invariably unjust, in short
Every-day
tives. When the money was placed in does nothing but find fault.
the long fingers of the sufferer, accompa- experience substantiates this statement.
nied by words in substance as follows: Let a street-sweep judge a millionaire
«Here is a small offering which I desire rolling by in a luxurious carriage, and
you to receive as from a friend, to assist he renders a verdict of * proud, extravayou in the purchase of some items of food gant and heartless,” when the rich man
or medicine you may need, and not at all is in truth philanthropic and through his |
times have the means to procure.” The benevolence one of the greatest benefacfirst impression seemed to be that of sur- tors of his race, Or,let a profligate weigh
prise ; but after a brief pause he raised his a faithful Christian character ; he declares
eyes—deeply sunken in their sockets—to- it « hypocritical and false”; and to an
wards the minister and with tears of tender- ambitionless man, content to eat the
ness and gratitude thanked him for the fa- ¢¢ bread of idleness,” the grand achievevor. Theresult followed that had been so ments of industry are but so many eye-

earnestly longed for.

He seemed to be

convinced that no part

had

been simply

acted, and that motives higher and purer
than ‘“official”
had prompted the visits,
conversation and prayers of his friend.
Now his heart was open to receive the
truth -and the Holy Spirit; and it is believed that he passed away indulging the

-crets. ‘I was enabled to say * No’, when

precious hope the gospel inspires in all
truly ‘penitent, believing sduls,

asked to join low company, und especially to frequent drinking saloons.” When
he landed at Savannah he was met by six
young Englishmen and invited, by way

Convinced of the utility of doing good
to the physical man as a means of reaching the spiritual, and especially encour-

reached, all other work

tively fruitless.

Conducted by Rev. G. C. Waterman.
NATIVE

PREACHERS

FOR

Yet the poor, the wicked and the

their neighbors.
The church suffers from the evil of
tault-finding so rife in its midst. If the
minister attempts to inaugurate a new

hence its name, push-push.

The wages

of these men are mostly paid by another
kind friend in India. Since having it, I
‘have visited a god
deal among women
of different classes and have always
found willing listeners, as I have tried to
tell them
the ‘ Old old Story.”
One

can

hardly tell which class of women

life and character of neither stands alone,

INDIA.

Above their average goodness family Jif,

“We all feel that the work of India's
evangelization must be principally done

will

Cuttack, and

household was at times divided, one for
and one against Jesus Christ. It ig,

6% be Tikely to rise. Where mey
by consecrated native agency. In this and women herd: together it is eyey
view the importance of our College at worse. ‘ In New Testament times, the
of your Biblical

School at

Midnapore will be evident to all the judicions friends of Orissa.” So says Mr.
Buckley in his letter to our readers, published

in

last

week's

Star.

This

has

missionary

boards for the last

good

ten years.

a foreign are plain to be seen. ‘On the
grounds of adaptability and economy we

among

and they must be educated

only can rightly estimate this aim, and
the urgency of the call, who comes (o
know how many and of what sort these
are, now more rapidly than ever peopling
the wide prairies, mountain ranges, and
mining regions of the New West. There
are our own energetic, thrifty, industri-

more and better work, and save the expense of rent.
As for its endowment,

ous, self-reliant young men and women
by tens of thousands, making new homes

that was never over-large and is still, we
unpaid

for themselves in regions which

notes and pledges, on which let us hope
that the interest is promptly and regularly paid. . No doubt it might be increased
without damage to the efliciency of the
school.

that en-

ergy and industry are to subdue and cultivate. There are the thronging multitudes, from a quarter to half a million
yearly, whé bring into those forming

|

We shall do well to give good heed to
the. interests of this department

Missions,

of the gospel, to the labor, giving, self-

tempo-

of

of Home

denial and prayer requisite for extending
these blessings to those who as yet are
without them in the regions beyond. He

rary quarters as can be rented for the
purpose. A commodious building could
be erected for it at a comparatively small
cost. This would give it a chance to do

form

men would be

this land is, of course, essentially one
and the same—to rally those who have
and prize the institutions
and privileges

might be made much more helpful to the
work by an increase of resources. If we
remember correctly, it has no building of

the

which

The aim of all evangelical missions in

funds, but we venture the opinion that it

part, in

withoyt

are finding access t,

from

Aim and Method

For the latter

we should make provision. This our
Board has undertaken to do by establishing the Bible School at Midnapore. We
do not know precisely the condition of its

believe, in

from

forever excluded.
These opportunities
are eagerly embraced, often with most
cheering results for the missionary.”

must be converféd and called of God to

on in such

come

women

sanctuaries

sible, an efficient force of preachers and
pastors from among the people for whose
conversion we. are laboring. The men

its own, but is carried

can

those of their household, ang

medical

ought torseek to raise up, as soon as pos-

and ‘trained for the work.

that

Hence, many men are welcoming the
work of intelligent Christian womey

The advantages of a native ministry over

this work;

still. But the likelihood is that husbagg
and wife will hold together, or, in polygamous, countries, that the harem wij

prove too much for all the influences for

been the drift of thought and effort of all

work.

of

- We

of the Christian worker, those who are of
high caste and abound in wealth, but are

shut in from

the outer world

by oh

walls, or those who have access to
bright sun and pure air, but whose

are darkened by cruelty and

God's
lives

over-work.

It is the blessed privilege of the missionary to tell all alike of one who can save—

save to the uttermost.
Our Father, who
knows what his children need, supplied
me, through one of his servants, with the

use of a nice little horse and carriage for
the cold season’s works At .a-little village on my way I had a long talk with a
number of women. They listeged attentively, and the most intelligent ene
among them often repeated my words to
the others. . . . The following day in
the afternoon I drove out into the principal part of the town and was soon accosted by a man who seemed very glad to
see me. He said, ‘* Years ago, the Sahib,”

describing my husband, * gave me a
Christian book; I have it yet; come to
my house and I will show it to you.”
_On her way to Bhudruck, where she

intended to spend the cold~season’- she
had frequent opportunities to set before
many dark minds the true light. Among
such were pilgrims going te and from

the bloody shrine of Juggernaut.
She
presents a sad picture of the wide-spread
desolation of idolatry, where no one
is found to show the better way. What

a sad thought that many thousands of our
denomination, who believe Christ died
for all, do nothing to send to them his

see,

from

Boston, auxiliary

the

of our

communities, in

their most

the Old World

superstitions, unbeliefs,

plastic time,

course

sense declares, that there is but one pow-

to the American

er adequate to the work—the

Board. The decade from 1870 to 1880
was the period of rapid enlargement, and
the multiplication of Woman's Boards by
all the leading sects. They have all aggregated from the beginning the sum of
$3,580,775,

has the strongest claim on the sympathies | number

and

have

sent

of unmarried

out

a large

women,

who, by

priating faith, and shaping the life by the
pure precepts and examples of its Divine
Author.

great

and

variety

training

schools,

of helpful

work,

and

:

To a really great man, the petty vanities, shallow angers and morbid crotchets
of smaller natures are wnknown.—Mrs.

a

as

have

half

a century

how

Saviour’s

Church, alive to the

many a yoke.
So popular has this work become that
most of the great benevolent societies are
eager, in some way, to secure the organ-

the spiritual,

Mie

educated,

werkinfg

minis-

try, consecrated to * this one thing,” the
salvation of souls.
!

In minor points there is something of
varietyin the Ilome Missionary methods

ized help of the women of the churches,

of

till the danger is that societies will be
multiplied to the distraction of energies
that bave made their mark by concentra-

the several

evangelical

denomina-

tions; but fer the most part they agree in
looking

for the largest and most

perma-

tion, and that the friction of the machin-

nent success from the early formation of

ery will detract greatly from the working

churches, the keeping up of a steady sup-

force.

ply of ministers, the best in social, intellectual, and spiritual power that can be

How this will actually come out

remains to be seen.
We cannot say that we consider this
the ideal way of doing the work of the
church—men, women and children apart.
We prefer to regard the family as the
unit

it is, and

to look

had; the faithful culture of a definite field
for each, not too large to allow of such

regularity in plan and execution as shall
keep a firm hold for good upon the families within its bounds; the maintenance
of Sunday-schools, prayer-meetings, and

to it to moveas

such to the house of God and out into the
world-field, by its gorwing men and
women, and its means in a common
household treasury for the Lord's work.

This, we

pastoral visitation;

All

and

ly; the early provision and careful watch

believe to be the ideal way.

and nurture of schools;

and, with these,

as 8000 as may be, all the privileges that
the gospel has made common in the older

But we are not yet in the era of our
dreams or hopes. The perfect is not yet

here.

the educating

uplifting example of the Christian fami-

this may be necessary for

States.

:

There is a very general agreement also
in seeking to avoid as far as possible the
obvious dangers of pauperizing. the
churches aided. This, by making them

the time that now is. We recognize the
providential call that came to our sisters
at the first, and which grows louder and

understand that i is ‘* aid” to their own
endeavors, and not «* support” Which
Home Missionary organizations furnish.

‘‘ The church and the minister at the earliest practical moment,” and * The least

amount of aid

for the least possible

time,” are familiar

Home

Missionary

mottoes, The wonderful successes With
cry out for deliverance from the onerous which the Lord has crowned the work
and expensive work of so many organiza- 4nd self-denials of the noble army which

tions, and welcome a
we could now use with
for these ten or twelve
In so saying, we but

simplicity which evangelical churches have sent into these
all the more vigor wide and varied fields, are the best proof
that the aim and, method of Home Mis:
years’ schooling.
give expression to sions have largely had his approval—

thoughts that have often come and gone,

Gospel in All Lands. -

dnd familiarity with them does not weakAs the result of his last five years’ work
‘en their force. It is, aft
all, er
simply a in China Dr. Nevins counts 100 villages
question, how best and most speedily to
have become centers of Christian
accomplish the great work in hand, of which
work,
and
1 these are thirty churches.
bringing the emancipating gospel to the
‘His
parish
extends over some 300 wile?
hearts of mankind, that every yokeof sjn
try,
of
coun
in which he is the only evan”
and Satan may
be broken, and Christ's’ gelist employed by the Board.

reign become universal. And it cannot
be said too often or too emphatically,

‘that

this work

of

women

Although

the number of conversions has increased
20 pet cent. in'the last few years, there -

for women

are still whole provinces, containing 8°

strikes at the heart of the wrongs and superstitions of ages—that woman un:

average of about 20,000,000 inhabitants

unentered by missionaries.
|

ut.

our

changed the face of society and broken

¢
Oe

than

has 8lso been teaching

best to bring the gospel to bear on these
seething masses. It i§ by pers istently
using the same old i
nie

loving invitation, make no effort to stay

thought.—F. W. Robertson.

For more

experience

missionary visitation, school-teaching in
seminaries

gospel re-

ceived into the heart by personal appro-

up the hands or comfort the hearts of the

i
3
aged by the incident just narrated,
the methodof conducting services in order to Mulock Craik.
Nothing leads more certainly to a depastor made the subject the topic of a make them attractive and awaken inter“ yes”, on condition that he choose his sermon on the following Sabbath—relat- est, his efforts are hampered by unjust terioration of character, than
to live in a
‘own drink. He chose lemonade! And ing the incident in illustration of his top- criticism. If a whole-souled, devoted state of continual deception, Stifling our
ithis course he pursued, shunning evil in ic, and supporting ‘the discussion by am- Christian speaks or prays with unction in convictions, struggling
to conceal our
all {ts alluréments.
ple reference to the practice of the Sa- the prayer-meeting and, realizing the im- | real sentiments, hiding our honest disapWhile many who desire success in viour in connection with the preaching. of portance of his mission, turns to face the Probation, setting forth one motive and
life may be disposed to approve and even his own gospel.
audience as he exhorts, to give his words acting from another, are all things that
-adopt this first course, few, I think,
are _ The speaker also suggested the pro-. a real, personal weight, then some halt: ‘take virtue out of us: Weend by losing
‘willtoing
follow his next rule; namely, a priety of a special fund to be placed in ing pilgrim, limping along the heavenly faith in others, because we have lost it in
large-hearted generosity, wifi
special the minister's hands to be used gt his dis- way, must needs pick up stones to’ cast ourselves.
«consideration for the poor.
When he cretion, for such purposes as the relief of at him, exclaiming: “ He is stack up!”
Without especial reasons, it can never
landed at Savannah with but e dollar the sick, in their poverty, the distribution ‘ He wants to flaunt his talents!” < He
be
advisable to change the mode of life
dn his pocket he gave away half of it to of Scripture cards, tracts, and religious is trying to create a sensation!”
we have begun with,— Goethe.
i

and: woman, they

In the family the

of materialisms,’faléé" views of government
events, the impossibility of meeting the and religion, amid which they have
demands existing and constantly increas- grown up. Too many of our own, of
ing, with American missionaries, and it whom better things might be hoped, are
or to win some of her own sex to the Sa- would not be the best thing to do if we altogether willing to drop the restraints
viour from heathen degradation. She safe- could. Some we must have there for im- of the older civilization, and lapse into
ly arrived at her India home with the con- portant purposes, but more and more the free and easy Sabbathless life of the
sciousness of God's especial favor. I will must we look to the ranks of native frontier.
;
only ask space for a few of her recent Christians for men and women to carry
A very large proportion of the foreign
utterances to an old-time correspondent.
on the evangelization of India. Let us immigrants have come on purpose to enjoy the license which they miscall liberty,
It is now nearly one year since I ar- shape our means to the end in view.
rived again in India. During this time, a
and escape the ignorance, poverty, and
little school, principally for fallen womThe Work of the Women.
3
degradation in which they have been held
en, has claimed no small share of my atThe Gospel in all Lands, in its issue for in the abused name of religion. The
tention. Some good results are already
apparent and I wait in hope for more. Feb. 2, gives much space to the subject peril to every precious interest of the Reve had several Bible readers at work,
of Women's Missionary Societies, and we public, from Romanism, Mormonism, Somostly in Balasore, but one in Beams make
g liberal extract from its editorial cialism, many-sided Infidelity, acting un} Sali, a town or village nearly sixty miles
columns
:
off. Her monthly reports are encoun
¢¢ The first in the field was the unde- rial, is clear to the least observing.
Ing. For some months
after my arrival
I
bad no means of getting about except nominational ‘* Woman's Union Society’
How shall it be averted? The nature
within walking distance, but a kind friend organized Jan. 1861. This was followed of the evil suggests the cure. Experive me the loan of a little light vehicle
ence proves what sanctified common
that can be pushed about by two nien and seven years later by the Woman's Board

«of hospitality, to take a drink. He replied

Poh

Man

rise or fall together.

louder with the passing years, and more
imperative
as the women of the East
idle are not the only ones liable to err in
awake
out
of
their deep apathy and begin
weary
workers.
Oh,
how
long
shallit
be
this direction ; the rich and the industri1 to learn how abject is their condition.
‘ous are as unjust in judging of those thus!
As to the sending out of women,as to
>
above them, still richer or more ambitheir place in the work of the church,
tious; while not unfrequently, sad to say,
even our church-members,
forgetting the ideal of his youth, and has been there cannot well be two opinions, but if
their great Example who condemned not, strong enough to work out in real life we go ormultiplying societies, we may,
are willing to search for shortcomings in the plan which pleased his childish one and all, the women taking the lead,
sores.

is, if ‘not a fai].

ure, seriously embarrassed and compar. .

mortals

they fall like sparks upon tinder,
Gossip flies like wild-fire. The influence of
fault-finding spreads through the entire
membership ofa church, destroying unity
and annulling all Christian efforts. The
pastor becomes discouraged; and the

worthy saints

RAissions.

ps

'*

THE MORNING

Sunday School.

agencies than the called preacher and the
witnessing disciples. By the teaching of
the Sunday-school, by the Word of God,

For Questions see Star Quarterly and

by the religious newspaper, by the sacred

Lesson

Papers.

CHRIST'S FOES AND FRIENDS.
DAILY

READINGS.
The growth of the kingdom. Mark 4: 21—34.

Psalm 145: 1-13.

A glorious kingdom.

An increasing kingdom. Psalm 72: 1—19.
A prosperous kingdom. Isa.85: 1-10. .
An everlasting kingdom. Dan. 7: 15—28.

T.
F.

John 18:

8. The kingdom not of this world.
S.

A kingdom of peace.

unto

you:

and

of more shall be given unto you. For he that
hath,to him
shall be Bitans and he that
hath not, from him shall be taken away
even that which he hath.
96
And he said,
So is the kingdom of God,
as if a man should cast seed
97 earth; and should sleep and rise

ri

upon the
night and

seed should spring
not

fruit of herself;

up

how.

The

and

earth

first the blade,

then the ear, then the full corn in the ear.
29 But when the fruit is Fie, struighiway he
putteth forth the sickle,
because
the harvest

is come.

30

And

:

he

said,

How

shall

we

:

liken

up,-and becometh

greater

than all the herbs, and putteth out great
branches; so that the birds of the heaven
can lodge under the shadow thereof.

And with many such parables spake he the

word unto them, as they were able to hear
34 it: and without a
ble spake he not unto
"them: but'privately to his own disciples he

expoun ied all things.

ox

arn ied

Tor10s—The light,
The hearer.
Seed sown.

Growth,

A word in season, as from Thee,

0, fill me with Thy fulness, Lord,
Until my very heart o'erflow
In kindling thought and glowing word,
Thy love to tell, thy praise to show.
0, use me, Lord, use even me,
Just as Thou wilt, and when and where ;
Until Thy blessed face I see,
Thy rest, Thy joy, Thy glory share.
:
— Frances Ridley Havergal.

They

who

have

received

should let it shine.

light,

:

II. Responsibility comes upon us all.
III. Nothing from God is ipsignificant.
:
TOPICS FOR FURTHER

STUDY,

constantly obedient,

re-

hide jt in a box, or put under a bed

defeat the object for
pared. Se it is with
received intellectual
ening. He isto be

is

to

which it was preevery one who has
or spiritual enlighta light-giver In the

world. He isto let his light shine that
darkness may be scattered, and the world,
or, at least, that part of it around him,
be made a
brighter and better place. His
wisdom is to be used to help the foolish ;
his strength to help the weak ; his goodness to help the bad. And that is one
reason why the foolish, the weak and the

bad are put here with us, that they may
be helped by those who are wiser and
stronger and better than themselves,
*‘I
am the Light of the world;*- said Jesus,
and to every disciple he gives something
of that illuminating power that is in himself, in order that the disciple may be,
according to his measure, a giver of light.
His word to the disciple is, *‘ Let your
light shine.”
We have not to make it
shine. Ifit be genuine, kindled at the
central source of light, it will shine.
We
must not hide it, cover it, draw curtains

around it, do anythingto conceal it or
weaken its power.
II. The hearer. *‘Take heed what ye

hear.” The warning which Jesus gave to"

his disciples after speaking to them of im-

things was

timely. It would

serve to call their attention more
to what he had said, and

sharply

stimulate

them

But,

whilst Holy Scripture forms me for God's
service, whilst it makes me * complete,
furnished completely unto every good
work” (2 Tim. 3:17),
it does not
tell me to what special work I am called,

roe

by what service I may really please him,
what I have to do in the morning, what in
the afternoon, ete. And how could 1
stand before God, waiting upon him, if I
were not quite sure that the Master who

GLEANINGS.
( From Rev. Dr. P. S.

as well as submis-

sive, to every written word of God.

wr

I. What is the measure of my
sponsibility?
II. The truth of God as a shelter.

only be heard by, those who are fully and

Henson.)

Christianity, we all know, was cradled
in a manger.
Very fitly, then, is a mus-

had called me to serve him,
tell me from hour to hour

tard seed usedto represent it; for that is

would also
the service

¢¢ less than all the seeds that be in the Which he desires to have done through
A waiting attitude is possible only
earth ; but when it is sown, it groweth me?
up and becometh greater than all herbs, before a Master who speaks to me,
In old times,
and shooteth out great branches.” Even under the cloud. Israel was continually
At the commandmen
so Christianity, springing from a source of the Lord they journeyed, and at t
the
80 humble, has spread like a mighty Ban- commandment of the Lord they pitched
yan-tree, striking down far and near; their tents. Can you, then, think that,
under
and wherever it strikes down a new cen- tell us the new covenant, the Lord will not
how long
have us to sit at
ter is created, a new stock is formed, his feet, as Mary hedid,willto be
instructed and
endowed for new service, and

ing for himself. He did what he saw the
Father do; he judged as he heard. We
are his followers ; our privilege is to walk
as he walked.
We serve him not as servants, but as friends. ¢ The servant
knoweth not what his Lord doeth.” All
that Jesus heard of his, Father he has

And that which, at the first, was but as a

the

moun-

seed, planted eighteen hundred years
ago, among a despised people that dwelt
among the hills of Judea, has developed
into the noblest, grandest growth of the
world’s civilization, and is destined uni-

live in the presence of God, when you
thiok, speak, and act under the light of

his coutitenance, you enable him to guide
you by his eye. He is then able to speak
to you, and thus to make you intelligent,
teaching you lessons for the present and
lessons for the eternal life. . . .
Those who walk with God, abide under
his control in every use of their faculties,

of their time, of their money ; through all

they keep listening, ready to be stopped
by God's veto. To be stopped! If you
ask how God speaks, it is just this, so far
asit can be explained: in the depths of
your being, far deeper than the region of
feeling, disposition or impression, you
get stopped in one direction, you get free
to go on in the other. A door opens or
is shut. It is simply the application and
realization, in small details, of what all
true Christians have experienced in some
solemn, critical question in their lives,

when they felt full inward assurance, conviction and freedom, with deep peace, to

accept or to refuse, to go on or to stop.

When
but also
titude of
to make

you abandon not only self-will,
plans and wishes, taking the at** a little child,” then God is able
you hear his voice within. But

one may live in this attitude, and then the
capacity of hearing

develops,

the

con-

to a careful obedience to-his directions.
It is equally good for all time. Preaching is one of God's appointed ways of ‘farther revision it is worth all it has cost.
communicating truth to men, and of im- 1t is quite probable that many of the retentative,
pressing their hearts and persuading visers regarded it only as
their wills. It is a means upon which he and expected that it would. receive ecritihas placed especial honor, and to which cism and amendment before the work
he has added his richest blessing. They would be accepted as final. We heartily
do unwisely who undervalue the preach- wish that the American Bible Society
ing of the word; and they do wickedly were able and disposed to organize a
who decry and neglect it.The living commission which should earry the work:
forward another stage toward complepreacher, called of God to his work,
should receive a candid and careful atten- tion,
re
Pe
tion for the word’s sake, and the word
*>
ag
spoken should be taken into the heart to
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES,
be watched over and watered by the
The
Sabbath-school of
the Eliot
Spirit and made to grow and bear fruit.
Church, Lowell, employs a loeal mission«
III. Seed sown. *‘For the seed is the ary who has gathered in 100 pupils from
word,” said our Saviour in explaining the
families where the parents do not attend
parable of the Sower, and no comparison
church,
:
can be more appropriate, The likeness
The
eighteen
graduates
from the soiof human hearts to the soil into which
entific
department
of
the
Training
School
the farmer casts the seed ; the similarity
“existing between the work of the sower at Kiota, Japan, have returned in a body
and that of the preacher ; and the many to pursue the study of theology.
The distribution of the library books
- features in which the progress of the work
of grace in the heart of man is like the in the Sabbath-school can be done far
growth of a plant from the seed onward better after the close of the session than
to maturity, all combine to make the to interupt the classes for this purpose

True, full and implicit.confidence in the

oodness and perfection of God's will,

in

its desirable and acceptable character,

at.

once checks your imaginations, dreams,
plans, and wishes. Shrinking farther on
from forming any desire about the course
that your daily life and service should
take, you just stand before God to let him
speak, und to

hear

his

decisions.

You

are anxious not to interfere in any detail,
conscious and sure that only his will
brings life and bappiness. In that way,
far from being a machine, ‘you become
the freest being of
the univeree, living
and growing up in the free, open ait of
heaven.— Pastor Stockmayer.
=
“1 Don’t Want a Plaster,”
B8aid a sick man to a druggist,‘‘can’t you give
me something to cure me!’
His symptoms
were a sure indication of Kiduey disease.
The
druggist toid him to use Kidney-=Wort and in a

short. time it effected a Jomplete cure. Have
you these
symptoms? Then get a box or bottle
to-day:

ore you become incurable,

cure; safe and sure.~Knoxville

It is the

Republican.

and whosoever will may take of the seed

energy,

has wp

“to the direct and formal process, but at of London, Eonglénd, for the Assemblies
odd moments and in casual opportunities, at Chantauqua and. Framingham next
and apparently accidental chances this August. Although the compuny go to
work may be done, ifitis done at all, Many England in April they have promised
a corner of the field can be reached only certainly to return by that time.— Cong,

examination, agreed

Gold

and Jet,

est Haven, Ct.

10¢.

name in

American Card .Co.,
184

my case

was

of

;

for

every

:

patients at the Amer-

ican House, Boston, Mass. on the second.
Wednesday and Thursday
of each month.
Office

hours

from

9 A. M. to 3 P, M.

:

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA
For Purifying

the Blood.
com;

und
of
Altera-

e
and

Man-

Sie,
he Iofidosmn,
of
Po rin an
makes 8 most cffectual

~~ cure of a series of com“plaints which are very

that undermine health 2

me

disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the a;
on the Ap
huwOPS that should A
ior :
from the blood.
ternal derangements are the
determination of these same humors to some internal organ or organs, whose action they
ge,
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from.
the blood. When they are
gone, the disorders
they produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of

hopeless.

They informed my wife that 1 had better be told

ued it until I had used seven or eight bottles.

DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.

ITISSENT FREEPost-paid, to all Applicants.
Address Dr. J. H. Schenck & Son,
and Sixth Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Go and see the people who
ters, §f possible.

Cor . Arch

write the following let-

From 0. W, Emerson, Esq., of Natick,
J. H'SCNENCK

& SON, Sixth and Arch Sts., Phil, Pa.:

Gentlemen—I send you herewith an account of
my case, and I have been careful to coufine myself strictly to plain facts:
I was taken sick in the laster part of June,
1872; the doctor said it was Congestion of the
Lungs, and three days after I had what he
called
Congestion
of the
Liver. . Among
Among

other medicines, I took six blue pills,

after ten weeks
house.

Ihad

was just

able to go

a bad cough
(my

native

this time the matter I raised

I then went

place).

was

the

as much as

a pint of clear white matter in a day.
to the State of Maine

and

around

and raised

About

streaked

with

blood, and when I coughed it ceemed as though

me, and having heard of two cures by

jcines, concluded to give them a trial,
this time I often conghed up clear blood, and
was 50 weak I had to rest when half-way up the
stairs, and weighed only one hundred and twentyfom pounds. My feet and ankles were 80 swollen
that it was very difficult for me to walk. lhad a
steady diarrhea which nothing would check, and
night sweats every night.
I bought one dozen of your medicines, and
we boxes of your Mandrake Pills, and commenced taking them. Some of my friends said it was
throwing money away, and advised me to go to
the Massachusetts General Hospital; but I was determined to give them a fair trial.

any improvement untll I had
tles; then however I began

several

there is no use in taking your medicines without

persevering. I have since recommended it to two
others, both of whom it has cured; and I am firm
belief that

by

be cured

can

I know

and

the faithful nse of your medicines,
they saved my life.
Yours truly,

sent

me a bottle of yoar

Pul-

Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones, Side and
male =

All

Of course

DR.

have

saved

THE MAGICAL REMEDY
Remedy for these Troubles.

Read

my

MR. HARLEY

P. HOPKINS, who writes

the

fore-

going letter to Dr. Schenck, of Philadelphia, is an
old resident of Providence.. I have known him

see him.

so

ness and recovery is striétly" true.

He

was

con-

sidered a consumptive, in the last stages of the
disease, by his physician and friends, and I believe that his recovery is entirely due to the use

of Dr. Schenck’s medicines.

;

to

He gave but little encouragement,
me,

howey-

well-known

symptoms

mon, South

of

bene-

;

REV.

J.

SCOTT,

of Representatives.

medi-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Boston,

[

Mass., Jan. 19, 182,

f

Ihave been afflicted for more ten years with
“ throat trouble.”
Have used many kinds of
Troaches, but have found none 50 good A8 yours.
Indeed they are the only thing of the kind that
has benefitted me. Please send me some more of
them at your earliest convenience. Address
REV. J. SCOTT,
Member House Representatives,
Boston,

Mass.

To the American Medicine Co., Manches.er, N. H.
a

Price 25¢. a box,

or

four

boxes

for

$1.00.

Sent by mail, postage
paid, on Fecaint of price.
Address ** American
Medicine Co.,”
Manchester,
N.H. For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. {.
|. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.
GR ATI
Pieces New

6 Beautiful
Appropriate

«

Music, full size,

Face Pictures, 99
Album Verses, 9
1 Package

* flold

to

the Light? Cards, 1 pack Humorous Cards, 1rpack
“ C.
U. Home” Cards, 1
Language of Jewels and

pack Acquaintanhe Cards,
Flowers, 1 Card Puzzle,

2 Transformation Puzzles, 9 Interesting Games,
13 Wonderful Magical Tricks, 23 lovely Work
Patterns, and a Literary Paper 3 months on trial.
All the above gent on Tecgipt of 27 cents in stamps,
to cover

posiagse and packing.

3t8

KENDALL

& CO., Pubs., Boston, Mass.

Jom, OW) Ri HUMOR
FAN L

I WARRANT
' ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 do.
in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,

PSORIASIS,
RHEUM;

CANCER,

RHEUMATISM,

ECZEMA,

KIDNEYS,

SALT

DYSPEP-

SIA, CATARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and
BLOOD. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Sendpampnlets, free,
for 33 page
FOWLE,
i
ful cures.

DR. SCHENCK’S

Wharf, Boston.

PILLS

showing
Chemist,

Sent by Express,.

The Ivers & Pond Pianos are the
five years. Sold on
for d
Warrante

Do not produce sickness at the stomach, nausea
On the contrary, they are so mild and
agreeable in their action thal a person suffering
with a sick headache, sonr stomach, or pain 1b the
disiressive
bowels, is speedily relieved of these
symptoms.’ They act direcily on the liver, the orpurifies
condition,
healthy
a
in
when
gan which,
;
the whole body.
|’ the bloodare fora perfect
great and
that
of
Rieparation
They
llin, a
Mandrake or Podophy
well-known remedy,
remedy that has d.splaced the use of mercury, 28
well as many Other jpoleouony drugs, in the prac

easy payments or reated

0

its
14

wonder
Central

1y26eow

best

S a
Evin

ment

prices. 8. A Address]
a8

Ivers,

sPond

~ Piano Co., 597 Washi ‘gton St., Boston.
GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestPrices re~
Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles{

:

Prof. or Kiog, of the Colle o of Medicine, of
Cincinnati, fuys ; “In Conetipation it acts npon the
quent c0sbowels without disposing them to 8

:

Rev.1. B, Hadley, Camp-

Afflicted for More. Than Ten Years With
¢¢ Throat Trouble,’’ and Dr. Warren’s
Troaches are the Only ones that
ever
Benefitted
Him.

The Great Vegetable Substitute for MerJ
oury.
They will cure Chills and Fever.
They will cure Diarrhoea,
They will cure obstinate Constipation,
leaving the Stomach and Bowels in.a
healthy condition.
They will cure Liver Complaint, that
great forerunner of Consumption.

5

Ly-

Hamp-

Member of Massachusetts House

my strength coming back

physician.

Barnstead,;

TESTIMONY

DR. SCHENCK'S
MANDRAKE
PILLS,

intelligent

New

Rey. C. W. Morse,
Walcott, Vt.; Rev. F. S.
Smith, Richmond, Me. ; Rev. F. R.Wait, Litchfield,
Conn.

By Using

tice ot every

Rev. F. H.

ton; Rev. H. Mo: dy, Andover.

fit. In September I went to see Dr. Schenck, and
goon after began to use his full course of medicines.
I soon felt their beneficial effects, my

or

Rochester;

Rev. E. H. Prescott,

Strafford ; Rev. Josiaah Higgins, Fréemont; Elder
J. B. 8. Pillsury, Springfield: Elder W. M. Har-

quantities,

remedies without

Metcalf, Au-

ham; Rev. John George, Bamstead; Rev. W.
U
Carr, Barnstead; Rev. James P. Stone, Dalton;
Rev. John A. Goss, Portsmouth; Rev. H. P. Manson, Milton Mills; Rev. L. H. Winglow, Center

that with care I might be made comfortable for a
time. My cough wgs almost without cessation. I
and I had all the other

Rev. David

ton; Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Flat; Rev. T.
P.
Swain,
Lyndenborough; Rev. H. 8. Parmalee,
M. D.; East Canaan:
Rev. 4. R. Sylvester, Gor-

informed my friends that I was incurable, but

MANDRAKE

Quincy;

Rev. E. P. Moulton,

I was discharged from the U. 8. Army in June,
1864, as an incurable Consumptive. My discharge
reading thus: ‘ Advanced stage of Consumption
of the Lungs.” I was advised by thé army surgeonto live ont-doors as much as possible.
He

I took many

Rev. 8.8. Mooney, Salem; Rev.
M. Emory;
pastor M. E. church, Roslindale, Boston,.

ford, Littleton;

large

Representatives;

Packard, Madison; Rev. J. H. Brown, Stark;
Rev.J. 8. Bachelder, Stratham; Rev. IsaacC.
White, Newmarket; Rev. W. R. Cochiane, Antrim; Rev. James Holmes, Bennington; Rev.J.D.
Tilton, Rumney;
Rev. I. H. Shipman, Lisbon;

dence, RB. I.

lungs

of

River; Rev. J. M. Avann, Southbridge; Rev,
Geo. W. Ryan, Franklin.
7
New Hampshire—Rev. B. T. Sanborn, Fremont;
Rey.
Albert Watson,
pastor Congregationa
church, Hampstead; Rev. N. F. Tilden, Leba on;
Rev. Geo. W. Pierce, East Rochester; Rev. W.S.

Statement of Mr. Julius Boyden, of Provi-

raised matter from my

House

N. A. Prince, Auburn; Rev. Joshua B. Gay, Hanson; Rev. Addison Brainard, Savoy; Rev. James
E. Smith, Abington; Rev. James N. Nutting, Falk

3

of the or griping.

lungs, which compels me to be careful not to take
oold.
;
Soon after my reeovery, happening to meet the
last physician I employed before using your
medicines, he was surprised te see me alive, but
said that he could truly say that Iwas not the
only one he knew who had been greatly benefitted
by the use of your medicines,
I feel thai I cannot speak too highly of your
remedies believing as 1 do, that they saved ny
life, I have,since my recovery, recommend:

Rev.

member of

burn, Rev. F.J. Fairbanks, West Boylston; Rev.
C. N. Smith, Ipswich ; Rev. R. D. Burr, Ayer; Rev.

Discharged from the Army in the Last
Stages of Consumption. Curedby
Dr. Schenck’s Medicines.

the disease.

Massachusetts

Rev. 8. Kelley,

H. I. LEITH, Druggist,
No. 282 N. Main 8t., Providence, R. I.
May 19, 1881.

in

Springfield;

St. Jerome’s church, Holyoke ; Rev. John Bragdon,
pastor Fourth Con,
ational church, Hayerhill;
v. B.F.Grant,
Plymouth; Rev.G.W.Fuller,.
Hyannis; Rev. O. 8, Butler, Georgetown; Rev. C..
B. Ferry, pastor Unitarian church, Northampton ;

well for the last fifteen years, and I can assure the

In

weak

Rev. J. Scott,

church,

Fisher, Amherst; Rev. G. M. Smiley, pastor M. E.
church, West Medford ; Rev. P. J.
Harkins, pastor

public that all he has written in regard to his sick-

me, I could not do better than give them a trial.

I went

church, Yarmouth;

Smith, D. D,, pastor First
Baptist church,
Spr
Hill, Somerville; Rev. H. 8. Kimball, pastor
ngregational church, Boyleston *Ceuter;
Rev. R. J. Adams, D. D.,
Holyoke, Rev. G. E.

visited by an

I was

and N. H.

No. 2 Howell 8t., Providence, R. I.

uncle from California who strongly advised me to
take your remedies, saying that he had been
cured of Consumption by them. My husband,
who had no'confidence in patent medicines, was
very much opposed to my taking them, but I concluded that as my docter could do nothing for

although

Mass.

Rev. WwW. H- Dowden,
pastor
Congregational
church, South Boston; Rev. John Duncan, D. D.,.
gpstor Baptist church, Mansfield;
Rev. Charles.

‘May 19, 1881.

face, the last doctor I had told my sigter that I
could live but a few weeks, While in this appar.

that I had to be lifted into a carriage,

of

al

mouth;
Wright,

MALARIA

al visits to Boston, and

Names

Rev. H. L. Kelsey, Brockton;
Rev. R. H. Howard, Saxonville;
Rev. W. F. Farrington, East
Bridgewater;
Rev. S. M. Andrews, North Dart-

to me very fast. In the following April I was entirely well and came to Providence and went to
work. From that time to this I have been entirely

At this time your father was making profession-

Following

tor First Congregational

the

cines for myself.
I therefore know that Dr,
Schenck’s medicines are good and reliable in Lung
| Disease. My curé was considered almost a miracle by those who knew me when I was discharged
DR. J. H, SCHENCK, Philadelphia:
JULIUS BOYDEN.
Dear Sir—Over twenty-three years ago I from the army.
Of Boyden & Whelden, Grocers, No. 574 N. Main
was attacked with a hacking ¢ough, which con8t., Providence, R. I., July 4th, 1881. Formerly
tinued for about three months, when I was sudof Bouth Walpole, Mass.
denly taken with a severe homorrhage. After
and finally got so
this I gradually lost strength,
Guard the System Against
low as to be confined to my bed. From the first I
employed what we considered the best physicians
of Boston, but all to no purpose; their medicinee
ave me but little relief, and I felt as did all my

hopeless condition I was

the

Clergymen Who Have Testified to the Great
enefit Derived from these Troches.
Massachusetts—Rev. A. C. Childs, West Gloucester; Rev. Geo. H. Cheney, pastor Broadway M.
E. church, Somerville; Rev. Jchn W. Dodge, pas-

J. H. Docher, pastor Sanford-sireet Congregation-

well, not spending one dollar for doctors

ently

WARREN'S

For Coughs, Sore Throat,
Hoarsness,
and All Throat and Bronchial Affections.
Commended
by
More Than
Seventy Clergymen During the Last
Two Months as Superior to Any Other

From Mrs. J. V. Wellington, of Cam; bridgeport, Mass.

friends, that I had but a short time to live.

Fe--

arising:

life, and I feel so thankful to you that I am anxious that all who are suffering with. lung troubles
should know how good they are. Of course, I
can give a better account of my case in telling of"
it than in writing, and if any who read this are
interested, they are welcome to call on me at my
residence.
Yours truly,
HARLEY P. HOPKINS,

cough growing less and

C. W. EMERSON.
Natick, Mass,

Head,

Leucorrheea

TROCHES'!

it

my room. From this time my recovery was rapid.
I gained flesh fast and soon went outdoors, and
now I am entirely well, a wonder to all my acquaintances who saw me when I was so low.
1 weigh one hundred aud sixty-two pounds, appetite good, and I can truly say that I never felt
better in my life. I consider your medicines as
They

Sterility,

WILD CHERRY AUD- SARSAPARILLA

—santrat Tast I was able'to get up and walk about

wonderful as their effects.

Weakness,

Practical and Analytiéal Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES.

was slow, but it was also sure.
I gradually
gained strength, the character of what I raised
frommy lungs was changed—not being so offensive

strong-

to feel a little

condition,

the Liver, Stomach,
Kidney, Lungs, Eruptions and
Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,
Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules,
Blotches,
Boils, Tumors,
"Tetter and Salt
um, Scald
Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores,
eumatism,

this time I was in bed and was so wegk that I had
to be lifted. This was not a difficult thing to do,
however, as I only weighed aboat ninety pounds,
As I have said, I commenced the use of the medicine with no thought of its curing me, but after
taking the
eighth bottle I would
sometimes
feel a little hungry, a thing I had not before done
for many months.’ I omitted to mention that after
taking four or five bottles of the Pulmonic Syrup,
I also began taking the Seaweed Tonic and ‘I also
took some of the Mandrake Pills.
It is needless for me to give you an account of

bot:

er. I took the medicine regularly, a bottle each
of Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic in fuar or
five days, and after taking a dozen bottles or
more, they could see that I was better. I coughed less, my night sweats were less violent, I be
gan to regain my appetite and flesh, and in a
short time was quite my old self, and weighed
one hundred and eighty-seven pounds; have con:
tinued gaining strength ever since, and am well as
as ever. I have not lost a meal for eight months,
can hold my breath a half minute, and run a mile
with ease; my lungs ave apparently as sound as
can be. Iam satisfied I had Consuniption.
1 want to impress on all who are afflicted that

in the

my

I could not see

taken

Consumption

of

all my feelings during my recovery.

Mass.

with the exception of a slight weakness

t New Style Chromo Cards

that

the wrappers

from internal ulceration and uterine diseases,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

taken, &c.

recover, but I was permanently cured, for I have
had excellent health for the last twenty years,

b Ele

on

Dr. Schenck will see

night sweats so severely that my bed, through the
night, would be as wet as though water had been
thrown-over me. I was continually raising blood
and large quantities of offensive matter from my
lungs, and at last had all the well-known symptoms of Comsumption in its last stages.
At the request of my family, my physician called
in two other doctors of this city, and they,after an

|visit to my
friends in Philadelphia.
I
was 80 low that it took a long time to entirely

the services of: the
Bfigers and Glee-men

use ‘are prin

monic Syrup, thinking it might relieve my cough,
and make my expectoration easier. I began using
it; never even hoping that it would cure me, but
finding great relief from its use.
When the first
bottle was gone I sent and got more; so I contin.

be

er, and I immediately began taking the Mandrake
Pills, Seaweed Tonic and Pulmonic Syrup as he
directed. After using them for three weeks I began to improve, and, continuning their use for
some months, I got well enough
to make a

‘tendent and teachers is one of the first
work of the preacher, but it is not’ his elements of success in a Sabbath-school.
alone. « The ‘store-house is open to all,
Dr. J. H. Vincent, with characteristic |

their

book is the result of many years of experience in the
treatment of Lung Diseases, and should be read, not
only by the afflicted, but by those who, from hereditary taint or other cause, suppose themselves liable to
any affection of the throat or lungs.

should

He promised to do what he could for

Seed sowing may seem to be the special

Are sold by all Druggists, and full directions
package.

This

how and when exercise

saying that I, like many others, only came to see
him after being given up by all other physicians,

comparison one of the most perfect and while any other exercises are in progress.
beautiful of our Saviour’s parables. «
| Hearty co-operation between superin- |

From Mr. Harley P. Hopkins, of Providence, BR. I. He is cured of Qonsumption by Dr. Schenck’s Medicines,
after being given up to die by
some of the hest physicians of the city.

that I could not live, as my time would be very
short for arranging my worldly affairs. They also
said that no medicine would be of any use fo me.
The next day my friend, Mr. H. I. Leith, hearing

a thousand needles were sticking between my
shoufders and through my left breast. I consulted a lung doctor at Bangor; he examined me carefully;
he shook his head and said there was no
use in taking anything but stimulants. Fmally I

sciousness of God’s voice deepens and increases every day. Yod will get practiced
which we have been accustomed. As a in hearing God’s voice; you will learn
help to a right understanding of the New “to distinguish it clearly and quickly from
)
Testament, it is excellent; as a basis of a any other.

and sow for the Master. Nor is it confined Royal Hand-Bell

For other Certificates of Cures send for Dr.
Sehenck’s Book on Consumption, Liver Complaint
and Dyspepsia. It gives a full description of these
diseases in their various forms, also valuable information in regard to the diet and clothing of the sick;

t is only through faith that w
hear God speak ol
So far as vou Wi
faith in God and in his will (Rom. 12: 2),
trusting that his will is good and. acceptable and perfeet, so far you will come un- | ca
der the light of his countenance, the shin- your
ing of his face. And again, ‘when you | At

ship, beth in America and England, out-

side-of the Committee as in it, and that
there must be a revision of the Revision
before we shall have a Version that will
be accepted by the people and the scholars as worthy of a place above that to

ns

known unto us.

ale

versally to prevail.—Bapt. Teacher.
THF, REVISED VERSION,
1t begins to be apparent that those who
were willing to wait until the tests of
time and use and criticism had been applied to the work of the Canterbury Revision Committee, before pronounncing
strongly in its favor, were quite as wise
as those who, with great alacrity, rushed
to the front with their emphatic resolulutions, bidding farewell to the Version
which had acquired a certain value and
authority by its age, as well as by its
many excellences. That the work of revision has been thoroughly and carefully
done admits of no question; that, in
many respects, it 8 an improvement on
that of 1611, ought, we think, to be admitted by every fair-minded scholar and
critic; that it is perfect, its most ardent
admirers will not claim for it. It is evident that there is quite as good scholar-

In

the days of his tlesh, Jesus could do noth-

it shall overshadow the whole earth- with
blessed refreshing and delicious fruit.
handful of cotn on the top of

afterward,

whither and how far we have to 00?

day,

Chronic Liver Complaint there is not

grew worse, my cough became very bad; I had

+Olear and explicit statements from
¢. well-known persons which should |
convinoe - the most skeptical.

HEARING GOD'S VOICE.
God's speaking to us will be always
within the lines traced out by Holy Seripture. God is always consistent, N ay,
more: it will only be granted to, and can

In

DR. SCHENCK’S
MEDICINES,
MANDRAKE PILLS,
i
SEAWEED TONIC,
AND PULMONIC SYRUP,

Dear Sir—I have beep cured of what

CONSUMPTION
CAN BE
CURED. _

To weary ones in needful hour.

tivenese.

its equal m-the whole range of medicines, being .
vastly more useful than merenrial agents, arousing the liver to healthy action, increasing the flow
of bile, and keeping up these actions longer than
any other agent
with which we are acquainted.”
(See American Pispensagory, age 720.)
!
In all cases of Liver Complaint or Dyspepsia,
where there is great weakness or debility, Dr.
Schenek’s Seaweed Tonic should be used in
connection with these Pills.

three of the best physicians of this city told me
was Consumption of the Lungs, by the use of your
medicines. I was first attacked with the disease in
Octoher, 1880, and although I was from that time
continually under the care of a physician, I grew
worse and worse, until I was confined to my bed.
I can hardly say that I was first attacked with the
disease in 1880, for my lungs had been weak for
many years previous to this, and I would quité
often have severe pain in my bresst, if I took the
least cold or exerted myself toomuch in anyway. I

his assertion that

O, give Thine own sweet rest to me.
That 1 may speak with soothing power

have al-

DR. J. H. SCHENCK :

dence on which he bases |

The hidden depths of many a heart,

A lamp is lighted that tain, shall shake like Lebanon. That little

it may give light to all that are in the
house. To cover it with a basket, or to

portant

|

. -

Lr, Schenck gives the evi-

0, teach me, Lord, that I may teach
The precious things Thou dost impart;
And wing my words, that they may reach

the plant of grace.

and strike down, until, at no distant

The matter of this lesson was probably
spoken at the same time as the parable of
the Sower.

The Light.

thing

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

I.

those afflicted.

To wrestlers with the troubled sea.

the world and honor God.
|

Which should bs read by

=

1 may stretch out a loving hand

whence other great branches strike out

Notes and. Hints.

I.

growth of

the

tard seed, which, when it is sown upon the
earth, though ithe less thun all the seeds
32 that are upon the earth,
yet when it is

33

shall "prosper in the

Firm on the rock and strong in Thee,

they

12 Tremont Street, Cambridgeport, Mass.

|

people,

and

the only. exception

being those who were beyond the power of all
medicine. Ialways keep your remedies in the
house and now consider them the best of all
medicines
for the diseases
you recommend
them for.
=
Yours respectfully,
MRS. J. V. WELLINGTON.

Some interesting Letters from the

thab1 may lead
and the wavering feet;
that I may feed
ones with manna sweet.

0, strengthen me, that while I stand

will cause it to grow}vigorously and, iv
due time, to bear fruit which shall bless

kingdom of God? or in what parable shall
31 we set it forth? It is like a grain of mua-

sown, groweth

eres BH mragngin

0, lead me, Lord,
The wandering
O feed me, Lord,
Thy hungering

even than the mustard-seed, but the
quickening influences of the Holy Spirit

And he said unte them, Is the lamp
brought to be put under the bushel, or
under the
and not to be put on the
99 stand? For there is nothing
hid, save that
it shouldbe manifested; ne
was anything mude secret, but that it should come
93 to
light. If any man hath ears to hear, let
94 him hear, And he said ugito them, Take
heed what ye hear: with what measure ye

knoweth

and

The seed may seem to be small, smaller

91

grow, he

It

4 steady

‘MARK 4: 21-84,
(Revised Version.)

98

pictures

people,

most invariably cured them,

CONSUMPTION
BE CURED?

Sie

In living echoes of Thy tone; '
As thou hast sought, so let me seek
Thy erring children, lost and lone.

and justifies the labor expénded. Growth
is the evidence of life in the plant, and no
one in whose heart the good seed has been
planted should be satisfied unless there is

}

and the

by

whereto I send it.” Growth proves the
goodness of the seed ; the faithfulness of
the sower, the carefulness of the culture

mountains; the fruit thereof shall sha
like Lebanon.,”—Ps, 72: 16.

day,

works of art

void;

Isa.$2:1—20.

measured

hymns,

AF,

Lord, speak to me, that T may speak

root-hold and grow in due time.
&
IN. Qrowth. Nor is this all. Seedtime and harvest shall not fail. There
| shall be growth. The laws of spiritual
husbandry are sure and ever to be trusted. * My word shall not return unto me

GOLDEN TEXT.— There shall be a handful
of corn in the earth upon the top of the

mete it shall be

sweet gospel

Sh

51

them
to a great many

A WORKER'S PRAYER.

many a seed is cast where it will find a

»

7.

Sogga of the sanctuary and

FEBRUARY 15, 1882.

Selections.

in these somewhat indirect and irregular
ways. And the seed is sown by other

IX.-==February 26.
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seem hard, burdensome, irksome, and are

lone only from compulsion or a crushing
sense of obligation, are never faultlessly
.ddne, because not done heartily.
We follow Christ well—in. his purity, humility,

. charity, unselfishness, only so far as we
do so with joy.
>
--&
+04

If we believe that Jesus indeed bore
witness unto the truth, and has power to
make good his assurances, we have no
excuse for being devoid of that charity
which he exemplified, the glad hope
_ which *¢ saves” the scul, the peace which
is deeper and larger than any possible
woe, and a certain

joyfulness,

even

in

tribulations, which is a ** light that nevef
was on sea or land"—spiritual,
eternal.
There is

no

genuine

celestial,

revival

without

prayer. *‘The disciples prayed and the
place was shaken where they were assembled.” They had power with God

and

therefore

had

power

with

men.

Prayer is more powerful than preaching.
It is in the closet that the battle is lost or
won. Could we but wrestle with the Angel
like Jacob; could we but pray for rain
like Elijah! It was when Ezekiel prayed,
“ Come from the four winds, () breath,
and breathe upop these slain that they
may live,” that the dry bones stood up
upon their feet an exceeding great army.
Those who pray thus ‘‘are filled with
the Holy Ghost.” They are streng who
are filled with Him; they are weak who
are not. The disciples in the early
church thought and spoke, lived and labored, in

the Spirit.

Without

Him,

the

. best organized church is like a ship without wind, like machinery without power,
like a cannon primed and ready, but
without the spark which would make it
strike like a thunderbolt! ¢ Filled with

the Holy Ghost!”

What an attainment!

seeks to hide itself. The doctrine of perest of some of these pupils in the study of sonal and religious liberty is sacred for
light to me to witness the growing inter-

the holy
Scriptures. Teaching such
scholars is a great pleasure, and one for
which I have many times thanked God
during this year.” Other studies are

adapted to the

needs

of the students.

the welfare of the
its destruction.

republic,

bat not

for

Just now there is 8 movement against
the Mormon iniquity all -along the line.

Leading statesmenin Congress who rep-

They are also engaged in Sunday-school resent the best states manship of the nation
labors, supplying the stations and various are giving to the cause their earnest enitinerant efforts, much as our theological deavors, and they are devising radical,
students are at home. The Bible School, and what may prove effective’ measures.
has a worthy place among our Institu- “The press, secular and political as well

tions.

:

as religious,

+ The school has made a good beginning
and is doing a noble work. Let it be
amply furnished and sustained by our
sympathy, donations, and various benefactions. May it never be restricted and
crippled for lack [of either. There is
scarcely an more hopeful undertaking in
all thelfeld of our benevolent operations.
In this direction especially we can afford
to be liberal, so that the

school

may

be

an increasing fountain of blessing to the
nations, and a joy to every Christian

heart.

is

discussing

the

subject

afresh and abounds in decisive utterances.

Pablic meetings, largely attended, are giving voice to public sentimentas well as directing it, and the pulpit is hurling its
jeremiads which ever abound in potency
for the right. Let the gathering wave
so increase in size and strength as it rolls

westward, that it may sweep the religio-

political monster of the Salt Lake into the

wide Pacific, where it shall sink into the
deepest oblivion.

:

- THE NEW SOUTH,

:

One of the amazing facts that the intel-

ligent student of affairs is led to contem-

THE MORMON PROBLEM.
From almost any point of view, Mermonism presents an interesting subject of
study. Since its seemingly feeble commencement in New York, a little more
than fifty years have elapsed. Driven successively from Ohio, Missouri and Illinois
where it had subsequently planted itself,

taken place in this country, both politically and ‘materially, since the late war. For
many years the bitterness that naturally
sprung from that terrible struggle—indeed, from the long and malignant agitation which preceded it, retarded the form-

in 1848, it took up its abode in ifs present

ation

stronghold in Utah.

With its one hun-

other relationships between the North and

dred and fifty thousand devoted adherents,

the South. But time isa wonderful healer ;

it presents, to-day, a problem puzzling
alike to the statesman, the moralist and
the Christian.
~~.

and under the beneficent influences that
have their sources in various operations,

Though it originated in the grosses

plate, is the wonderful change which has

of social, political,

commercial, or

these old animosities are rapidly disappearing, aud the promise now is that the

imposture, it. has, for its own advance-

next’

ment, been especially fortunate in the in-

them saveas the curiosities of history.

strumentalities
which

it has employed.

‘generation

will

know

nothing

of

THE BIBLE

SOHOOL..

was not the right or the wrong
measure proposed; le simply

“Will

it advance

of any
asked,

Mormonism?”

To

esting to all who love Christ. More than Smith, possessing much native pewer,
forty years have passed since the first four but illiterate, and the personification of
and eraft, Brigham Young was
went out. Others have gone to their aid boldness
from time to time. One and another have a successor in every way adapted to carry
fallen at their post, or been obliged from forward the imposture in thé spirit mn
. ailing health to return. Numerous vicis- which it was undertaken, and even fo en;sitades have been experienced, clouds large upon it.
hen, in 1852, # be.and sunshine, (rials and encourage- come essential to the growth and stability
1ments; ‘but, through -all,"the work has of the iniquity, that polygamy should be
progressed, the sacred leaven has been added as a factor in it, an alleged reveladiffusing ; much has been done by tongue tion authorizing it was at hand. Morand press, traversing the country, form- monism makes allegiance to itself the
ing stations,
and multiform
labors. highest of all law and the most sacred of
Many souls have been converted, churches all Fully aware that the stronghold of the
formed and a good sized Quarterly Meet- fraud was in ignorance, it has chosen its,
ing organized, with its regular sessions. chief recruiting
ground “for converts
How far the good seed has been already among the benighted masses of Europe.
scattered, and how deeply rooted it has
become, God alone knows, but’ the signs

The periodical or successive

«of promise are most cheering.
(reat Is the encouragement in the gen-

bering hundreds and even thousands, are,

eral work.

What has God

wrought in

this last hundred years! Luminous points
now appear throughout the dark con-

tinents and islands.

Thousands and tens

of thousands annually are raised from the
depths of heathenism to rejoice in the
hope of the Gospel. The influence on
Christian lands is no less auspicious.
New light, spirit, and power are pervading them, vitalizing and developing their
energies. So it is a mutual blessing.
In the progress of this work the need
of schools has been felt. As anciently
there were schools of the prophets, so a
like necessity is felt now,

and

especially

among missions. Schools and colleges
have been established, that have proved
most-efiicient and helpful. « Last year the
Rev. Dr. Cuyler visited ofie of these—
Robert College at Constantinople. He
speaks of the noble work of those who,
«« conceived and constructed this American
college to let the daylight into the dun-

geons of Moslem superstition.” One of the

installments

which it receives from this source,

num-

from their landing, hurried across our
broad expanse of territory and almost

immediately

absorbed

in the

Mormon

population. With an eye to its future
permanence,
the corrupt system has
not only obtained possession of a large
portion of the land of Utah, but it is

also

gaining
a strong foothold in other territories. The instincts of ¢¢ the saints”. are
somehow rural and for a reason. With
the present acquired strength and with
such a policy, the unrestrained growth

of

the iniquity for another half century must
be prodigious. It may even threaten the
very life of the nation.

In the light of to-day, it seems very
strange that President Fillmore should
have appointed Brigham Young the first
Governor of Utah at its organization as a

Territory in 1850.

“This blunder was the

commencement of trouble.

Young

quar-

since either been driven from the territory
or have remained at the peril of their

officers took him *‘ through the museum,

lives ; troops have been opposed and emi-

geological cabinets, recitation-rooms, and
dormitories, and then introduced him[me]

have

and

of Congress

justice

Senator James H. Hammond, of South
Carolina, these strange utterances:
‘I think, then,I may safely conclude,and

Lfirmly believe, that Auwerican slavery is
not only Bot a sin, but especially commanded by God through Moses, and- approved by Christ through his Apostles.”
. + » * Every scheme founded upon the
idea that the two races (white and colored) can remain together on the same
soil, beyond the" briefest

period,

in

any

other relation than that which now subsists between them; is not only preposterous, but fraught with the deepest danger.”
Now put over against these monstrous,
but sincere statements, the remark attributed to a grandson of John C. Calhoun :

* If my grandfather and his associates
had known as much about the negro
know, and could have had the same

as I
faith

in his capacity for progress which I have
attained by. my own experience, there
would have been neither slavery nor war.”
Time and
experience
have swept

away

mafdy

to the

old-time

gro,

in

spite

of the

delusions

slaveholders.
of

all

so dear

rendered

The

shall be thoroughly and profitably cultivated. New processes for the preparation
of cotton for the market are being discovered and applied; railroads are rapidly
being built, so as to reach all parts
of this

great country; in short the South is
waking out of its sleep and rousing up

to its true mission.

With education
for

the masses, so that the percentage of illiteracy may be reduced from thirty to
three, aboiit the average for New England,

and

with

the intelligent

fettered proclaiming of

may

confidently
richer,

appear,

Gospel,

we

the New

purer,

mightier,

May God and
day!

un-

expect that

South will soon
freer,

the

and

than

all good
.

nobler,

the

men

Old.

hasten

the

NOTES.

Pressense,of France, to show that ¢ infant
baptism is not an institution of the New Testament, and is not to be considered as a rite

aay

"iin

—We regret to learn that but twenty-one
copies of the Hillsdale Herald are subscribed
for by the Kree Baptists of New England,

though its general circulation is good. This
bright and well edited little sheet, representing our leading educational

institution

in

the

West, should bave a larger Eastern circulation.
Itis

published

every

Thursday,

year, by the College

at

Publishing

The premium, sent, post-paid,

drawbacks,

$1.00

a

Association.

to all

advance

Greek, Armenian, Jewish, Russian, Syr- | theory, has occupied a seat in the House of sehse.

signs of progress. in the South is the temperance revival, which is assuredly sweeping
over that land of illicit stills. Miss Frances E.
Willard, well known to the readers of the
Star, is now laboring in that section of the,
country, under the auspices of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union, and is meeting
with flattering success. It is also suggestive
that Governor Colquitt, of Georgia, recently
made a sterling temperance speech in New

York.

Letthe tide sweep

on,

engulfing

the

~The Rev. O. KE. Baker, pastor of the F.
B. church in Marion, Ohio, has published

ser-

mons in memory of his father and of Miss Hattie, the only daughter of the Rev. 8. D. Bates,
both lately deceased. He also has another in
pamphlet form, denovinational in jts treat

ment and application, which was prepared for
delivery before the

Open

Jiation at Springfield,
copies

to those

Communion

Ohio.

desiring

He

Assoc-

can

them at

furnish

ten

cents

each.
~—By the recent fire in the Potter building
in New York, several lives were

lost, and that

of Dr. Prime himself, of the Observer, was in
great peril. Besides almost everything else,
the Observer lost every book in a valuable li-

mous paper..

By the

publishing ‘houses

eourtesy

the

of neighboring

Observer

was

able to

make its appearance, full size, as usual. Risen Phenix-hke from its ashes, we wish and
expect for it » yet nobler foture thun its past
has been.
——Pres. Robinson, in his third
gpd fourth
, lectures at Yale, considered the refition of the
church to the State,. and the causes of the
‘diminished
attendance at church
services.
Christianity, while it shows no preference for
any particular form: of government, is yet Republican in its tendencies.
While it inculeates

liberty, it does

net

teach

abselute

equality.

It fully recognizes a difference in endowments, education and circumstanees. As to
attendance at church, he said that the reasons

that nearly one-thirdof the Protestant

popu-

ulation of this country and of England absent

themselves habitually from church is (1) a
wide-spread feelingof doubt, (2) the preya.
lence of Christian literature, so that the people are not as dependent as formerly upon the
instructions of the pudpit, and (3)

maintaining religions services.
the matter of church attendance,

nication of Dr. Goad¥y

the

cost

of

Concerning
the

commu-

published in this issue

will be of interest to our readers.
——Not the least important thingto be set~
tled in dealing with the Mormon nuisance is

tories of the United States.
Religious toleration is a good thing, and must be maintained
even to the extent of suffering to exist an unpolygamous Mormonism, but religious tolera‘tion does not mean to permit such an alliance

Not.only is it true, however, thal the

of ‘the

of church and state asito make any ecclesiastical

influence the dominating power. We cannot
legislate against any form of religious faith,
nor, even allow the law to interfere between

false religions and their self-deluded

victims

-

Orient,”

Though the location of the plague, in the manent, prosperity is coming to that sec- tors than of those“ whe “have gone into the
fastnessesvof the Rocky Mountains, isin tion of our common country. It is. a | foreststo prepare ‘the timber ‘which is ace
itself a strong fortification; though defi- country of amazing resources, boih as to koowledged to be the backbone of our city
It is, however, according to the
ance, cunning, and éven perjury are the fertility
of the soil and as to its miner- churches.”
nature
of
things
that that which is the most
among its ‘weapons of “warfare; and al and other native productions
Said conspleuous sil be en. spoken of—

Our Bible

S¢hol

in India

has

a like

The nations can never be sub-

* dued to Christ through foreign laborers
only.

Natives must be put-into the work.

As they are converted, they must carry | though the whole sainthood is moved and
' the glad tidings to the multitudes in iiol- acts in obedience to ome predominant
atry. They must be trained and preps | will,—yet it cafinot be justly pleaded that

Colonel Killibrew, who

was in charge of

the mineral department at the Atlanta
Exposition,~** Within a radius

of one

~==A good brother, himself pastorof u city
church, is troubled
by the fuller recognition

that is usually
made of the laborsof city pas-

whether i praise or in blame, Our toilers in
"obscurity are often, indeed, nobler men, and
do's nobler work, than ‘many who “ive ia
a2

v

sR

i

—

ten

years

and 6,239,950 cannot write.

of

M. Society and the different State H, M. or.

ganizations.” Under the second head fs th, following
basis of H. M. funds raised in the
State: viz., “ Two-thirds of all funds raiseq in

any State shall be appropriated
by the Boarg

age, cannot read,

under $he advice of the State committee, with.
in the State in which they are raised, if inthe

The total colored

population is 6,752,813, of whom 3,220,878
above ten years of age cannot write.
Nearly
one-half of the illiteracy of the country is confined, therefore, to the colored

population.

judgment of the State committee so
proportion is required

ments under which the Parémt

fol-

while-Wwe still believe that the former proportion of three-fourths and one-fourth, as once

agreed upon, Is not excessive but necessary to
the welfare of the cause in the State of Maine,
we accept the proposition of the Parent Socie-

Island, 6.31; Connecticut, 3.37; New York,
-3.28; Pennsylvania, 3.41; Ohio, 2.71; Illinois,
3.15; Indiana, 3.45; while, in Mississippi, it is

28.96;

ty tbat

Portland,

——The Khedive of Egypt is a remarkable
reception

which he

granted to a contributor to the Independent
fally discloses the fact that he possesses ideas
and an ambition for Egypt that are creditable

Parent Society; or send. thé entire amount to

forward two-thirds to our State treasurer.
So

liberate conclusions,

empted

bors

be committed
‘slonary cards;

response from

the churches

arrangements,
‘Whatever is done must be done quickly, and
the question is, my brother, What will you do
in this matter which is of such transcendent

importance to our beloved Zion?

The committee, with many others, believe

of

sionary.

students for oar . preparatory

necessary, the
which this Soimportance, in
of a State Mis-

The annus! report just issued pre-

sents these points at some length.
. While, therefore, the proposed *¢ basis” cannot inall its applications be accepted by us,
because of the claim of the Parent Society that

our relations to the State Missionary should be
included in it, we hope and desire that an adJjustment of this point also may be made at an
early day, if possible. Meanwhile let us grate-

fully accept the degree of co-operation which
has been made possible, push all our, Home
Missionary work with new vigor, each church
arranging to send the two-thirds and the onethird to the appropriate treasury.
.. In conclusion, we would call attention to the
fact that the churches of the State have been
forwarding a much larger proportion, on the

whole, to the Parent Soetety than that Society
itself suggests as being proportioned to the
needs and wants of the State; as, for instance,
in 1880 the total contributions of the churches

for all H, M. work was $1,300, of which the
State Soeiety received only $464.

growth and |

has seriously in-

to the ad-

this society, but in evangelistic

It would be easy to show, if
value of this special State work,
ciety has undertaken, and the
connection with it, of the labors

a matter of such vital

terfered with our cherished plans and careful

result

schools, the college, and the theological school.
All these comsiderations seem to make our
claim a fair one.

proportion of the pastors and churches of the
West have made little or no response.

ensuring complete financial success. The delay in receiving a more prompt and generous

funds for

number

At the Northwestern

half as well, the permanent publication of the

labors which

important work is also done by him in relstion ~
to our educational {nterests, in seeking young
men for our schools, which bag resulted in »

Convention holden at Wykoff, Minn., October
1881, it was decided, by a unanimous vote of
the Convention, after mature and prayerful -deliberation, that our denominational interests in
the Northwest urgently demand a Western
denominational organ.
‘We, the undersigned, were.appointed an executive committee with full power to act for
the Convention in the matter of arranging for
its publication, if in our judgment.
the response
from the churches warranted it. An initial
copy of the Free Baptist was issued and sent
out by private subscription, and it so clearly
voiced our denominational wants, and was so
complete and beautiful in its appearance that
the committee confidently ‘hoped
that 1,000
subscribers would
be obtained within four
weeks, and the permanent publication of the
paper be assured; but such, to our great grief
and surprise, has not been the case. Quite a

Free Baptist would have commenced January
1st with a subscription list of more than 2,000,

to him of introducing the mis-

services in reviving weak churches; a very

Ohurches of the West.

all the other pastors and churches done even

in this vast and heretofore greatly neglected

effort or we shall suffer irretrieVable loss. We
do sincerely believe that the permanent publication of the Free Baptist will, under God,
be of incaleulable advantage to us as a denomie
nation.”
Think of the advantages to' be derived

through acquaintance with our membership

Although

we have not referred

in detail to

all the features of the ‘“ Busts,”it will be sufficient

to'say that they are, with

the exception

31% Neer oh

noticed above, fairly aceeptable to this Society.

RUFUS Derring, § 2 M- #ocie J.
Od
**0--

Central Association Notes.

At the meeting of the Asso. held at Fairport

Sept. 1881, Miss Etta Lovett,

who

present, was adopted as the Asso.

was then

Teacher at

Harper’s Ferry and her support undertaken.
She continued with the school one year and

then entered Hillsdale College where she is at
present pursuinga course of higher education
with the purpose of returning again to Har
per’s Ferry when her course shall be complet:
ed. At the last annual meeting of the Asso.
held-at"Apalachin it was voted to continue. the
appropriation of ene hundred and fifty dollars
to Storer College, leaving the choice of a teach:

er to the discretion of Prof. Brackett.

Bro.

B. decided to use the money for the service of

main only by earning the fifty dollars esch.

Thus the money of the Asso. is doing a doud*
le service, Si orartiug teachers

and students a

the same time. The especial pledges made At

Apalachin for this purpose are now due, 804

aud the moneyis needed. Enough, howevers
has not yet been pledged and, if anycburch Of

individual can spare something for this objects
we assure them their money will be

well ex

and interests which the paper will surely bring
about; think of the influence of such a paper
in the family and church; how it will draw us

for Foreign Missions.

ter, and inerease denominational

ter read as follows :—* Bro, D., I send you—
dollars for Foreign Missions with many

nearer to each other, nearer to the dear MasIdyalty and

love; consider what a disastrous effect present

a

in raispartof his time and labor is spent, not

ing

To the Free Baptist Pastors and

sponded nobly
to the call. Our younger pastors are almost a unit in their cordial support
of the enterprise, and many of the older breth- |
ren are equally in earnest.
!
One dear brother from the extreme frontier
forwards a list of over thirty subscribers ; had

H. M. work, in awakening

vantage of both soeleties while the expense is
entirely borne hy us; and besides, the greater

of

Some of our smallest churches have re-

to general

missionary spirit, and in the work which shall

Denominational.

tion?

from the operation of the two-thirds

raised through and because of his labors with
them, and as compensation for services renWe claim the exemption of this
dered.
amount on the ground of the value of bis la-

will look vainly for, his opportunity.
The
reign of barbarism is not yet over, nor near its

power fail for want of your personal co-opera-

feature of

rule, and that is the contributions for the support of our State Missionary by those particular churches for and with which he labors as
an evangelist; the amount thus paid him being

a rebellious soldiery, and
personally safe
only when he is protected by the power of
Eogland and France. Egypt is not worthy of
him. Heis aman who. wants, and we fear

brethren, shall

There is one

our work, however, which in the provisos under this second head, we claim should be ex-

pity it is that such a ruler should find himself
subject to the Tarkish Sultan, surrounded by

Dear

agreement

all our churches, in accordance with these de-

but
as the most enlightened country ef the
Orient.” ‘But, it is difficult,” says he sadly,
¢ for me to do all that I would like to or give
my people all that I desire, while other Powers have their hands in my pocket.” What a

importance to our denominational

far, then, there is substantial

between the two Societies, and we trust that
it will be cordially and efficiently adopted by

other change that I am working for is to make

BRETHREN:

of
the
Parent Society
N. Fernald,
its Financial
more convenient,
send (hs
Mr. Deering with the re.

Mr. Fernald with the request that he shall

my people coutent with one wife.” A Mohammedau himself, be is yet tolerant of otber
faiths; “ I desire to make my people liberal in
regard to religious beliefs and respectful toward Christians,
Jews,
and Mussulmans
alike.” “ When travelers come here, I do
not wish them to look upon us as barbarians,

mother

one-third of the remainder

quest that one-third of it be forwarded to the

impossible,” he says; * for this reason I am devoting my greatest energies to the spread of
learning.” He is a zealous monogamist; “Ane

end, in the oldest of nations—the
science and of art.

and

to the “treasury
through Rev. E.
Secretary; or, if
entire amount to

reconstruction—at least, educationally?
a

for State

sions to our State treasurer, Rufus Deering,

as in New England and the other Northern
States. Is it not evident that the South needs

of

two-thirds, onl
be y,
retained

work; and we recommend all our churches to
adopt the basis proposed by that Society, and
arrange definitely and regularly to send twothirds of their contributions for Home. Mis.

Louisiana, 31.63; and

South Carolina, 82.32. The number of illiterate persons in these Southern States is therefore, nearly ten times as large proportiohally

An account

Society Jubors

in securing funds for its speci work, and so,

read is, in Maine, 2.80; New Hampshire, 3.45;
Vermont, 3.91; Massachusetts, 4.24; Rhode

Georgla,

in the State, and one.

bequests.”
Tall
We appreciate the difficulties and embarrass.

it certainly

The

-

a

third to general ‘Home Mission work, except

It

has been well said that the colored people—
freedmen—are the nation’s wards;

is

“ Busis of co-opération between the Parent J

Of the pop-

field, there must now be a union of determined

ecclesiastics and priests.

and which they are to scatter through the |
mission.

{' Home Mission ibe

In the Star of July 97,1881,is a Proposed

:

usurpation of ‘tbe civil. powers, by ambitious

Mormonism, has been ove of marked
vacillation and reprehensible weakness.

Stirs

:

following figures are interesting:
923,451 above

Bro. A. G. Brande is also & memb

national history and interests in the North and |
the Republic and arresting the progress of
three young ladies instead of ene—Laura Tay:
that golden opportunities are lor, Maggie Lovett and Emily Carter. These
Christian
enli
mend and salvation ; but we Southwest;
passing which will never be within our grasp: all have finish® the normal course and. are in
may, and
, mark and check with rough| again; that to ensure even moderate success
est hand,
if need be, any encroachments, or
the classical department, and are able to re:

eral ‘ government,

South, a real and unprecedented and per-

%

:
:
fom

Maine Home Missionary
" Soci

ulation of the United States—50,155,783,~4,-

DEAR

NoTE.

the appropriations shall

——Iun view of the foregoing paragraph the

man.

C. R. CALKINS,

Ifthis bi should become law, it might

money.

LOCKE,

J. FRANK

J. H. Moxom,
J. D. Batson,

ob

seem at first thought that illiteracy commands
a premium. Nevertheless, the more fortunate
States are those which will receive the least

27.89;

Yours in Christian labor,

following year

that the present time is & crisis in our denomi-

that American College is giving to them,

and methods and men and money into the

for ten years, when

cease.

each

¥ Pledgsstor SEbastipton Be

for a generous response, we remain

from him to-day I do not deem it advisabl
e to
wait for his signature.
4 FL

illiteracy of each

except when a statute has been plainly broken, without endangering the very pillars. of

allusion I made to the ¢ new ideas’ which

as it has related to

the amount by $1,000,000

‘Hoping

Bear

er
of the above committee,
but failing to hey,

‘State; the first year, $15,000,000, diminishing

the eontributions from correspondents and ed-

has

old animosity,growing out of the anti-slavery agitation, is rapidly disappearing,
but also, by the infusion of Northern ideas

masses. 1t provides for appropriations from the
United States Treasury for the support of public
schools; in proportion to the

4 Smith, Minneapoli
s, ?
Minn.
pledges fo.
that only

now asked for.

——Senator Blair of New Hampshire, .chairman of the Senate Committee on Education; has”
prepared an important bill, in accordance with
the suggestions of President Arthur, for the encouragement of learning among the unlettered

brary of mere than thirty years’ accumulation,
every line of copy prepared for the press, all

terri-

:

subscriptions and report as soon as possible to

Bev. 4
n mind

ministers not a few, have paid a fearful price
for that glittering prize—the applause of the
multitude.

subscribers, is a handsome lithograph, from, alike to his head and to his heart. As a relignew designs, of Hillsdale College and orna- ious, political and educational reformer, he belongs in the first rank. * While the people
mental grounds, 16x12, suitable for framing.
——One of the most significant and hopeful remain ignorant, reform in any direction is

be the controlling powep in one

Indeed, it is being demonstrated by actual
experience that free labor is cheaper than

ance? or will you immediately and thorough)
canvass your church and neigh
fo

lowing figures speak for themselves:
The
percentage of total population who cannot

—The Central Baptist quotes Prof.i Geo.
P. Fisher the Rev.Dr.Hanna of Scotland, Dean
Stanley and Dr. Jacob, of England, and De

binding on the church,”

Dear brother, again we ask, shall this impor.

tant measure fail for want of your active
assist.

the bleak' hights that are rendered so enchanting by distance.
How many eminent men,

is under obligation to educate them.

———
lp pn

ne-

assem-

ian, Selavic, and Bulgarian. 1 wish | | Representatives at Washington and pardared to describe the enthusiasm with ticipated in its debates. During a period
which these
young men received every of thirty-\wo years, the course of the gen-

tem was a most cambrous and wasteful
system. Northern energy. and enterprise
is helping to overturn that system, and
introduce the era of small farms which

is to

nugatory. Notwithstanding these things, slave labor; that the emancipation of the
unuaturalized foreigner, and an avow- slave is working out good both to white
‘wn
nationTen
- bledin the large study-hail.
alities were represented thiete,— Turkish, | ed polygamist in practice as well as’ and colored men, even-in a material
to over two hundred young men

The fact is that the old. plantation. sys-

whether ecclesiastical
or civil authority

work, though free. ‘The sixteen crops
of cotton made by free labor since the war
exceed the last sixteen crops made by
slavery by fourteen millions of bales.”

and judges

defied,

and already mentioned in the Star, furnish-

evinced both his ability and willingness to

the ‘courts; governors

States, or over six million bales!

es very many suggestive facts regarding
tors of the various departments of the paper,
the great changes that are taking place in | the acemmulation of weeks and months, in a
the South. Referring to the fact that the | state of preparation for printing, and the enleaders before the war firmly believed in | tire four imside pages of the ‘paper, ready to go
slavery, Mr. Atkinson quotes from ad- to press, In sixty years of life, this is the first
dresses made by the late Governor and . calamity that has befallen this deservedly fa-

have

States Judges

been

In such case itis well to

destroy the foundation by the cultivation
of acquaintaneeship, and mutual hatred
will give place to mutual regasd.
The
paper by Edward Atkinson, a eotton specialist, in the last number of the Century,

of

reled with the United

grants murdered, the laws

gentlemanly qualities in each other. The
old hatred was largely founded on prejudice, and prejudice is too often the product

of ignorance.

tween the St. Lawrence and the Gulf of
Mexico.” The State of Georgia contains
58,000 square miles, of which 7,000 according to Mr. Atkinson, if properly cultivated, would suffice to produce the present entire cotton crop of the United

masses and their leaders also!

One of the most potent factors im this

In its leadership have been mingled un- very desirable product is the ‘cofftantly
We need many qualifications to fit us scrupulousness,
effrontery and skill. increasing intercourse between these secfor Christ's service; but none help s6° Joseph Smith, its founder, possessed all tions of the country.
Northerners and
much as this.
bly
these qualities in a marked degree. With Southerners are mutually and
+B
oa
0-4
him the predominant motive to action surprised at the discovery of noble $d
Every letter and report from our band
of missionary workers in India is inter-

| mineral that contributes to the arts, and
every variety of timber that grows be-

OE or Sd ba

fifty

Sh BE FR Pe et Po eb buf

and

sai ZA a Aan

one ' hundred

ments can now be made for the iy
cation of the paper.
i
em

gh

with

and remember that Pubaeinr nd Stor,
arrange

Sn

posture

revolting

from the absurdities of paganism, save thousand adherents.
.
them from plunging into infidelity, and
If slavery could be abolished, much
RA
SEE NN
RE
more can polygamy be obliterated. <The
draw them to the Saviour.
All communications designed for publication
The readiness with which the churches means to be used in the one case may not
0) be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
hs
be
on business, remittances of money, &c., should
responded to the appeals of Dr. Phillips be altogether unlike those which proved
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write conly on one side of for funds to provide this school showed ‘effective
in the other. Let there’ be
mailto
preparatory
it
roll
their paper and not
‘They must send full name and address, not
ing.
their faith at the outset in this undertak- exhaustive
legislation;
but
legislareturn
cannot
necessarily for publication. We
ing. Its beginning and operations do not tion, may need to have its uplifted
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purWhether stamps will be needed can “be depose.
by the bayonet and
disappoint ‘them. The Second Annual hand enforced
termined by reference to the list of accepted articles given at the end of this note each week. We
the
bullet,
Christian
civilization
Report
of
the
School
is
encouraging.
The
whether
decide
to
which
in
a week
need at least
we can use contributions of any len
We have
Preparatory and Junior classes, number- with the railroad, the telegraph, the
1 cons
and
a large corps of paid editorial
ing at the time of its issue eighteen mem- newspaper, the church and the schoo!
tributors and cannot pay for articles contributed
Dy.others unless an understanding is had to that
bers, were well occupied in their study will also do its enlightening and extineffect before publication. The
following will
appear: Young Ministers ; Free Baptist Palpits;
and discipline. Their excellent teacher, guishing work. Itis even possible that
Woman and Co-Education.
Dr. Phillips, says: ‘The BIBLE has been the higher law of right may have to assert
As a rule we do well only those things made the chief text book in all our clas- its authority and sweep away every refuge
which we enjoy doing. Such duties as ses. It has been an ever increasing de- of technicality in which the foul monster

may ‘be found every

gi Sl lb

stitious throng; to meetthose

Rocky Mountains,

an

a nation which has conquered a gigantic
rebellion supported by eleven States, is
powerless in the presence of a defiant im-

failure will have upon future ho

the-world’s eye.” If they do not receive so
much of the world’s praise, it is also true that
they escape manifold perils and the biting
blasts of the world’s unsparing censure. Fame
dwells on the mountain, exposed to every
wind that blows.
The cottage of Happiness
will be found elsewhere; it is seldom built on

i

.

well as

to the fields and jungles, to encounter the
most acute thinkers, as well as the super-

Mitchof the

SE

ed to go to the great centers, as

The Morning Star,

hundred and fifty miles from Mt.
ell, the highest mountain east

A few days since we received u contribution

prayers,”

The accompanying let

God-bless the. giver. This is the
a

ty

88

i

. This

money.

consecrated

Itis

touch.

chokedgpthe life out of it, has remodefed and
newly carpeted its house ; now a good revival is

Ithasa sa-

kind of money we like to handle.

short letter comes like an oasis in the desert of
work and worry. We sometimes receive let-

in progress. I would say to churches in debt sd
low in spirit, arise, pay off .the debt, go t¢'
work in earnest, and the Lord will bless.”

letters of complaint, of distrust, of censure,

Ohio.

ters breathing 8 different tone, petulant letters,
to the

hastily consign

to

as we are glad

such

ofl

‘Che Rev. T. H. Drake writes under date of
Feb.9: ¢ Last evening I had the pleasure of

waste basket; but this, so. full of hope, so
fraught with blessing, must be preserved. If

baptizing nine persons on

profession

of their

these lines ¢atch the eye of our missionaries in

faith,in Christ, in the baptistery of Scranton
Avenue F. B. church, Cleveland.
These

go

are part of the fruits of our recent revival
meetings in this church.
Others expeet to be

far-off India, let them know that consecrated
hearts in America send up to God dally petiprayers

and

Money

tions in their behall.

side by side. The readers of the Star will obgerve that the next remittance’ to India should

baptized soon.

been far less fruitful

a full remittance. Of that amount we have
_ now on hand just $137.52, leaving a balance
to be

received

in

the.

next

two

$112.48,

of

received

or

as the other

short

must go

the remittance

be

actually

This smount must

weeks,

funds of the Asso. are now so disposed of that
nothing can at present be borrowed from

« Give us the faets, let us know just how we

send a short remittance, we trust we shall not.

. Let those who are purposing in their hearts to

Let the Treasurers of all

give, do soatonce.

on

our Societies and Quarterly Meetings, send
up.

more than made

Cor. Sec.

J. H, DURKEE,

:

y

amount will be

the

their funds at once and

)

:

Pike, Feb., 1882.

kle wus ordained to preach the gospel,
Bro. John Estep was licensed to preach.

Ministers and Church es,

not

necessarily

fet

publication,

reach this office
Saturday
got into the next issue of
course, reserve

and

The Rev. A. W. Ensign of Litchfield

to
of

of His children he is still alive.

right to condense, and to reject,

Maine.

The churches at Milo and La Grange are enjoying the labors of the Rev. L. W. Gowen
ly made him a donation visit which with other
recent presents amounted to over $50.....The
church at La Grange has recently paid $50

They have also been

cheered

of

Both churches

are hopeful and expect to retain their present
pastor another year.
Bro. Gowen also supplies the church at Maxfield and several there
have sought the Saviour,

New Hampshire.
The Rev. N, C. Lothrop writes : “The church-

is at home sick.

new

are heads of families......The

some of the brightest members of the Sabbath-

dress him at Rochester,
E.
N. H.

The Rev, C. JE, Davis has severed his pastoral relation with
the 1st F. B. church in Moultonboro. The church is desirous of secpring
another pastor who can be obtained: for a moderate salary.

The seventh annual interchange of Christian
greeting between pastor and people at Wilmot
people,who said—*How good and how pleasant
“in umity,”—of profitto

the pastor and wife, the grateful recipients of
$70 in cash.
The Rev. H, ¥. Young and wife, of Bow
Lake, wish to express their thanks for a dona-

They also render

thanks

to the Bow Lake Grange, for a visit and

$15.

They were the happy recipients of Christmas
presents to the value of $34.10.

and people of Scott

house

seems

to

be

the

church

to

Island.

Williams

held Tuesday evening, Jan. 31, the

following action was

taken

in

relation

to

the

death of the Rev. A. J. Kirkland, late pastor of
the church:

Whereas,

It ha§ pleased the all-wise

merciful God
in the
mysterious providence

and

manifestation of
to remove from

His
life,

after long and severe suffering, our dear Bro.
and late pastor, the Rev. A. J. Kirkland,
Resolued, That the pain we feel at the sad
news of our Brother’s death is juiviguted by
the thoughtso often expressed by him, that
death hud

no terrors

which

he

feared,

and

it would

that God’s time was his time; while

be a satisfaction to him to live and use the

tal-

ents committedto him in proclaiming the uospeakable riches of the goshel of Jesus Christ

a8 his greatest object in life.

Resolved, That we admire

the

manly

age and Christian fortitude exhibited
upon being

of life, and

cour-

by him

disappointed in his cherished plans

to

it affords us sincere pleasure

oak testimony to his sterling merits asa Chrisan,
of these resolutions
Resolved, That & copy

be forwarded to his ends
and another to the Morning

at New

Star for

tion.
1. 8. Harris,
Providence, Feb. 9, 1882,
New

York.

that the ¥, B. church

of Ft.

Bedford

publica.

Clerk.

From the Rev. R. L. D, Preston we learn
Jackson

of late

has been encouraged by a revival spirit, and
the addition of three valuable members. This
is 8 working church,not one to groan under burdens,

‘The Sabbath-school is very

interesting

and has many efficient workers in it. The

church is looking forward with prayerful interest to the session of the Q. M. which is to be

held there. He speaks of visiting W. Stock.
holm twice to attend funerals and the people
gave him a donation, and says many such
fields are white for the harvest. ‘A large party
of the friends of Ft. Jackson gathered on the
evening of Feb. 2, and enjoyed a good time,
interspersed with music. ‘They left $45.

The Rev. G. W. Mayhew writes: } Th

fn evangelist
With the Windham Center church (Owego Q
Rev, M. H. Abbey is working

M.) with ‘a goad degree of success.
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writes:
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then
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meeting;
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pastorate
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the
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‘‘ My heart sings hallelujah as I think of your splendii’ courage: thoy meet our

wants.”
Governor St. Joun,of Kansas, writes: *' I heartily
approve of your
plans;
while Hox.
NEAL Dow. Dow, o of
HoN, NEAL
your theplans"
\f to promote
cause, while
and I wish
you abundant
Maine, adds, “Your publications are admirably calcula
shceess.”
, We wish to reach svery, temperance worker in the land, mah or woman, with one
samples, catalogues, etc. | hi do nothing if we can not reach the people, Will |
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1 his book is no mere tov. but an exh uative work—a work of years of close research and iwvestigation and
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board myself to lighten the expeases that the
meeting-house can be paid for at once. At
some future time, by some kind Providence, I
hope to make & home again that my children
may come together. The cause of Christ in
This kind
sacrifice.
West requires
the
goeth out but by prayer and fasting.’ The
friends of missions must not forget us in the

Postpaid:

the

practi-|

thoroughly

y

D. Pric:. 10e.,
postal card covers

Rainfalls ; Manitoba, British C>lnmbia, Alaska, Texas and

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, dich, to whom a
money contributed within
bounds of the Mich,
Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M. and Educa-

A. Z. MITCHELE,

are

The exercises

Prepal

portation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Condition; Nationalities represented ; Climate, Soils, Products,

PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

of.

‘munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (

shall try to

little

Price 30 cents.

>?

o similar work for less than 5

Incontinence or retention of Urine, brick
dust orropy deposits,
and dull dragging
pa
speedily yield to its curative power.

Ap

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

of this

their children

Comment

pected, and orders will be filled in tnrn. We also publish
a complete: Bible Dictionary of two thousand complet
fot
100 illustrations.
articles, 512 columns, and nearly
v
ndium,” nine
10c., postpaid; The * Teacher's Com
books on teaching, in one; The “Ideal Sunday-School :
anagement’ (a « hoice book for teach
**Sunday-School
ers i ord lots Jud
* Normal Half-Hours,
each for 10c.,
postpai
dress,
,

x

Er oe vane ard oe

tion Societies.

help

will recommend it) and it w
overcome the disease and res

speedily

All Shoney contributed for the Maine State Miss
sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
(25622)
Rev. 8S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Co:

in which

olars’

lear. D. D., and J. J. 8. Perowne, -D.
tpaid. _ Book is put up in strong

N. We. Flugerald& Co. PENSION
comprehensive manner, that branch of music| Addrees
x 538; Washington, D. C,
which is most troublesometo every student. Part | PATENT Att’ys, Loc
1, price 40 ¢ts. Part 2, price 50 cts. Copies of any
of the above mailed on receipt of price.
;
Agents wanted for *Our EMPIR
E
mm WESTERN mms
WM. A. POND & CO., 25 Union Sq. wv. Y.
t50
Just issued, by ablest. Geographical scholar, County .

Rev, E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should:
be sent) Lewiston, Me.

Central

the

teach

elements of music in go simple and plain a manner as to impart to young children facility in
sight reading.
More than fills the place of

not

only the lessons for the whole year, but the entire
hook of Mark, and accompanied by the * Revised
Sorsion Texte a Jevised reprint of the bie

Speci-

This is the first-attempt to present, in a lucid

Post-Office Addresses.

on

~ With

book mothers can easily

Hop

LESSON COMMENTARY
On the International Lessons for 1332. Covering

popular composers,

cal and progressive, embracing all the varied

Aotices.

H.

WORKS.

cal forms, from the simplest to thé most complex.

reject

H. TR

MUSICAL

Improved Musical Catechism.

Cod Liver Oil ¢an be used, and with more benefit
will

Two

Dyspeptics

A new, short easy Catechism, with illustrations,

which

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the a

by

price. $1 per copy;
$7.50 per dozen.
men pages-free on receipt of application.

The

secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful

eaten

esting character.
Contains about one hundred
different pieces, is full music size, and is the best
Anthem
Book ever
published. Notice the low

cal music.

OIL JELLY:

and general debility.

be

An entirely new method for the use of schools
and private pupils to develop rapid reading in vo-

| York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular’

and four

writes from

south

LIVER

Can

Art of Reading Music.

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

Three of these

for a donation

Davis

COD

luxurious basis.

tractive anthems from the best

& CO.

Dorchester,

ion

nce, . This offer 1s

without fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indi.
gestible food. , Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
“ ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co., New York.
4

free from technical difficulty, and yet of an inter:

delicious drink, nourishing and
strengthening; easily digested;
admirably adapted for invalids
as well as persons in health,
Sold by Grocers everywhere,

expense

L)

24 ig gePionCo., 123

A new Anthem book by H. 8. Perkins; intended
to supply choirs of ordinary ability with fresh, at-

‘Warranted absolutely pure
‘Cocoa, from which the excess

Par.

so satisfactorily

health

4

Perking’s Graded Anthems. | et

BAKER'S

of oil has been removed.

Cr

ATE

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep- |:
aration makes such light, flaky, het breads, or

NEW

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
:

N.Y. Atlas,

Absolutely Pure.

Advertisers.

malaria,

and in fact all other complaints
are in excellent

>

2

Notice is hereby given that no advertisements
will be admitted to the columns of this paper of
hose pure and truthful
character
satistory evidence is not given, and that if any
time it shall appear that the managers have been
eceived as to the character of an admitted adversement, they will at once proceed to expose its
real character to the public.

a

In Our Family of Ten

ii

have never seen its equal elther in Jes, finish or eontents.”—The Advocate.
perfect Di
and library
of reference’’—Leslie’s Tus. News. N. Y.
copy of
Dictionary (Illustrated),
the
greatblished,
t-paldto any
address

| POWDER

G.C. HAYNES, Clerk.

ker’s Ginger Tonic has

The Rev. M. H. Tarbox sends the following:

long-standing

At thie meeting of the Roger

Jan.

the Rev.: W. ‘I. Smith, Mr. Irvin M. Everett and

¢ During my absence of four nionths in the
East, my Sunday-school at Elk River has held
its sessions every Sabbath; a preacher with
My | the Central Association, to whom all its contribthem, or not, made
little
difference.
tions should be sent.
:
Western flock seemed pleased at my return
house
full
a
bad,”
they
cg
and gave me
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Bearing, They must raise
Winona & Houston
(Minn.) at Houston,
and an attentive
Feb.
24—26.
A cordial invitation is extended to
and pay over their half of the cost of our
visiting brethren.
H. A. COREY, Clerk.
Monroe (N. Y.) with the Wheatville church
meeting-house—600 dollars, as the friends in
the 1st Friday in March, 2 P. M.
the East have, or will raise the other balf—

church indebtedness.
This has a discouraging
influence.
May some generous friends come to
remove this hindrance.
Rhode

Me.,

Biss Minnie O. Cobb, both of Poland.
|
Bri
HEdes.—In Sangerville, Me.; Sept. 17,
By the Rev. A. P. Andrews, Mr. Horatio Tripp of
Reter abd Mie. Cynthia H. Edes of Parkman,

collec

Indian Creek (Mo. —Met with Shoal Creek
charch, Friday, Jan. 13. Allthe churches were
represented. Good interest and feeling prevailed.
Bro. Hovey was present and took part in the
deliberations. He added much to the interest of
the conference. Corresponding
delegates were
appointed to Macedonia oo, Bares 0., Mo.
ext session with Mt. Pleasant church five miles
south of Newtonia, ten miles south of Ritchey on
the St. Louis & San Francisco R: R., Friday might,
April 21,
L. H. MARRS, Clerk.

Minnesota.

the general impression seems to indicate a bethindrance

EP

It was expected that Bro. E. would engage in
a series of meetings with the Rev. A. M, TotBro. E. is called a successful
man at Aurora.
evangelist.

There have been several conversions
The congregations are larger and

prosperity

(eight

$600.

The main

intense
a very

Mission

Brownfield,

7 the Rev. W. H. Trafton, Mr. Warren Hill and
liss Lydia A. Brown, both ot Porter.
Bverett—Cobb.—In Poland, Me., Nov. 24, by

.,
continuing
the m
with
some
results. The Lee, Springfield and Carroll Sarees
have secured the services of Bro. S. the present
year.
;
Next session at Springfield Corner, March 3, at
2P.M,
H. GRAVES, Clerk.

some ten or fiteen made a profession of Christ.

The religious interest in the Haverhill church

ter spiritual future.

Hill—Brown.—In

Springfeld (Me.)—~Held its Jan. session with
the chu
in Lee. Most of the churches were
represented, and the large school<house was too
small for the audience. We were favored with
the presence and labors of the Rev. J. 8. Staples,
whose preaching
was timely aod well received,

City that the Rev. W. H. H. Edger held a series of meetings in Jan. at Newgent school

Massachusetts,

is good.
recently.

session.

.

Webster and wife render thanks to the church

Flat, Jan. 27, was a season of pleasure to the

tion Nov. 9, of $60.

were

The Rev. T. G.

desiring
a pastor can ad-

together

Parried.

meetings

The May session with the Madison church.
J. W. SCRIBNER, Clerk.

Nebraska.

The Rev. G. W. Pierce closes his pastorate
with the E. Rochester church the last Sabbath

it is to dwell

profitable

Evens Middlesex N Y

were raceived

tion $5.11.

the evening of Jih. 27.

school. - To God be all the praise.”

Churehes

Backsliders

began anew the Christian life.

F. B.

church shares largely
in the results and has
great cause to rejoice in the conversion of

in Marche.

pleasant and

R

Some’ of these

rotracted

G.
H. Pinkham.
Notwithstanding
the
cold weather at the hegmuing, it proved

The week of prayer was observed by the
Boltonville church.
It proved a precious season. The church is encouraged and strength-

Chris-

The

Reports

enceuraging.

oil, and the most delicate stomach

ened.

night.

very

have been held in a majority of the churches. Sermons were preached by C.
W. Griffin, S. F. Loufee VW. L. Noyes, D. Calley, D. Batchelder and

Wisconsin.

vived. The whold town seems to be moved.
Union meetings ate
held every evening and

every

a

F Bliver Mitchellville N Y
Mrs A 8 D Bates Cowlesville
NY
- Wellington De Puy Ortonville Mich
C H Frowine Sciotoville O

:

been vonverted and backsliders have been re~The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
claimed.
The church is thoroughly aroused to who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Livthe work of saving souls.
The church has ‘er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
struggled bard with many difficulties, but the etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
88
darkened clouds are breaking away and the
coming of the morning is at hand. The pastor
Dr. Kennedy’s ¢ Favorite Remedy,” reof the Capac church -is- assisting in the good
moves all impurities.of the blood, regulates the
work.
At their last conference meeting 7 Liver and Kidneys. Cnres Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
members united with the Riley center church.
1t is for sale by all our druggists at ONE DOLLAR a bottle,
Several others will go forward in baptism

Rev.J. 8. Manning

tians, too, have been greatly quickened and recases ap

says, “I

cause of his illness seems to be a general giving way of this nervous system.”
The many
friends of true faithful minister will hope and
pray for his recovery.

The converts are of all ages
of 60.

re

We learn from the Hillsdale Herald that the

Christians, and quite a large number are hopefrom the boy of 12, to the man

the New Hampton church.

soon.

os in Deerfield are at present being blessed
with a precious revival. The work
commenced under the labors of Brethren Folger
and Shaw of the Y. M. C. A., who were with
us from the 2ird to the 20th of Jan. During that
time over 75 manifested a desire to become

fully converted.

Be

work of God under the leadership of its pasHood’s Sarsaparilla is an extract cf the best
tor, the Rev. H. Perry.
The meetings haye remedies of the vegetable kingdom known as Al- | °
Beverad have Jeratives, and Blood-Purifiers.
been in progress
for 4 weeks.

who graduated from Bates Theo, Sem. last
June.
The church and society at Milo recent-

late by several conversions......

He

have been a reader of the Star since 1884,
and how I welcome it to my home and fami.
ly! It seems to me that every Free Baptist,
at least, ought to take it.”
The, New Haven church is enjoying a ‘grand

when for any reason it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished. ]
:

on its debt.

is un-

able to do any work and is scarcely able to be
off his bed. The doctors give no enceuragement, but by the grace of God and the prayers

should

night in order
the Star. We,

and

- Michigan.

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
jtems for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writers,

;

from thirteen of the 21 Shurehgs.

the

still a grand openingin the Big Sandy Valley.
for F. B. labor. Bros. Williams and Walker
are very anxious for help from the older portions of the denomination.
The Johnson Q.
M. belongs to the Ohio River Y. M. and the
ministers’ from Ohio ought togo over and help
them as often as convenient, The writer (the
Rev, T.E. Peden) can assure them a hearty
welcome.” The Rev. T. 5S. Williams writes
in addition, that at the Q. M. Bro. Gasper Hen-

not

need

Bul we

write.

at

5

erat aod Tt Tartin

them to make up thisdeficit. Our pastors and
constantly said,
have
Jeading members
stand,” andso we

for

1h

start, they have been precious and a help to
us who labored in them.
Brethren, pray for

to make up

need at that time at. least $250

hoped

th

Rev A Striemer Lee O .
. B F Fox Kinston N C

{*

_ Next session wi
e
Spr
Brook church,
March 35,
& PUBLoOD, Clerk.
Sandwich (N. H.)—- Held its Jan. session with

our meetings have

than

encobrafie us.

‘ 53

|

.

1882. -

15,

; :

—

|

id

Ct

3 " gdon—Augustine.—In Sangerville, Dec.
Bristol (Tenn. —Held
with
Rooty Branch | 3 y vis aie, Mr. Jason M. Bragdon ana Miss
church, Jan. 20. Owing
to the unfavorable conugustine, both of Dexter.
~
dition of the weather, the churches were not well
Thompson—Foss.—In Lyon, Mass., Oct. 16,
represented. Our churches are in a very good by the Rev. J. Mariner, Mr.
Frank M. Thompson
us! We need a far greater work of grace
condition, except Piney Flat.
That is without
and Miss ‘Annie E. Foss, both of Lynn.
among us. Oh, for revivals [in all our churches
preaching.
Bro. A. L. Bowers received a license
Thompson—Pugsley.~—In Lynn, Dec. 3, by
to preach. Our next Q. M. will be held with Holsthis winter! Such a thing is possible surely.”'
the same, Mr. Stephen A. Thonipson of Lynn and
ton yalloy charcl, Friday, April 7.
Rev. J. W.
Miss
Mercy F. Pugsley of Sanford, Me. .
Kentucky.
Chatham is to preach the opening sermon. The John
Pride—Higgins.—In Lynn, Dec. 23, by the
Wheeler Y. M. convenes with the same church,
Mr. Nathan H. Pride and Miss Ellen M.
“The Lord is blessing the labors of the Rev’s. Aug. 4, Sunday. We would be glad to see some same,
Higgins, both of Lyna.
Thos. 8. Williams and. G. R. Walker in John. of our brethren present from your Y. M. It is ten . Morse—Jenkins.—In Lynn, Feb. 5. by the
J.
W. CHATHAM, Clerk.
same, Mr. Lewellyn Morse of Lynn, and Miss
son and Lawrence counties.
Little Mudlick miles south of Bristol.
Annie Jenkins of Portsmouth, N. a
has received twelve to fellowship within three
Ml sa nWeRthorly «at the house of the
Waterville
(Me.)—Met with the Clinton
Dec. 23—25. It be- Bride’s futher in Hamilton Ce., Neb., Jan 29, b
mouths.
Little Blain and ' Thom’s Creek “church at Morrison’s Corner,
the Rev. W. H. Ager Mr. John M. Millsap and
churches have also been blessed with revivals,
Miss Luvian Wea
erly both of Hamilton Co.
a pleasant sea
son. ANY,
with 15 conversions in the former. There is that the Master ag With them,

Asso. remittance
The
by the 20th. We shall

pe sent Feb. 25th.
should be made up

Although

St Croix (Minn.)—Iibid its Dec. session with

the 2d Rock Elm church. A good time was enjoyed, harmony
prevailéll iw the business meetings, the spirit of the Master was with us to cheer
nd

as
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PETER HENDERSON & CO.
res, solid in hy

emplo,

35 Cortiandt Street, New York.
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‘seventy men through othe year.
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on the breast, and the eyes

closed.

spirit had entered into the

Union.

GRANDMA STORER.

rm

with needles, pins, thread, combs,

fancy

pace she

toilet soaps, and

Then

door of the

Storer cottage.
;
Just by the low open window in her
easy chair sat Grandma Storer. Her
hair was white as the kerchief which

age.

Mr. Smith kept the largest store in the
Bogtown.

Like

country stores, his stock consisted

“Throw it out,” said his master.

of all

an array of stout boots and shoes,
there

were

crockery

and glass

he went about his store,

in. illness,

‘keeps them apart from others.

found out how faithful he was, and in the

wares

good farmers’ wives brought here their
eggs, the best of their butter and vegetables and received in exchange tea, sugar,
spices, or perhaps a bright calico gown.
In the cellar he had stored away kegs

both loved the same Master he discovered
the boy had an aged mother whom he tried

to support as best he could, and was very

look

vinegar, cider and one or two suspicious

Tt is only

looking casks that might have contained

too well pleased to scold, though he
showed him other ways to work for the
Saviour. . Mr. Smith and Mr. Brown be-

and

dry

goods

and stationery.

when

if

farmer was to be seen coming up the cel-

There

is

lar stairs, wiping his lips on the back of
his hand, murmuring, ** That's fine, Mr.
Smith, a superior article, sir,—the very

a freshness and vivaeityin youthful faces
whieh
is indeed

interesting,

but it does’

not hold the attention, and give the

needy.

Opposite the store window where
Smith sat at his desk hung a sign,

Marjorie threw herself on;a-low ottoman
at Grandma's feet, the young, scornful
face looking up at the aged, peaceful

less to add this sign-board swung over
the door of a liquor saloon. It was a disreputable place and respectable men kept

one.

away fromit.

*“Good morning, little one. What
brings my mousie across the fields this

far safer spot to take a dridk than suck

morning?” asked Grandma.

taken from the same barrel.

could help it.

H. Brown; Lager Beer,” and

at all if I

‘““We die not, our souls live forever,”
said Grandma, more to herself than to

the girl.
:
*¢ Oh, Grandma,” said the girl, ** your
life has been one of unalloyed pleasure so far.as human happiness would allow it!” There came a change over the

“Child,”
‘“‘tear

moaned

the

thought healed.

aged

wounds

Mr.
J.

to

aid

a

pastures, so that colts prance and

the

at will.

he smuggled some tracts into the store

woman,
I

When in this room

price for the whole.

I

demurred ; but the sum was too much

At first Mr.

to recover from his carouse,” why,

the

And very bad, bitter, blasting, poisonous

in
to

grain they are. They are sure to injure
if they do not kill" They affect the taste

and constitution, and leave remorseful
recollections likea canker in the

Smith

and reckless behavior which

to

that name, should bury it under all 'possible thickness of good resolutions and
noble conduct, and let it fertilize the soil
for a finer growth of manliness instead of

safely landed on the opposite sidewalk.
| He sat at his desk watching the opera-

driven snow.” She seemed overcome

by

this passionate outburst, and lay back in

still he could

wereabout.

not make out

what

g

they

yield a crop of bad habits,

of evil

com-

waste

on the

the less

road the

they will reach it. Fretting
wasted og the road.—H, H,

sooner

is all time

Ra.
eM
tes

ENIGMATIC GEMS.

(Everything relating

to this department of the Star

should he marked “ For Enlymatic Gems,”
dressed to W. H. Eastman, Auburn, Me.)

and

ad-

RIDDLE.

No. 16.

.we love best?” and

there came a lo k of pain over the re:
bie

Sit

* Teddie,” called Mr, Smith, * What is

the meaning of ‘all this waste? Have

1

ve

And I thought, ** Great
I could yield to sleep’s
And no voice would e’er
Get up, bub, and kindle

love must be there!
strongest desire,
pierce the chill air,
the fire.’ ”

and fiber sprung from foreign soil; in such a
reply there would be much truth. - Certainly,

our literature has been,

to a remarkable

de-

gree, remote from the national life. There has
been but slight mutual obligation between our

books and our politics or our society. . Even
among men

of genius, who

withdrawn

than others

are ‘usually

from

the

more

influence

peculiar to their time, and are either

indiffer-

ent to them or masters over them, our men

hedness.

a

x

rs

¢

of

&

: ow

wet

088

of

genius seem peculiarly Isolated. Their temperaments, in so faras these were the result of
past
human
experience
working secretly
through the subtle channels of hereditary de-

scent, were born otf a civilization far different

These men fashioned the treasures

their work or for the knowledge of théir craft.
their own

unshared

powers

and qualities, they stood aloof from the nation
aud its concerns. They set out on the eternal
search for beauty and truth, guided, like all
the greatest, by the elemental principles in haman nature, like voyagers on strange seas,
steering by the pole-star, borne on by trade

feet of every man.
Amid that company bow
should they hear the ax ringing in the lonely
wilderness of the Genesee, or catch the joy on

1 stopped at a door to inquire
Where did dwell my namesakes so dear,
And heard a lad told by his sire,
“ dhrow
three small ones on the hearth

the fave of the adventurous explorer on hard-

won mountain peaks, with the promised land
spread out before him?
Some unreal Hiawatha-echo did penetrate even there; some

#

And, lest I should share the same lot,
' I fled towardsa plain I could see,

prospect of an Astoria, with its natural mar-

And though wet and cheerless the spot

vel and human hardibood (less prized than the
ruinous, legend-haunted
Alhambra), was

But I knew not any were there,
80 1 kept on my wild, frightened race,

caught sight of; a spell of romance was woven

My

plurals were thick around me.

And my heart was full of dispair

about the Hudson, and a mysterious beauty
evoked from the wintry life of Puritan
dwellers by the shores of Massachusetts Bay;

¢ Tell me where my plurals are dear”

but to the America before

them

100 much to say our men

of genius are well-

Ere 1 looked on a man’s kindly face, .
1 gasped as I uttered their name;

My + prosounciat? he wid me, was queer,” | nigh deaf and blind.
;

wed like a flame,
He said I must mention it * 80!”

tion; seldom in literary history,
Ye

He met me with rare smiles of joy,
And laughed as he said, “ I declar’,

out measure,

ACROSTIC.

An island. :
A king of Israel.
A girls name.
An antediluvian.
A Bible name.

J

primals

and

all sorts

finals

men.

punctuation

but those who have had experience know
better. Charles Sumner endeavored to secure

too noted

great correctness

KATE.

by a most tedious

i,

process.

The pages of his books as they cathe from the
press were read by the auther. Then they
were put into the hands

PESTH
IAEEA
I LVRAL
AAEIA
TEXAS
11. Portland, Me.
12. “Pensacola.

of a severe

literary’

critic whose judgment was passed on the fitness
~of every word. The proof was then sent .back
to the author for his inspection, Then it was
put into the hands of the offive proof-reader to
detect anything that might have escaped author
and critic. Only when #11 this was done, did
the book go to press.
;
But with the best manuscript and the great
est care errors will sometimes creeps in, and

WE

M.

these aro suggestive of the most grotesque

Ideas, Some writer tells us he * has seen a
‘Bible printed in New York in 1842, for the

PRIZE AWARD,
The prize offered for the best puzzle received
during the month - of Junuary—Longfellow’s
Poems—is awardedto Howard Suuds,
Me.
puzzleis given above. A

berof

other

‘puzzles were received.

which we-shall select from week to week,

Ameriosn Bible Socjety, in which Rev. 20: 9

from

the saints were’ represented

Ma-

as

New Testa-

ment” we are tommanded to bray for them
that persecute us, =
;
“The story is told of & bachelor compositor,

‘who in setting up the toast:

* Woman—with-

TT
FT

| BY temey
a
TY
RETEST
WY oe

the paper gave a fac-simile of this word “Chris.
tian?, and it looked about as much like * Con.
stantinople”, * Cincinnati”, “ Wheelbarrow”,
or ‘‘ Jerusalem”, as like the word it was in.
tended to be, Not long ago Donald Murray
was called all kinds of hard names because the
printer changed the tense of a verb. It hag
altered the whole .sense of a statement. But

such things will

occur. - Sometimes

they

are

easily detected. Every reader sees the blunder.
But at other times they change the meaning of
sentences, aud instead of being amusing they
become alarming. *‘ Some one tells us that an
editor out West being challenged by a ceunty
treasurer for calling him- ‘the red-headed,
malignant mule who dissipates the county
money,’ produced his manuscript and showed
that he wrote, * the big-hearted, valiant soul

who

dispenses

the

county

money.”

The

treasurer withdrew the

challenge

tuted an
stead.”

snd

an

supper

invitation

“ Have

to

oyster

substiin-

this article set up just as I have

written

it—print it verbatim et literatim,”

sald a pedantic college professor to an editor
into whose hands he gave a paper which he
wished to have appear in the denominational
organ.
Had the printer “ followed copy,” the

professor would have been as mad ss a hornet.

In the first live was a ** bad spell,” in the third
a grammatical error, with two or three hastilywritten, bungling sentences, which the editor

«ly

transposed. It is not safe for most men to say to

the printer,“¥ollow copy.” A literary man was

accustomed to use the dash so frequently in his
‘articles—use it for comma colon and period--that
the compositors nicknamed him—* slap-dash.”

- When

we

nonsense

see how

into

an editor

sense,

leaves

often

out

turns

with

nice

discrimination what never should have been
written, transposes awkward sentences to
make them harmonious, and
order out

of the chaos of brain that has get

spread upon

paper, we feel for him an intense admiration
and a profound awe. Wonderful man! Every
writer for the press should remember that it
takes . the editor, the proof-reader
and the
compositor to make his article read well, and

the public should wonder that so few errors
creep

Into the

DONALD

daily

or

weekly

issue.—

MURRAY, in the Standard.
PAP
oe

LITERARY JOTTINGS.
In the March

Wide Awake, under the

title,

schoolmate of- Miss Louisa M. Alcott
reminiscences

of that

will give

popular

author,

has set Miss Mulock® “ Mill Song” to music.
—In Great Britain a growing preferenceis
noticed for the work of American writers.
Especially is such the case with novels, some

recent books by New England authors

having

gone through several editions and achieved
permanent popularity.——The first volume of
The World's Cyclopedia of History is ap=
nounced to be ready in a few days. Instead of
being made up of brief sketches by unknown
authors, as are commonly the historical
tions of encyclopedias, it will contain

porun-

abridged the great standard works of such au-

thors as Green, Macaulay,
Gibbon, Guizot, Mommsen,

Grote, Carlyle,
and others. ‘A

at this office show handsome typography, good
paper

and

prois-wors,

Each

volume

will

contain about 1000 large, double column,octavo
pages, and will be sold at the. amazingly low

prices of $1.55 for the cloth binding, and $1.40
for the sume bound In half Russia, sprinkled
edges. No paymentis askedin advance by the
publisbers, but books will be sentto sny part
of the United States by express, with the

Auired,

Tt will be wisest for those who want

to purchase to writeto the publisher immediately, as at these prices the edition will be
limited by the number or orders received before publication. Specimen pages and full
particulars sent free upon application to the
publishers. The Useful Knowledge Publishing
Company,;162 Williams Street, New York City.

~The

following is a cable

dispatch

from

London, in the N. Y. Tribune of Jan. 2,
1882: An important unpublished work by

Thomas Carlyle has been discovered lately,

is entitled

comprises

It

* A Tour in Ireland in 1840,” and
notes

on

the

moral

and

political

condition of that country of the most stringent
character and greatest interest. This manuscript was unknown to Mr. Froude, and it was
submitted to his examination. He was so de

lighted with it that he volunteeredto white an
introduction when it is published in book
form, Meanwhile, it has been secured bY
Edmund Gosee for The

Century Magazine,

looking for
crows Instead of erotonsin endless day,” In where it will shortly begin to appear 8s &
serial, simultaneously in London and New
one edition of the “ New Revised

Vo. Deol

office ‘could tell what it was. The author
found fault with the printing of his article, and

Hurrah whose chirography is so near perfecon,
.
Some people think it no work to read proof, privilege of examination before payment is re-

the confederate
name

A

marks

in one installment, the hard things which have
been sajd in printing-offices
about Donald-

an American

(Answers
in two' weeks.)

EY

of

saves the writer from terrible mortification.
We hardly wonder that printers sometimes use
profane language. We should not like to hear,

The first principle.

RAVY.
|© 18. A city in Mass.
"A bank of sand.

wrongly, as the compositor often does.

commu makes a great difference sometimes,
Some years sgo a gentleman sent an article
toa New York paper in which the word
‘ Christian ” occurred. The context did not
give a clue to the word, and nobody in the

which must prove very interesting. For the
same number Mr. G. W. Chadwick, the musical conductor of the-Greek play, (Edipus,

2

the use of languuge.
Not one out of ten of
those who write for the press know how much
they owe to the poor type-setter, who often

To secure.

in

it, gravely told the (congregation
that ¢ man
having gone to see his wife, desires the prayers
of the . church.’ ” “The minister punctuated

are employed, or neglected; and yet when the

No, 18,

11, A man’s name.

church

comma fn reading

very comprehensive alphabetical, topical index covering all the works embodied in the
‘cyclopedia will make ready consultation upon
article appears, not an error is found in it.
any subject convenient, and ‘will group to-’
The compositor and the proof-reader have
gether such knowledge and interest as will
made jt all right, and the author reads it with
surprise the ordinary reader and delight the
self-complacent comments on his own skill in
profoundest student. Specimen pages received

y 6,11, 4, 13,9, 5 is to bear.

12. A vessel that was

and by the misplacing of

some

still no

can decipher it. Capital letters: are put where
they don’t belong, dushes are heaped in with-

5, 14'sto think:
M y 12,8,
M y whole is a Latin phrase.
elt
MARIA MERION.

: 8. A martyr
yr.
3
9.
A title applied to Christ,
10. Pseudonym (in part) of
authoress.

‘A man having gone to sex

bands” which, however transmuted,
less endures.—Forlnightly. Review.

PROOF-READING.

y 3,2,11,4,8,1
is a tree.

7+

following notice:

his wife desires the prayers of the

‘“ How I Entertained Two Little Girls,” an old

One of the things at which we wonder is
the freedom of the daily and weekly papers
from typographic errors. . When we remember
that a newspaper is made up out of fifty-thousand pieces of lead, the displacement: of any
one of which will muke a blunder, we are
astonished at the perfection of the work that
comes from the press.’ Often the manuscript
is almost unintelligible.
The tis not crossed,
the i is not dotted, letters are left out or put in
where they ought not to be, and only an expert
compositor whe'is supposed to be able to read
anything, and guess out what he cannot spell,

fo 6 8,2, 11, 6 is a river in Europe.
y 12, 9, is an abbreviation.

4.
6."
6.

changed to * See the pale martyr with
his shirt
on fire” A minister was asked 10 read th

work of men’s spirits from the work of men’s

Bah an on 5

am composed of 14 letters.
‘My 1,5, 10,9 is a kind of fruit.

8.

has there

been so complete a sundering of the changeless

L

Then hied to my grandfather’s farm!

'

A poet, who wrote * See the pale martyr jpg

sheet of fire) was startled to see his jins

ative delight, heedless of the humble muscle
which was meanwhile building up a great na-

To the shore—o’er the ocean I sped—

* DOUBLE

There Is something

| startlingin this spectacle
of the gifted and
trained mind absorbed in its pursuit of imxgin-

Then referred to the name of the spot
Where my grandpa oft threatened a blow
When his temper flashed up quite hot.

As he waved his hand towards my head
I ran with loud cries of alarm
'

it is scarcely

transformed into ¢ We

Tho rr DI

have no national literature, and thut what
literature has flourished among us is of a leaf

star of intenser light, the scattered and obscure rays that are a lamp of beauty to the

;

E

we

twinkling of an eye,’

shall all be hanged in the twinkling of an eye)

OF TRE TIF LOUIE TAY Erm

that

with the

TE

people,

to press

sentence, ‘Wé shall all be changed in the

NO

‘Perhaps M. Taine would reply that we

in America are not a literary

men, gives a number of lug;
crous blunders, made by the types. ¢ By the
dropping out of a single letter, the Book of
Common Prayer once went

-

Tarai

his pur-

ot

I

served

freighted with a public hope. Or—since voyagers is too venturesome a name for them —say
rather, they joined the company of
pure
artists, who, illuminating the spirit-of man
rather than the spirit of their age, acknowledge no country, but belong to the race—the
men who gather within themselves, as into a

To the land of bright bopes I fled,
Though soft, drowsy calls from a tree
Repeated my name, and o’erhead
A small bird seemed pleading with me,

\

4’

it have

‘| Bog; and ie once saw a hymn-book In which

and shame.
. Yet at the present time the

such

ill would

read God and Magog instead of Gog and

¥

whom

pose!

how

wind or gulf-stréam ; but their ships were un-

My Grandpa read loudly one night
In his voice so thrilling and clear,
Of my plural, across the waves white,
Each day getting more and more dear.

x notuslly

said the old lady, till the street sewer wasA x 8 smal river of |
* How can be be love when ‘he takes | the seething liquor. ~~, . | . a
away those

ture,

Engrossed with

a

her chair panting for breath. Marjorie
‘He could-not believe his eyes; for there
stroked her hand lightly, as if to recall was Mr. Brown with

her thoughts.
[lin
smashing the barrels he
*¢ And you believe in Him now?” Mar- ed! Then other baraudrel
ossks s
wera
Jorie asked inquiringly. © =
ibd
3 brought out and emptied in the same way | ma
“God is love,”

force akin to natural law, a specific literature.
If he had chosen to write of American Jitera-

of our literature by their own creative force
and artistic instinct, with but little obligation
to their country either for the material of

and

18, ‘Touch not, taste not, handle not, \intoxplanting it where it will reproduce after
drinks.
:
its kind. For wild oats grow. They . 4 14.ing Preserved
pairs (pears).

over this head before it was white as the tions at the door of the liquor saloon, and

move-

ages—determines,by a

national.

sky above,

ways

goes under

the. special social

of its successive

flying upward, in the blackest of smoke,

mouth.

Whoever has the inclination to fast

of sale and in half an hour the stuff -was

a drunkard, I reviled Him,—forty years
1 reviled God. Forty years had not passed

he is

only sowing his wild oats, which is spoken
of as sympathetically as though he were
a baby cutting his teeth. Yes, wild oats!

and

circumstances

there is a blne

as

and chicken-pox. A smoking, awaggering, pool-playing, wine-bibbing boy, turning night into day and sleeping till noon

looked on my dead infalits, 1 reviled God ; lose and he could order more immediately
when my boys were shot dead, I reviled to take its place; so he made out the bill

God ; when my husband died in this room

of fasiness

childhood is expected to have measles

find out how much liquor there was in
Mr. Smith's cellar, and offered him a high

which

There is a freedom which verges

of, and must have its run

and deftly managed to slip one into each
package he served out to the many custo-

During that day Mr. Brown,

browse

on looseness and license, and it is looked
upon as an inglicatiqn..of. spirit-and force
for young people to kick over the proprieties and even try to knock the ** nots”
out of the commandments. It seems in
many quarters to be taken for granted
that youth has a deal of folly to get rid

movement.
His
young clerk, Teddis
Moore, had attended with the good resulte

of a saving knowledge of the Saviour;
but when he timidly ventured to ask his
employer to go with him, he was only
answered grufily, “I'm no fool to be
taken in with a net. I shall not ‘trouble
myself to go to meeting oftener than on
Sunday.” Teddie went to the boy’s noon
prayer-meetings and one day, full of zeal,

inn-

of its people,
ments

and

from our own, a civilization religious, colonial, and local, not secular, self-sustaining, and

sparks fly upward. But even to the sparks

Ef you run off again, my dear boy,
“WILD OATS.”
P’ll eend to your name, sir,anrl?”
There has grown up in this country
“
That
make a failible'name—
within a balf century a spirit of levity; | Went would
back on his friend don’t you see ?”
and a leniency toward some forms of vice, But I said with no blushes of shume,
* Add re — good time-piece, I'll be!”
and a general loosening of restraint on
the young, which tend to encourage the Then he threatened to cut those heads out;
But gave me a watch the next day,
sowing of wild oats, regardless of the And it’s tick wakes me more than a shout;
1 shall always with grandpa stay,
Fv ~
yield.. The old strictness has gone out of
HOWARD SANDS.
our home fife. Our young folks are left
very much to their own inglinations. And
ENIGMA.
No. 17.
society has let down the bars into all

been

saloon keeper, entered the store and
the course of conversation managed

a

not afresh the

there

the

of it bad spoken to his brother Smith in
a voice that he could not resist.

work and many were giving themselves
to Christ. Mr. Smith did not attend and
so knew nothing of the’ power of the

mers.

face.—a look of bitterness follow-

ered by one of unutterable anguish such
as Marjorie had never beheld in a human

being before. . -

A revival preacher was

told

buy liquor for the sake of ridding the town

Bogtown. Scores of ‘wandering churchmembers had come to the front and put
on anew-the whole arnior of Christianity.

I would put them away

of Teddie’s

mon he ever heard, and a man who could

There had been a revival of religion in

the girl.
are grave
not deal

never to be thought of again.”
“ Hast thou tried? Grandma asked
smiling. “1 have tried, but they return again
with double force.”
* What hast thou made of them?”
“We die, and our dust goes back to its
mother earth,” replied Marjorie.

gentle

had

matter

keeper that his act of giving up his nefarious business was the most effectual ser-

it is’ need-

draught

the

came firm friends, for he

Mr. Smith's cellar was a

rum-hole, though the

When

tract-distribution came to light he was

feel- cordial for a ride in the cold air.”

ing of awe that is given by the calm,
transparent look of one nearing his journey’s end. The contrast was great when

¢¢ Life and death,” answered
¢¢ My dear, life and death
questions.
Thou
shouldst
with them lightly.”
2
“I would not deal with them

and

He raised Teddie’s pay, because he

seen in the young when it heralds the ap- alcoholic drinks; for often a: cold, :tired
proach of death, er

arranging

marking down goodson which, yesterday,
he would ‘have cheated his customers.

one

flash jewelry.

‘And

* I mean to start right,” he thought as

kinds of goods from alpaca down to cut
tobacco. One counter was stocked with

we do not-

nation’s life—the character

Holy Writ says we are born to trouble as

The tobacco must go, too, but

you may mark that pieee of faulty alpaca
down to half price.”

most

that unless it ris-

es above its usual monotone

time they

interests that drew them together since

transparent

to old

——

village - of

:

I have a plan of powdering it and selling
it cheap ia fancy boxes as a moth exterminator. Now see that you give honest
weight and never mind what I have said
about altering the scales to weigh less.
I'll have them fixed to weighright sometime to-day.”
;
Teddie looked up hesitatingly.
«If
you please, sir;-there is some coffee that
is half stones in the ¢ Rio’ box.”

_ BY MRS. E. U. FRENCH.

little

I shall make

The

her bosom, and her face
so. Her brown eyes were
though faded. Her hands
in. her ‘lap, while the face

belongs

hereafter.

MR. SMITH'S CONVERSION.

as speech ; so common

‘

“And we shall not keep any kind of liquor

Qe

young girl with a careless, scornful look
upon her face.
A song had just died
upon her lips. ¢* I love thee, I love thee,
pass -under the rod,” were the words
which she sang thoughtfully.
¢¢ Marjorie Livingstone,” she said to
herself, ** you even thought for one minute that some one did love you, and that
you were passing under the rod.”
Then
a new thought struck her; ‘I'll step in
at Grandma Storer’s.” Quickening her

uneasy

what I have into vinegar.”

and

I believe.”

She came slowly across the fields, this

awake

¢¢ Yes, sir,” said Teddie.

most involuntarily the words came, ‘God,

D. 8TU ART.

:

‘We haven't any to sell.”

The

gates,

anent embodiment
it seems to me, . sion of ‘national life, a
literature of Engunder- of the national spirit.
land answers most nearly to this ‘idea of a
estimated, and quite too much overlooknational literature; and therefore M. Taine, as
ed in valuations of character. It is the he himself says, chose to write of it, because it
sin of fretting. It is as’ common as air, best illustrates and supports his theory thata

He met his little clerk coming in:
“ Teddie, if any one asks for cider, say,

The head fell gently

they were closed.
The beautiful expression which a moment before rested upon the dear face
seemed transferred to Marjorie’s. Al-

Away from men we mast not look for thee!”

which

vinegar.

expres-

There is one sin, which,

even observe it. Watch any ordinary
and neighbors, and the rumseller, give coming together of people, and see how:
their testinfbnies of the love that had -many minutes it will be before somebody
saved them, he could not keep back the frets—that ie, makes a more or less com
tears, but bowed his kead and cried as he plaining statement of something or other,
which, most probably, every one in the
had not before since he wag a boy."
When the invitation was given for room, or the stage or the car, or the
those who desired the prayers of Chris- street, as the case may be, knew before,
tians to come forward, he did not hesitate, and which most probably nobody can
help. Why say anything about it? It is
but rose and went with unsteady steps
cold, it is hot, it is wet, itis dry; somedown the aisle and there at the anxious
‘body
has broken
an appointment, ill
seat found peace in believing. The next
cooked a meal; stupidity or bad faith
morning he came to the store, a new man,
somewhere has’ resulted in discomfort.
and went directly to the cellar, where he
There are always plenty of things te fret
counted the barrels of cider which tay
about. Itis simply astonishing
how
there. Ten. Yes; and one-fifth part of
much annoyance and discomfort may be
each barrel was clear alcohol,’ He would
found in the course of every day’s living,
not sell any drink that contained the vile
even at the simplest, if one only keeps a
poison. These ten would make
good
sharp eye on that side of things.
liven

little ones—my darlings are all there.
‘| Take both my hands that I may go the
faster.” Sinking
back
she murmured, ¢ God is love.”

bond of union, literature becomes.an

Per-

fore. Mr. Willism A. Cable, ho Is lecturing
on newspaper

is everywhereand by every body

he could hardly sit still. After the minister finished, as he heard his old friends

tiful!—the twelve gates are all ajar—my

His heart grew sad as he remembered when
His own life mingled with the lives of men;
For the thought smote him with unlooked-for
pain
That he who climbs alone will climb in vain;
And on the-heights he cried, ¢ Dear Lord, I

FRETTING.

to blame.

to be witnessed after the honeymoon than he.

not so dissimilar as to make them unintelligible
to each other, and thus possess an essential

EE
on

that was

haps the compbsitor thought the poet was only
anticipating a scene which is'much more likely

au-

thors and the people of the country who read,
think and feel about the same objects in ways

precipice should be fenced against the
feet of inexperience.— Christian at Work.

and as the preacher's heavy voice reached

‘with a

shared. ' If it fortunately happens that the

every

wy SPT

the face

and

a

up

wide

his awakened soul, he became 80

heavenly and peaceful light. Suddenly
Grandma raised herself up and stretching
out the feeble arms gaid, ** Oh, how beau-

The lights like fireflies glimmer to and fro,

.

lighting

was

out,

little too bad, but after all it may have heen the

poet’s chirography

aly

ing one,

A mountain traveler had reached so far
Naught lay above him save the northern star;
Its lonely flame in that unshadowed place
Fell clear as truth upon his upfurned face.
But when he saw within the vale below

conscience

pointed

the

TY

APART.
BY ADELAIDE G. WATERS.

his

be

found

compositor had made him declare that he
“kicked her under the cellar stairs,” This isa

OE

But

should

ed her under the silent stars,” and

FELT

:

She roused herself as the girl came into
the room.
“I'm going home, dear,” she said feebly. “Itseems almost too good to be
true.”
The sunshine came in through the open
blinds, and rested lovingly on the depart-

:
We'll surely reach at last.
— Churchman.

ed,

afar

We

wh,

A

When earthly things are past,
Qur fold, the heavenly mansions,

and

this

but some-

are provoking,
apg

PY

Yet, if we struggle onward,

calm

not understand

wonderful change, in the least;

to be controled she hastened toward the
cottage.
on
__On her low couch with her face turned
to the sinking sun lay Grandma Storer.

Ifup we try, and onward,
a
Toward heaven toset our face.

that

He could

Tem-

blunders

writing of his love, asserted that he had « Kiss-

ble joy to the young; all possible inno- “ever differently, in particular cases, the balcent pleasure to young people; all the ance of indebtedness between the author and
his age may be accounted, society does deterfreedom compatible with safety. But the mine somewhat his mental characteristics, and
lines drawn across the world by the fin-' still more the limit of his experience: his
ger of the Eternal, which can not be cross- work is a reflex of the social life in which he

troubled

These

eae

Through all this earthly race,

wore

Mr. Smith was

take.

sometimes it is hard to forgive them:
have a profound sympathy for the
poet

social
How-

a

.

Sore let we are and hindered,

crossed on
“scarcely less
still bright,
were folded

all day.

A week had scarce, gone by ere a messenger came to Marjorie saying that Mrs.
Storer was sinking fast.
. Marjorie’s first thought wag that she
was losing her dearest
friend, then
came those thoughts of death and what it
would bring. With excitement scarcely

Than uny wind that blows,

the

perance Inn.”

answer; they’. were

sion unquestionably depends upon the
conditions under which it is practiced.

ead SE

call

sow wild oats, when a better kind of seed
can be scattered justas well. All possi-

ul

side of the street, ¢‘ J. H. Brown,

‘Mr. Smith did not

AMERICAN LITERATURE.

for parents to consider.

Ph

to cross this river of death, as

they

time has come

whether it pays them -or their children to | ‘The value of literature as an art of expres-

Pe

hanging out a new sign on the opposite

hand.”

’Gainst care and storms and darkness,

soon arrived at

«if

fh ey A ed ee a] dt

’Gainst storm and wind and-eold,
Until her home she reaches,
That dear, safe, earthly fold.

MINNIE

boy;

be ‘a savage,” got the

punctuation in the wrong place, which made
it read: * Woman without her man, would
be a-savage.” Perhaps it might be true, but
| it would not always be sufe to.make the mis-

et

But on and on she pushes,

BY

the

out her, man would

Literary.

A

Yet on she goes and onward,
Against the roaring wind,
The skies are growing darker,
The path is hard to find.

— Christian

replied

see me go,” said Grandma slowly.
¢ Grandma, I grieve because you want

this river let me know how it looks

‘And flakes about her whirl.

:

sir,”

how he felt that such a change weuld .be
good
for him, and he longed in a vague
off. If you can see anything before you
.| way for a better life. So when time came
pass let me know.”
“If it be God's will, I will,” said the to go to meeting, he put on his coat and
aged pilgrim; ¢ and now, good by.” pulling his hat down over his eyes went
Rising she placed her hands on the girl's to the church. He slipped into the back
head, ‘ God, bring this little one unto seat and sank down into his coat collar
;
Thee, and keep her in the hollow of thy and pretended to be asleep.

The snow is beating earthward,

see

no,

you please he has just found ’em. Ile
has been to the meetings and got converted and he is trying to do right.”

it. You want to go where I never shall
see you again ;—but,” said the girl hurriedly, ‘when you come to the brink of

HAILE.

Against the storm goes struggling
A little rosy girl,

’Gainst earthly pain and woes,
More hard to fight and conquer

“Oh!

judgment of our easy-going people en- |
courage the sowing and furnish all the
conditions for raising the crop. The

has

od Er

SORE LET AND HINDERED.
BY ELLEN

you heard any one say that Brown
suddenly lost his senses?”
:

my

this life.”
‘Child, my time is not afar off.
When
Iam called home I will let yon come to

—RBay Palmer

>

and

brothers,—surely there is nothing beyond

Father and mother! yours the task to plan
gid ought] gil,
With JSirelese sonst:
y
of joy
ack
i
n
‘That
turn and wander far
Shall from a
thirst they
the
streams
poisoned
at
To quench
Ted

mother

EA

ree

-

¢ How can.I ever

of my

York.————A new edition of Banvard’s ** Life
of Daniel Webster,”
is to be published by DLothr& op
Co., with some

additional

matter

brought to light by the recent centenary obBervances.
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ERS OF THE SPEOTRe0 60pE,

This little instrument
is very
wonderful, for it combines with its qualities of a trap the advantages of a balance

which we may Suppose is fine enough for
the most fastidious fairy to weigh the nec-

tar distilled in the dew-drop, or other
)
delicacy of the season.
Our ideas of weight and size are purely relative, and-that which seems a small

or light object, from one point of view,
may become Jarge and heavy by a different
comparison.

To most of us,

perhaps, a

« grain-weight” suggests a liitle thing;
we know that the apothecary and a few
other small dealers split up the grain “into halves, quarters, tenths, and perhaps

but then we regard

even hundredths,
them

as homoeopathic visionaries

and

; yet,
laugh at their absurd, little pellets
strangeto say, there is a vanishing-point
in our minds, Which, if an object 1s small

enoughto pass, it becomes larger and

more important
by reason of our aston.
ishment and wonder at. its minuteness.
The most ordinary specimen under the
microscope ia an evidence of this, but
when we realize that the ability of the
spectroscopeto reveal small particles of
matter begins where the finest microscopesearches with its highest power in
vain, that the grain of matter may be divided, not merely into hundredths, or
thousandths, or tens of thousandths, but
into millionths and tens of millionths,apd

that a single
one of these patticles may
be readily detected by this little searcher
and held up for our inspection, our wonder and amazement enhance our respect
Jor its occult powers. The astronomer
tells us that a comet often throws out a
1ail Jonger than the distance between the
earth and the sun, and broad in proportion; yet the matter forming this tail is so

attenuated that, if properly compressed,
a gentleman’s portmanteau, possibly his
snuff-box, might take it in. Yet we
have merely to point this little tell-tale
at the comet, and, presto! we know what
.:the matter is. Think of it! Not merely

can we grasp infinitesimal particles at

our hand, but we may sweep the firmament, gather up the star-dust and tell its
composition.
But we have not yet reach_ ed the end of our excursion: indeed, we
have only

entered

the

threshold

of the

scientist's sanctum, and the wonders of
the arcanum eclipse those of the portico.
That mysterious

-y

agency

of

force

called

electricity has been utilized, not merely
for the benefit of Lulls and bears, or for
hundreds of utilitarian purposes - with
which we are familiarized every day, but
it has been used as a fairy-finger to probe
Nature’s hidden structure, and, as it
were, enable us to feel whatthe spectroscope has revealed to sight.—Popular
Science Monthly.

HEAD SIZE vs. BRAIN POWER.
Among the recently published statistics
of head measurement, as inferred from the
size of hats, are the following —*¢ Lord
Chelmsford 6 1-2 full, Dean Stanley 6 3-4,
Lord Beaconsfield 7, the Prince of Wales

7 full, Charles

bourne 7

1-8,

Dickens 7 1-8, Lord

John

t “7

1-8,

Sel-

Earl

Russell 7 1-8, Lord Macaulay 7 3-8, Mr.

Drs. STARKRY & PALEN, 1169
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Obitnaries.
ssns who do

not patronize

the Morning

Siar.

it

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the Te of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of elatit
words,
VERSES are inadmissible.

Bates. —Miss Hattie Bates, only daughter

of Rey, and Mrs. 8. D. Bates, of Marion, O.,
died of Sonsumpeon, Jan. 19, aged 16 years.
The subject of this notice, although of frail

would be strange, indeed, if any moder-

finally disposed of the notion that cranial

measurenients could be accepted as brain
measurements.
Since his day the student of cerebral development has ceased
to rely on what used to be called * Phrenology.” The chief point of interest as
yet elicited from the direct investigations
of brain measurements would seem to be
that the cerebral organs commonly found
in the class of brain-workers show evi«dence of being locally and specially developed, and probably, as a physical
consequence, are irregular, and for the
most
part unsymmetrical.
Hereafter,
probably, light may be thrown on the
subject of special or regional developments, both in regard to their personal
growth and transmission by heredity.
For the present, however, we can
say that neither the hat nor the

only
head

furnishes trustworthy indications of mental power and capacity; and that the ouly feature of interest as yet noted is the
curious fact of unequal development and
consequent want of symmetry.— The Lancel

‘
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HOW NUTMEGS

GROW.

Nutmegs
grow on 1
trees which
look like litt]
trees, and are generally not over twenty feet high. The flow-

ers-are very much like the lily of the valley.

They are pale

and

very

fragrant.

The nutmeg is the seed of the fruit; and
mace is the thin covering over the seed.
The fruit is about as largeas a peach.
‘When ripe, itbreaks open, and shows a
little nut inside. The trees grow on the
islands of Asia and tropical America.

They

bear fruit for seventy or elgbty

years, having ripe fruit upon them all the
seasons. A fine tree in Jamaica has over
four thousand nutmegs on it every year,
The Dutch used to have all this nutme

trade, as they owned the Banda Islands

and conquered all the other traders, and
destroyed the trees. To keep the price

up, they once burned three piles of put-

megs, each of which was as big as a
church. Nature did not sympathize with
such meanness. The nutmeg
pigeon,

—
A Case

¢¢ Given over

The following

to Die.”

report of a case in which, to

all appearanees, the'patfent was beyond the

reach of curative agencies, is ohe among
the
- Inany
prin surprisating results / wvhioh are Jonvinaslly
nding
e use of
Compound
Oxygen:
‘The Jast Home Treatment. that 1 ordered

from ou (writes a physiclan fn Vermout)
was for
Mrs,—.
She was given over to
die by her old physician (who has treated

her for twenty-two oats) In friends, 1 was
calledto see her A pio 6 could not speak a
loud word, or lift her head from the pillow:
could take no food except a little beef-tez, I
sent to you for a
Home
Treatmentof Oxygen

and

your advice.

She has been steadily im-

Provimg; she is aro id the house seeing to ‘her

ousehold affairs.

Her peighbors say that if

of people attended

© CURES

and the writer endeavored to speak words of comfort to the acflited parents.
J. H. Moxom.

|

Firman.—Died
of pneumonia,

Mrs,

she

religion,

embraced

joined

the

youth

F. B. church

secret devotions,and, when health failed, sought
a nearer and larger communion with God, and
felt ready for the change, should it come. 7

her father she said, *“ I am not afraid to die.”
To her mother, *“ I had hoped to live to do a
noble work for Godand the world, but must
yield the hope.”
As she had opportunity she
conversed with friends and visitors, sent” messages of warning, of love and of invitation, to
friends abroad aud tothe Bible class and to

members of the High

School.

The

* It is growing

dark,” she

said,
Presently, “ I hear the roaring of the
water under the bridge,” as though, instead of
having to wade the deep turbid waters of the
river of death, she was passing over by a highway
prepared by the Lord.
But she was
weary, und said, ** The river is wide, and the
bridge lonrg.” “I am so tired.” At this moment of weariness and death-shade, her father
quoted portions of God's
Word—* In my
Kather’s house are many mansions.
I go to
prepare a place for you. I will come and re-

ceive you unto myself.”

She

responded in a

sentence
somewhat
indistinct,—one
sweet
word, however, ciearly audible, * Success”.
She had crossed the long bridge successfully,
and was just at the evergreen shore, Now she
closed her own eyes sweetly, and fell asleep
in Jesus.
The funerusl services were held on
the
Sabbath following,
largely attended.
Among othier tokens of sympathy was a beautiful florul representation of the ©* Gates Ajar”
and * Star of Hope,” prepared in Cleveland,
and presented by visiting friends. The High
School principal afd preceptress were present, The services at the residence were of
necessity very brief and few of the many in
and without the house could hear. The pastor, the Rev. O. E. Baker, therefore, held, en
the next Sabbath night, a memorial service at
the church, in memory of this departed youth
and three other young ladies, who had
died
within less than a year, from his church and
congregation.
At
this meeting, Bro. Bates
took occasion to deliver the messages of love,

left by the daughter, for the Bible class, High

School, and young people of the Sunjrosation,
The message from the béloved d
affected

Martha Avery. He moved to Orneville in 1861.
Bro. C, was a devoted Christian, a kind and

affectionate husband and

father,

an obliging

neighbor, beloved by all who knew *iiim. He
leaves a wife, a son and four daughters and
other relatives to mourn.
He suffered much
during his sickness, yet was patient to the end.
A rich reward awaits the faithful who ministered to his wants with tender care. His funeral, at the request of the deceased, was attend.
ed by the writer.
©
B.S. GERRY.

Doolittle—Died in Harlem, Ill, Jan. 12, Sister
Catharine Doolittle aged 61 years, 7 months, and

2 days. She was born in Springfield, Mass.
Her
parents soon after moved to the State of N. Y.,
and, when Sister D. was a young lady, came to
Ill.

1838.

She was married to Bro.

Harry

Doolittle

in

At about 20 years of age she gave her heart

to God and united with the F. B, charch of which
she remained a worthy member until death. Bro.
and

Sister

D.

have

Souneyeq

together "over

43

years. Though Jlonetrs in this country they have
made Christ their hope for over 40 years. Religion
with her was something more than a name, it was

a living reality.
of

lite,

her

Unable to attend meetings much

prayers were

ty of Christ’s cause.
heh

for others.

She

ever for the prosperi-

always

had a word

of

Some of ber children were home

on a visit from Iowa, and the day before her death
they all went to visit their brother, P. S. Doolittle
in Harlem,
where/ she
morning
and spoke of'a

lip, ate

her.

died,
She rose
numbness of her

A physician

was

Jesus.

called, but

about

She leaves

and seven children to mourn.

4 P.M.

a husband

All but two

of her

children were present at the funeral which a large
| number attended. The writer preached from Acts
20: 32. May the
d Lord send another to take
her place in the church.
IRA SLATER,
Johnson—Mrs, Lovina .fohnson,died in Brownfield,

Me.,

Feb,

5,

1881,

of

her relatives,

she had fai fully
ter a sickness of
the better land,
other relatives to

pneumonia,

aged

and the

church.

There are no spirits employed in its manung required

in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.

QUIPS AND CRANKS.

:

It is too awfully dilapidated!”
a Sufferer.

R. V. Pierce, M, D,, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir—
Twenty years ago I was shipwrecked on the Atlantic
Ocean, and the cold and exposure caused a large
abscessto form on each leg, which kept continually discharging.
After spending hundreds of
dollars, with no benefit, I tried your * Golden
Medical Discovery” and now, in less than three

thankful

completely cured, and for the first
years can put my left heel to the
Iam yours,

WILLIAM RYDER, 87 Jefferson 8f., Buffalo, N. Y.
prayer-meeting

in

New Jersey, and said, * Brethren, when I consider the shortness of life, I feel as if [ might be tak.
en away suddenly, like a thief in the night.”
Thousands of women bless the day on which Dr.
Pierce's * Favorite Preseription’ was made known

general debility, it is a sovereign remedy.
Its
soothing and healing properties render it of the
utmost value to ladies suffering from * internal
fever,” congestion, inflamation, or ulceration. By
druggists.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my

that HoOD'S SARSAPARILLA will cure everything, but the fact that on the purity and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor and
health of the whole system, and that disease
of various kinds is often only the sign that
pature is trying to remove the disturbing

many

diseases that would

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

1s sold by‘druggists.’ Price $1, or six for $5.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD & Co., Lowell, Mass.

1816,

and

died

Nov. 20. Sister Holmes became a Christian in
1#36,ard was baptized by the Rev. Hiram Whitch-

er.

She united with the ¥'. B. church of Boston,

N. Y. In 1364, Bro. and

Sister Holmes

moved

to

"ke: since which time until her death she has been

A. GARFIELD

consistent member of the Pike church.
i
J. H, DURKEE,

Ferguson.—Matilda Langdon Ferguson was
born To,
N, Y., in 18i6 and died in Rome,
Mich., Jan. 7. At the age of 19 she was married
10 J.
K. ¥erguson,
was a (aithful
wife until death.
A tow years after theft marriage they were converted under the labors of the
Rev.-W hitcombe
and were baptized by him uniting with the

Wheatland

church.

In 1843 they

removed

A) %
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“ A Violet from Mother’s Grave,” & 49 othC er
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GRINDERS

MANUFACTURERS

surprised

your

S.

remedy.

the first Rn iii £1 years that has loosened my
and made
ton easy. I now sleep all
night without coughing.” If your druggist does not
keep it, send for treatise and jestimonials to
CO.
,
853 Broadway, New York,

A. BROWN,

M.

Row,

Treas.

York.

, 8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
Bangor, Me.

&

CO.

DR.

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
““ It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
1o0sens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
by articles bear.

Be sure you get

DR, WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of “I. BUTTS" on the wrapper.
a Bottle.

W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos-

Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

250 spicy fiotio
all for 1560.,
posts

For

! circulars address with
Co., Biddeford, Maine.
26140

ORGANS, 15useful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $135
up.

Nerve

Free.

Address

J,

and

BEATTY,

|

Brain

Diseases.

DR. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulgions,

Nervous

Headache,

Mental

Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age,
over-exertion or over.indulgence,

misery, decay and death,
‘cent cases.

One box

Each box contains one

Depression,

caused

which

leads

will cure

month’s

by
to

re-

treats

ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars ; sent by mall, Josvpaia on receipt ef price.
We guarantee six hoxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~

nied with five dollars, we will send

or written

guarantee to return

treatment

does net effect a cure.

Bued only when the
from us, Address

treatment

the

purchaser

the money

if the

Guarantees

is ordered

is-

direct

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,

Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston. Ns.

¥4
fat
vv

{ 1 |

Dyspeptic

Is the OLDEST} BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

and

LEADING

Liver

:

WEST

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great

Mandrake

Liver
‘

great

(Cong.)

Pill.

pleasure

Rev. 8S. P. Fernald,

in

H., writes,
tion,

Me.,

recommending

you cl

(F.

B.)

says,

Council

your

them.”

Melvin

* Your pills give the

ge,

N.

SALT

it of satisfac.

Please send me 40 boxes.

=

up

to

this

time,

taken, 1

N. B. The above
and of my own free
or reward from any
that other sufferers
in like manner.

I

recommendation is voluntary
will, without any solicitation
one, and only with a desire
like myself
may be benefitted

Any persof§who

may

wish

physicians despired of my

life.

I

have

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL
BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers
on all Night Trains.

been

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling
you Tickets
via this L
Exam ne your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read
over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling
Aocommoda~
Cy Th will buy
your tickets
this rou
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0 for $1.00. Address
all orders to the pre- i |
rietors
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
ie
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BETWERN

pad by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
health,
They work like a charm. One peculiarity in them 1a, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,
:
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per

p

Minneapolis,

Putas Fel Pisingcars

to

communicate with me ean do 8o. My address is
as follows,
DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE,
(Park St., F. B. Church,) No, 40, So. Winter 8t.,
Providence, R. I.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER-—
DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and

Sioux City,

Neenah, Menasha, St. Pau),

\

cured.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisgonsin and the Northwest.
. At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North. Western and the U. P. Rye depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close connections are made with
the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.
Close connections made at Junction Points.

three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that 1 ty
neral from headache.
free as people in
V
not had one of th
raving headaches for several
months, and feel that I am entirely
would recommend them to every one.

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

Cedar Rabias, Des Moines, Columbus, and all
oints in
the Territories and the West. Also, for
ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,

1 have been subject to chronic headache for sev.
eral years. At times the pain was 80 intense that
I had thoughts of a resort to suicide to get rid of
my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I acoldentally found a box Sf four pills and co!
I
ed to use them immediately, and found
at
Have,

Colo-

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

Deadwood,

PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1881.

once.

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST!

braska, California, Oregon, Arizona,
Vtah,
rado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, and for

i

Hallowell,

BEST

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne-

1

TESTIMONIALS.

Rev. A. Ridlon,

& North-Western
RAILWAY

Dwele

Lr

i

Chicago

au-

DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:

A YEAR and*expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P. 0. Vick=
ery, Augusta, Me.
1v35

Catalog.

Park
are

D. DYER’S

pills, for they do more than

wanted.

37

are our Agents, and

fihorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

Sells at $1.50.

| Agents

MASS,

rates.

“1 take

.

LEAD.

SALEM,

Pills.
Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1te 12 weeks
_~1"“may
be restored to sound peatthy if such a thing
be possible. Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.

OF

SHEET

PETTENGILL

New

Headache

formerly

OF

PIPE

NARROW

FRANK
1y16

and all their attendant evils. It does not merely
afford temporary relief, but is a permanent, cure.
Mrs. B. Ne oe of Bolus ares 9 ,8ays of it iv Lon

Croup, and
\
Every affection of the

Barclay si NX:

Preacher,

PURE WHITE LEAD,

Asthma and Dyspepsia,

‘Whooping Cough,

Chelce Poetical Seléotions for Autograph

Noted

weekly paper opposed

or 15c.

LEAD

is unequaled as a positive

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,

ton, Mass.

i

GARFIELD.

Dr.Stinson's
Asthma Remedy

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

Prepared by SETH

pub!

ris? eseyono.
Taughe. Spd Guys. Ove. It

]

Washington, N.

$1.00

Author,

Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and. publish the Christian Cynosure, a

AGENTS WANTED &5"poeat: 2°

Quickly and

IC

and

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

Busi:

Tens of
usands are pow waiting for it. Itisthe “booming
book:
.
thousand in press. 1000 Agent:
wt ay
te “ag 18 the harvest time. Exclusiv
Territory, ad Special Terme Gry 07 Send for Circulars
A. D.
WORT.
TON
& ©O0., Hartford, Conn.

Permanently

A@-1llus.

50 Cents

page.

red plates--each

This is the best book to make
It is the fastest selling book ever

CORRODERS

np, EK. 8. FROST

DECEIVED

ig

bo

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

)

}

J

nounced
Masonry
soon after his conversion to
Christ.
Messrs. KE. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash

Por Tull

Everywhere.

WART

AGENTS

TUR

300 Sinine. neatly bonnd;
Rome, and united with' the ¥. B. church of that
Vv
d /5
fl r Songs,
place at the time.of 'its organization. For fourpaid:
ET WADE, 1b
teen years sister F'. has been afflicted with con- Worle BATT
long
wad
she
Honce
eyes.
weak
and
sumption
vv

Rams) Loa E aT

os

isla cor; slootion to the Presidency;
tin Congress; the «
:

$77

BE

W.H.Schieffelin&Co( 7s 4 adic)
N.Y.

®

Domestic SALE CO., Cincinnati,

NOT

testifyto its delicacy of

By Rev. 0. G. Finney, D. D.

Manchester, N. H.

J Weighs up to 95 1bs,

DO

York.

late President of Oberlin College, Ohio.

Agents wanted. £5 a Day
made
i
ur
NEW HOUSEHOLD
'ICLES and FAMILY SCALE,

ing similar names,

IF E

A Distinguished

4.0

CONSUMPTION.
16,

T

£4 GEM. Agents Wanted terms,Everywhere.
fon 5 ton eirenat, 1 EY gin on,
Yor Ade

This is to certify that T have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, an consider it the best
y medicine known. When the children

fom vo

including

Sept.

.

a

JOSEPH WAINE.

Authén Sold
the f

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

Y., was born

us

much benefit as I have, I am,

Lowell, Mass., Jan. 18, 1878.

and Dealers, 826 Broadway, New

ph

I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable

;

yours,
BRS. 8. 8. MOODY,
No. 76 Broadway.

.lustrated Catalogue mailed. Agenis wanted
HORACE WAT ERS & CO. os Man w facturers

Able Authors. Fine Tiustrations. New,
700 P: he Compete.
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ly life, rise into promin=

Messgs. C. 1. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Gentlemen—I was a great sufferer from
Salt-Rheum on my limbs, for a dozen years
revious to the summer of 1876, at which
jme I was cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
The skin would become “dry, chap, crack
open, bleed and iteh intensely, so that I
could not help ‘scratching, which of course
made them worse.At the
time I commenced taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla (in the
summer of 1876) they were so
bad that they
discharged, and I was obliged to keep them
bandaged with linen cloths. The skin was
drawn so tight by the heat of the disease
that fi 1 Stodped over they would crack open and actually
bring tears nto m eyes,
The
first bottle ene ed me 80 muc
at I continued taking it till TI was cured
I used one
box of Hood’s Olive Ointment, to relieve the
itching. Hoping many others may learn the
value of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and receive as

Fuoeral services Were Sonactad
. BMITH,

Holmes.—Sabrina Irish,wife of Sidney Holmes
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tasteand smell. For sale by Druggists.

to attendto my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

JAMES

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

.

A GREAT OFFER FOR

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

°

occur
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VANDUZEN
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fore I took your medicine.
Mrs. H. KNOWLTON.

it.for all deedly
A
ents of the system which are ca

Deen
ran

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Mrs, Pinkham

C iF ICAL

tHE Complete Life oF

without its use; hence fhe feld of its Tselut

He leaves a wite, two daughters and son, and

of Pike, N.

¥ PRA

‘Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Bleod
Syrup in every town or village, in’which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

cause, we are naturally led to the conclusion

that gives life and vigor to
that a remedy
the blood, eradieates scrofula and other impurities from it, as HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA
undoubtedly does, mustbe the means of pre-

[=

Aa Sold by all Druggists. G8

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day be-

He was av industrious, good citi-

Vins,

P. PICKERING.

Truss Co.,

and cheap.58a

No family should be without LYDIA E, PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS, They cure
stipation, bili
and torpidity of the liver, 25 cents per box.

Breast, and

being70 years old; I was entire
prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr,
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but,to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying
the Blood.

EPHRIAM

yest

goleston

by its use.

freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for
let. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

he

cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
conjtipation, which ‘has become chronic and
st
; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.

Johnson—Cilvin Johnson died in Brownfield,
Me., June 27,aged 73 years,9 months und 4 days. He
was converted
and united with the Brownfield F.

A.

West 3d St.

get
slight cold, and are threatened with fever,a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medi-

their loss.

vants.
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to them.
In
all those
derangements, causin,
backache, dragging down sensations, nervous an

~ yenting

os)
Diver

receipt of price, $1 per box for either.
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tain, 1 is easy, durable
free,
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For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurpasgeds
«si.
:
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 223 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Bent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on

facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
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harmony with the laws that govern the female system,

Ery-

YEW YORK CITY.

backache,

,

Itwillat all times and under all circumstances act in

kin diseases and

IdBoratory,

An architect met one of his patrons who had
just returned from a tour in Greece. Said the architect, ‘* Were not immensely pleased at Athens?”
“ Yes.” “You saw the Pantheon; what gid Jou

and

.

It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison

re-

oss
| CINCINNATI, 0.

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

Tribune.

A brother arose in a weekly

e paid.

Change of Life,
:
¢
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin
an early stage of development. . The tendency
to cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
‘Itr
es faintness,
flatulency,
destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach,
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi

skin

the Dover church, but never presented if; “yet she
worshiped with us, and took an interest in society
matters. She lived the example of a Christian,
She leaves a large circle of relatives to mourn

oihér relatives.

“tion, Falling and

in the

them
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'+ 1s a Positive Cure
* forall these Painful
and Weaknesses

Bul

tressing piles or do vour kidneys refuse to berform their functions? If so, your ‘system will
soon be cloged with poisons. Take a few doses of Kinney-Wort and you'll feel like a new
man--nature will throw off every impepiment
aud each organ will be ready for duty. Drug-

Years

:

{VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

‘SOLD SINCE 1870.

of MUSIC.
pa
filled
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ceives free, the cheice of
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LYDIA

11,000,000 Bottles

ton St. F. B. church; after leaving Dover,she married in Brownfield, Me.
She took a letter from

dy.

ounsa

ervous debility, jc &

The Best REMEDY ENOWNto Man!

61

zen and a consistent Christian, The last years ot his
life, he was afflicted with the asthma which en.
feehled his efforts in business and ehurch matters.
He leaves children and other relatives to mourn
their loss.
W. H. TRABTON:
Waldron.—Died in No. Creek, N. Y., Jan, 16,
Dea. Winant V. Waldron, aged 72 yrs.
The sub.
ject of this notice has been a member of the F. B.
church since its formation, over 40 years ago. He
was a consistent Christian, a pillar wn the church
and an earaest worker for Christ. His life is his
best commentary. The large gathering at his fuperal
is a strong
testimony of the esteem in
which he was held. His disease was paralysis,
and his death sudden, bnt we believe he was rea=

gue,
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or costive bowels; which have resulted in dis-

Twenty

[+]

THE STOMACH, | ©

COMPLAINTS,
&
HEART DISEASE

Jars and 9 mouths. She, converted in early
ife at Dover, N. H., united with the Washing-

B. church in 1841.

CURES

What alls you?

think of it? ** Pah!

[+

0

E

finished her work here and aftshort duration, passed over to
leaving a brother, a sister and
mourn.
W.T. SMITH.

Is it a disored liver giving

in the
upper

breakfast; but one arm avd one limb failed

she fell asleep in

as well as by

fruits of

these endeavors have already
appeared in the
expressed purpose of fomdioni to on,
Christisus, which seme have already done.
Of her
casket, the preparation of her person and its
position in the casket, the funeral services,—
distribution of loving mementoes, &c. &e, she
spoke minutely and as deliberately
as she
could have done in health of mere items of
business.
At length the parting time came.
Now, she turned her own feeble person into
just the
position she had requested to have
ivenit in the casket, pla
her emaciated
and in her father’s, exchanged goodby words
andkisseswith family and friends,and then wait-

ed on the brink.

Stanton.—Died in Poland, Me., Jan. 2,0f pneumonia, Lucy Stanton,
aged 60 years. The deceaser was a devoted Christian and a worthy member
of the 2d Poland F. B* church, Her uniform
Christian life won the esteem ofall who knew
her. She will be greatly missed in the community

[.]
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ALLDISEASES OF | 8

LIVER

Laura Hubbell, widow of the

te Dea. Alfred Firman, aged 66 years. In

o

\

Musical Visitor,

é
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DYSPEPSIA,

in Burlington, N. Y., Nov. 7,

in-

and life as she thought
ought
to be maintained by all. In this she
felt she hud erred, ' Meanwhile she maintained

a

the funeral,

of Burlington Flats, and remained a faithful and
esteemed member till death. In less than a week
tellect #nd an’ ambition and persistency of from the time she was stricken down, the clods of
the yaljey Sovered all that remained of. our true
purpose, which gave promise of rare usefulhearted friend. Two sisters and one brother with
ness had life been spared. She was a. member
many other relatives are lef to mourn hér sudden
of the High School of the city, and of the Bible
exit, but they have the blessed assurance that she:
class of our Sunday-school.and of the latter she ‘has
joined the company of husban d, father, mothwas organist. She was the subject of ardent
er, and one sister who, trusting in Jesus, preceded.
religious convictions, and two years or more
her to the haven ‘of eternal rest.
B. F. 8.
80 experienced the evidence of pardoned sin,
Hoyt.—Died in New Portland, Me., Dec. 18,8isShe
contemplated making
an open profession,
ter Sarah E. Hoyt, aged 50 years, 5 months and '8
but had deferred it, fearing that she, as others, days.
thirty Jears since she found the Savmight not sufficiently honor a profession 89. sa- iour andSome
united with the church of which she recred. Besides, she said during her last illness, mained a worthy member until released by death.
she Jeli Sonselons of defects veoh she was Her last sickness was protracted and very
tressing and yet she was peaceful, trusting in Jesng
remedy
so as to begin the open
profession with such drill of mind and neart us. Sheleaves an aged mother, brothers and sisters and a large circle of friends to Wowrg heir
as would
insure the completeness of such
.W.
088.
‘Christian character
physical constitution, possessed a vigorous

found jn all the Indian islands, did for the

world what the Dutch had determined
should not be done,-~carried those nuts,
which are their food, into all the, surrounded countries, and trees grew again
and the world had the benefit.
— Confectioner's Journal.
:

A large concourse

.1

i

Brown.—Died at Hillsboro, Yowa, Jan, 17, of
malignans diphtheria, after severe suffering for
over (Wo weeks, H. Varney Brown, in his 18th
ear. He was the only son of theRev. H. J.
rown. Two days before his death he lost his:
speech but remained conscious tothe last. He
had never made a profession Of religion, but before he died he told his mother he was trusting in
Christ. He kissed her and whispered good-by.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNPRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

Gladstone 7 3-4, Archbishop of York 8
full.” These meusnrements are repro- many hearts.
0. E. B.
duced from statistics by Mr. F. F. TuckChristie.—Died
in
Orneville,
Me.,
er, and the contemporary in whose col- Bro. Wesley Christie, Jr., aged 57 years.Nov.The5,
umns they are reproduced is responsible subject of this notice was born in St, Albans,
for the remark, ‘* Whatever may be the Me. Attheageof 19 he experienced religcase with regard to brains, it would ion, was baptized by Rev. Turner Hanon and
scarcely seem from these figures that united with the F. Baptists, and remained a
worthy member until called to join the church
hats are a criterion of brain-power.” It triumphant.
In 1846 he was married to Miss |
ately intelligent person supposed the hat,
or even the head; could supply the measure of brain-power. The late Dr. Prichard

deprived of the privileges of public worship: but
she endured all with Christian patience. She was
loyal to her denomination and was always interested in all its work. The husband has the sympathy of all his friends in his great loss. G. R. Hq

and 111! Girard

can

THE WONDERS

she gets well there no use of any one’s dying.”
Treatise on ¢ Compound Oxygen” sent free.
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be established new as -eflicient systems in the
impoverished States of the South; and the aid
and encouragement are to be extended only so
long and under such conditions as will
best
conduce to make the systems wholly independent of outside help at the earliest possible
moment.”
’
Rev. Dr. Bowen has entered upon his work
of raising $25.000 for Bates college. He will
make Lewiston his head-quarters for a month.
The alumni of Bowdoin College residing in
Washington have effected an organization, and
the association will hold its first banquet on
the 16th instant.
The New York Ass:ciation of Dartmouth
Alumni at its annual meeting passed, with but
one dissenting vote, a resolution declaring the
unfitness of President Bartlett for the position.
and calling on him to resign.
It is argued in Virginia that instead of establishing normal
schools to supply
sorely
needed teachers, il would be wiser
to utilize
existing institutions and to add two or three
normal professorships to the University, requiring also each academic professor to give

was shot in the Washington Republican office

on Thursday night, died on Saturday night.
The autopsy disclosed that the fatal bullet was
fired by Soteldo’s brother.—-—Dielmann &
Co.'s piano-case factory, in New York city, was
damaged to the extent of $130,000 by fire on

Saturday night.

—
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YOU MUST EAVE PURE BLOOD.

recently had a town named for him of which
he is

postmaster.

site of
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Humor

in the

Much of the distress and

Stomach.

sickness

attributed

to

dyspepsia, chronic diarrhcea and other causes oc.

described as beautiful and surrounded by a casioned by humor in the stomach. Several cases,
tics of these complaints,
most fertile country, which is becoming very with all the chara
been cured by Hood's S8arsaparilla. Other
well settled.
:
4
: have effected
by this medicine are so wonderful ’

to secure an indictment from the grand jury

Sept. 3, 1881, the

:
ir arrestby erder
quest was granted, but
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A little four-year old remarkedto her mamma on
going Jo bea: o J 2a Bok altald 4 the dark.”
0,
urge
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er m
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lr is of

‘greater
ally supposed. We are pleased to say that

« for it can’t hurt you.”

* But, mamma, J

a little afraid once, when
I went to the
t
the dark to
a cookey.”
“ What um
afraid of9” ash her mamma,
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KIDNEY PAD CO,

SHOP.
spector
{ of Fertilizers, its
valuation is from #3 to
$10 per ton higher than other Phosphates
which sell at the same price,
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over
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ons three years ago, showing thot it is
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Colds,

50 cents and $1 a bottle.
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150 pages.
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. Fifty cents enclesed in a letter and mailed to

JOHN

D. WATTLES,725 Chestnut Street, Phila-

delphia, with a request that The Sunday-School
Timesbe sent to you, will result in your receiving

that paper every week for three mouths.

A

Eo, tefl ae Tow Jour Pai Kova
so low that it is wi

-

8 within the reach of all,
25¢., 50¢., and $1.00 a bottle,

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

7h¢

Sunday-School Timesis a large, 16.page weekly

paper, and is usedby many thousand teachers.
You will at least try it for three months, if you are

not already a subscriber.
At the end of three.
months,
if you feel that your investment has vot

been a good one, the publisher will send the mon-

ey back to you.

The Scholars’ Quarterly, publish-

ed at the same office, would help your scholars.
Its beautiful double-page eolored map 1s alone

‘worth the priceof the book.

Send seven cents

for a specimen copy.
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This remedy is mot a cheap Benaine or Petroleum product that must be kept away fi
fire or heat to avoid danger of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that saay
more harm than
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y
PAIN KILL
has been in constant use for f
years. and the universal testimony
from all pure of the world is, IT NEVER FAILS,
t not only effects a permanent cure.
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is safe in,
the hands of the most inexperienced.
The record of cures by thé use of PAIN KILLER would fill ¥olumes, The following
extracts from letters received show what those who have tried it thin

| that the simplest statement of them affords the best
proof that it combines rare curative
nts, and
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but, because.of seme misunderstanding, failed
before their adjournment.’
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Many teachers of vocal mi

Reader, Have You Got Scrofula, Scrofu=
er bottle, or three bottles for $6.50. Address
RADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St., Philadelphia.
lous Humor, Cancerous Humor, Can=Send stamp for book of testimonials. .ef cures
from prominent persons.
cer, or any Disease of the Blood.

total

of ladies all o

ess to the

Chronic ekmasoes

TUESDAY, FEB. 7.——The revolt in the
of 84,673. Deductiug $522 for milk paid to neighBalkan peninsula is rapidly spreading.
There
bors and $669 for cost of manufacturing, leaves a
has been a suspension of hostilities for twenty
total profit of $3,487, at $70.43 per cow. This result
days, however, in the district bordering on
You Can Positivelybe Cured.
he claims is better by $20 per cow than is usually obnormal instruction in the teaching of his own
Montenegro.
It is believed to be the intention
branch of knowledge.
tained by summer dairying.
Among the advanof the insurgents to force their way across the
Thousands of Testimonials
Drepna.——Russia promises to adopt measures
tages of winter dairying are the better market priThe Ohio State School Commissioner in his
A Severe Surgical Operation.
It is EnProve It
which will put an end to the persecution of the
last report urges that the county school sys- ces then prevailing, and the fact that the farmer is
dured
Without
Taking
Ether.
SubJews In that country.——The British Parliatem be so organized as to make the teacher's
more at leisure at that season to attend to the daiject
Mrs.
Edward
Myers,
of
Rondout,
ment assembles and the Queen’s speech is read
term of service longer. He declares that at
i tw
N. Y.
in both Houses.——Mr. Bardlaugh -is not al- present teaching is so precarious an employ- rying.
VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
lowed to take the oath in the House of Com- .ment that only inexperienced young men will
It does not pay for a farmer to try to see how
carefully-selected barks, roots aud herbs, and so
mwons.—Further arrests under the Coercion
little food he can make an animal go through the
take it up. He advises that the public schools
strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradi[From the Correspondence of the Kingston, N. Y.
Act are made in Ireland.—The Sultan bas
should give a knowledge of the elements of winter with. To have a young animal come out
Freeman.)
cate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
sent to the United States for farming implethe system of the government of townships,
in the spring no heavier than it was when it went
Scrofulous Humor, Tumors, Cancer, Can~
ments.
A large cotton factory at Jarzevo,
cities, States and the Nation, together with the
The case of Mrs. Edward Myers, of Rondout,
to the barn is evidence that the food consumed
Russia, has been burned; loss $2,400,000.
cerous Humor,
Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
outlines of United States history and of indihas been wasted. It would have been better to New York, furnishes an apt illustration of Syphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintness at
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 8.—A conspiracy exvidual and social economy.
Commissioner
woman's
power
of
endurance.
This
lady’
had
have
killed
the
creature
the
preceding
autumn
tending to twenty-four counties has been disthe Stomach, and all diseases that arise from
De Wolfe suggests, to remedy the rush of farmand kept it in a refrigerator.
It could be winbeen treated for months in the usual way for impure blood.
covered in Ireland, the object of which is to ers’ sons into cities, the establishment of good
Sciatica, Inflammatory and
deter persons from paying
rent.——Nearly
schools of agriculture.
He states that there is tered in that way much cheaper than on a scanty
Erysipelas of the hand, without benefit. Not
Chronic
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Gout,
one-half of: the population of Port-au-Prince is a Yermarkable increase of near-sightedness in allowance of food. Every young animal should
-until her hand had becomne a massof putrified
and Spinal Complaints, can only be effectual.
pupils.
suffering with
yellow fever.——The insurrecbe fed enough to ensure a good growth,
ly cured through the blood.
flesh did she turn to Dr. Kennedy, proprietor
tion of the Arabs in Yemen is crushed for the
FISH CULTURE PROFITABLE. Fish culture might
present. — Senor Romero has fisaliy-accépted
of the * Favorite Remedy" for help,
Personal.
For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseases of the
be engaged in by farmers who bave water facilities
the mission to Washington, and will leave
He at once informed her that it was imposSkin,
Pustules,
Pimples,
BlotchCount Waldersee, the successor of Von
for the purpose. Where ong has a pond of an
next week for that city.——The
President
sible to save the hand—1t must be amputated.
es, Boils, Tetter, Scaldhead,
and Ringresumes his executive duties, having entirely " Moltke as head of the. German Armv, has an
acre or two in extent he can, by fish cultare, proShe
received
this
terrible
‘intelligence
quietly,
American wife. The Yoh” was once Miss
recovered from bis recent illness.
dace more pounds of fresh fish for sale each yes, declined to take ether, stipulating merely" to worm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a
Mary E. Lee, of New Yofk. .
.
permanent cure.
THURSDAY, FEB. 9.—A telegram to the
hold her husband's hand during the opération,
than it would be possible to produce of beef from
The
elder
Mrs.
(iarfield
ivabout
to
receive
Paris Bourse from Cairo reports that M. de
and underwent the painful process without
twice the same extent of land.
The fish need
For Pains in the Back, Kidney Coma
gift
of
a
handsome
glass
fire-screen
from
‘a
Lesseps is seriously ill.—Twenty-seven lives
Wovinga musele or uttering a groan.
Dr.
feeding where there is a large number of them.
plaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leu«
Kennedy then gave “ Favorite Remedy” freely
were lost by the foundering of the ‘* Cosmo” in number of ladies in Washington who desire to
One thousand fish weighing two pounds each, cgn
the Black Sea.——Berthold Auerbach,
the cele- thus show their reverence and esteem for her
to cleanse the blood and prevent the return of corrhaea, arising from internal ulceration, and
and for her dead son.
readilybe grown in an acre of water, in two or the disease, and Mrs. Myers now lives and re- uterine diseases and Gemeral Debility, VEGEbrated
German
novelist, died at Cannes,
three years, and it would require twice that extent Joices in her great deliverance.
The Rev. Dr. Milne, of the Unity Church,
France, on Wednesday, aged 73 years.—
TINE acts directly upon the causes of these comChieago, is to be requested to resign on
Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trust- plaints. It invigorates and strengthéns the whole
There is a revolution in Herat, Afghanistan,
of land, and twice as much food as the fish
recent change of ‘religious
ed
household
friend
in
all
cases
of
Female
and troops have been ordered from Cabul to account of his
would require, to produce an equal weight of
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays in.
;
:
aid in suppressing it.——The Dominion Par- belief.
Weakness and diseases of the blood. Ove dolbeef, mutton or pork.
flammation, cures ulceration, and regulates the
lar
a
bottle.
Your
druggist
has
it.
liament is opened, the speech from the throne
Mrs. Daniel Webster has sent this little letbowels.
;
:
It is estimated that with an abundant supply of
being delivered by the Governor-General.
-ter to a New Haven schoo! which celebrated
FRIDAY, FEB. 10.——John Moreland’s house her busband’s birthday: “ New Rochelle, Feb. food a mediam sized horse will produce each year
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia,
Habitual Cosin Hunticgdon jouship, Ontario, is burned, 4, 1882. Please accept my tbanks for your nine tons of solid excrement and that an ox or
tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headand his wife and four children perish in the gratifving remembrance of my late husband on
cow will produce ten to twelve tons.
ache, Piles, Nervousness and General Pros.
RT
SY
flames.——There were 17,341 persons evicted
the 100th anniversary of his birth, also for
tration of the Nervous System, no medicine
in Ireland during the past year.——The roof your kindly greeting to myself. My kind reBoston Produce Report.
has ever given such perfect satisfaction as the
on the Inter-Colonial Railway car-shed at St. | gards to all your
holars. Yours, very sinAlarge spoonful of pulverized alum, sprinkled in Re
John, N. B., falls, demolishing nine cars and’ cervly;
Caroline LeRoy Webster.”
by HILTON BROS & CO., Commiasion |
an
ers in butter, cheese and
to the extent
75,
and . possesses controling power
:
;
, writer,
the
is, it is re- a hogshead of water and stirred around, will; after | |
8, beens, dried apples, &c.
~ ——Forty-three thousand pounds sterling have | ported by a correspondent of The Cincinnati
the lapse of a few hours, precipitate all the impu,_
over the nervous system.
y
:
th Market, Bostonr
been subscribed to the Jewish relief
fund
Commercial, about to contract
a second
rities to the bottom and make it as clear and sweet
BOSTON,
Saturday
Morning,
Feb.
11,
1882.
"established by the Lord Mayor of London.
The
remarkable
cures
effected
by
VEGETINE
as
fresh
spring
water;
a
jai
full
may
be
sweetmarriage. She is finishing a hook which conened by, Bay, a teaspoonful
to every four gallons.
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
tains, she thinks, her best work.
;
SATURDAY, FEB. 11.—The disagreement
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
Another method of clearing and purifying water is
between France and Guatemala has been setwhom we know, to prescribe and use in their own
Gail Hamilton and Mrs. Blaine in lookin
to shell almonds, and having
mashed them to Western Superfine...csecesesesceonveec..450@ 500
tled.——Ceylon is suffering greatly from the
Common EXLTrAS,.
cereericscssscnceses.S2 @ HTH families.
through an old shop found a dirt-obscure
i
a paste, stir them in water; they will take with
coffee blight.
WisconSiNececeessanese
sesvsssenssndi @ 650
them all the impurity of the water to the Dono,
painting, and purchased it for a song. When
Minnesota,
bakers....oereeeseeeeneses.
550 @ 750
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy yet dis.
also
MonDAY,
FEB.
13.— Engagements
oc- cleaned, it was found to be, it is reported, the This is more expensive than the alam, an Azo
Minnesota and Wiscongin, patents.....750@ 9 00 covered for the above diseases, and is the only remore effectual. A handful will cleanse &
Bk
0
work of that painter of slim and pretty womcurred on the 9th and 10th instant in Herzegowater of forty gallons,
WINTER WHEATS.
vina between the Austrians and the insurgents
en, Sir, Peter Lely.
liable BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before
a
in which the latter were defeated. The insurPatents, ChOiCe.ceceservoscrsres.en$i75 @ 815
the public.
At the De la Salle celebration in New Orgents have established a provisional governPatents,
common
t0
g00d...covisusnases
725
@
750
Jeans next April, the Hon. Francis Parkman is
RECIPES.
ORIOV.csesessodsncenrsssniaia
L650
@
725
ment, aud the revolt is increasing.
;
expected to give an address on La Salle and
650 @ 700
POOR MANS CAKE. Two cups of flour, one of Michigan.
-{ his companions,
wh
if
the Hon. E. B. Washi
5
@
725
cream, one of sugar, one egg, one teaspoonful of
burne
will speak on the Valley of the MissisPREPARED
BY
2 @ 825
Congress.
soda,
two
of
cream
of
tartar;
the
latter
dry.
sippi, and the Hon. G. H. Pendleton will coma2
@ 800
The Senate has passed a bill appropriating
10 @ 32
pare the America of 1682 with the America of
TO BRIGHTEN STOVE-POLISH.
If stove-polish is
)50 @ 575
$7.500 for the erection of a Garfield monument
1882. The Hon. Charles Gayarre is to preside
mixed with very strong
soap-suds the luster apL000 @ 675
in Washington. A bill has been reported to upon the occasion.
pears immediately and
the dust of the polish does
esssvaennie700-@ 725
enable the National banks to extend their cor- | “The Hon. A. H. Stephena takes as hearty
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
not fly around as it usually does.
BUTTER. The market took quite a sudden start
2iuleow
porate existence.
and active an interest in the affairs of his own
BAKED INDIAN PUDDING. Scald 2 quarts of early in the week, owing to an active demand
During the past week the House has spent
He mainfrom
New
York,
and
prices
have
advanced
3
to
5
milk by setting a pan over a kettle of hot water,
The
Congregationalist,
one
of
our
leading
paconsiderable time in discussing a plan for apcents #]b on all serviceable grades.
The stock of
pers, says:
then add 3 pint of Indian meal and
cup of flour.
portioning
Congressional representations to
ood
to
choice
Butter
is
very
much
reduced,
and
Let it scald, stirring frequently till the meal will
“DD. Lothrop & Co’s Magazines
for
the various States, and has passed a bill auis smaller than for several years Fast. Almost
not settle, then add a piece of butter half the size
Young People are not only pure and eduthorizing the Postmaster-General to adjust the
any kind of good Butter will bring
¥ bh
of a hen’s egg, 1 cup of molasses, 1 cup of raicational in the best sense, but they are
claims of postmasters for losses during the last
NORTHERN.
sins, T'teaspoonful allspice, and a little sall. Bake
fifteen years. If this becomes a law, Congress
it four hours in a slow oven.
.
Creamery choice fallmade # b.... .......38 @ 40 the MOST POPULAR in the lauguage.”
will be relieved from considerable unpleasant
They consist of
Do
Fair to good. ..ceeneanss
33 @
36
work, and the suffering postmasters will obDo
summer made.
30 @ 32
Wide Awake, $2.50 a year. Babyland,
THIS AND THAT.
Dairy
Franklin Cty, Vt., Oct......
38 @ 40 50 cents a year.
tain relief and restitution more surely and
Little Folks’ Reader,
‘ears a heavy moustache, and his
Do
Vermont lots, fall made......33
@ 88
Smiles is the longest word in the langnage.
Bespeedily,
:
r
75
cents a year.
The Pansy (weekly),
gt deep under bushy eyebrows.
Do
New York, lots, fall made.....35 @ 38
Lwesh the beginning and the end of it there is just
The
House committee on Post-offices have
50
cents
a
year.
Send
subscriptions
to
Do,
0.
0,
Winter..........30 @ 85
a mile,
:
he
is
earnest,
and
he
hasa
agreed to report a bill in favor of the establishDo
N.Y. # Vt.long dairies.......30 @ 385 D. LOTHROP & CO., 32 Franklin St.,
nanner; but when he speaks
ment of postal savings banks, wherein any one
An exchange says, * Man’s average life is 33
Samples of the above Maga0
~ common
tO fAllvseeesccarense “20 @ 25 Boston.
m people feel that they are in years.
may deposit not less than $3 to draw interest
Dr, Bull’s Cough Syrup will always live.”
Canada ChoiCe.sssssrsnsesnsssnsssnssansns 30 @ 3
zines sent postpaid on receipt of five 3c.
orator.
Do,
common
t0 g00d.eessesssnee.20 @ 28 stamps.
at 2 per cent. and not more than $100 can be
Terms and circulars to agents
Mrs. “dmunds, the wife uf the Senator, is an arJ plorer, bas not been heard
deposited in 30 days, and not more than $500
if desired.
WESTERN.
tist
possessing
mach
taste
and
skill.
Both
Mrs,
can stand to the credit of any person at one
Bayard and Mrs. Pendleton are exceedingly acCrean.ery choice, fresh made.
time. It is designed to make a convenient and
cto
has had thirty-two grandcomplished in music.
:
Do ~ fair to good.
sufe depository for the small savings of poor
nty-six
of
whom
are
now
Dairy packed, choice. .
people, and. we hope the bill may become a
When Babies are fretful they disturb everybody,
Do common to
and mothers should know how soothing Parker’s
law, although it is likely to encounter the op-4
=
mad
Ladle
packed, fr
n of the Russian Emperor is in Ginger Tonio is. It takes away half their anxiety,
Do Pio
fair to good
ages2d
position of the banks.
i
ith
year,
of
an
active
and
lively
x
1, 2, 3 and 4,
stops babies’ pains, and is always safe and pleasDo
d0
COMMON.ecsscscossesessscl8
@
In the Senate a resolution has again been ofi
fion; and, for his years,
ant to use.~Home Journal.
fered, proposing a constitutional amaendment
CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,#D 18% @18% ; Containing G« H., Combined,
(1, 2, and 3,
h
studies, erin
prohibiting the manufacture, sale, importation
Northern Jactory, fair to good, 11 @ 13¢;
Northwithout duplicates,) and the
New
Book just
An old citizen in a country village being asked
family when
employed
by
ern half skim, 6 @10c; Northern skim, 2 @ fc;
and exhortasion of alcoholic liquors after the fhe age are
issued,
G.
HI.
No.
4,
The
largest
collect
for
a
subscription
toward
repairing
the
fence
of
together,
n
the
boys
are
Western
factory,
choice
12
13c;
Western
facfavorite devotional Songs pry "Without i Th
year
5
the graveyard, declined, saying, *I subscribed
with
their teachers
speak French and
tory, fairto good
10 @ 12¢;
Western, common 5 for Gospel Meetings and Prayer Meetings.
toward improvin’ that buryin’ Zronud nigh onto
English on alternate days. Six hours a day forty years ago, and my family
@ 8c; Worcester Co., choice 12 @ 13c; Worceshaint had no beuneThe Star Route Prosecutions.
ter
are devoted to study
by the Joune princes,
fit from it yet.”
So. Co., good 9 @ 11¢; Worcester : Co., common 5 @
The term * Star Route” is applied to 9,225 but their pl
sn
not limited to sedentaAdd 10 cents on Music, and 2 cents on Word
The
original
“Little
Liver
Pills”
are
Dr.
Pierce’s
Bees. Eastern, ¥ dozen 80c; New York and
routes along which the mail is carried by ry studies alone.
They are also practiced in
Edition, if ordered by Mail.
Vermont;29g $0¢ ; Western22 g28c; Limed,18@ 22¢.
coaches, wagons or on horseback,
In 93 of riding and shooting, and the Czarowitz is, it “Pleasant Purgative Pellets,” and are extensively
imitated.
They
cure
sick
and
billious
headache.
BEANS,
eq,
Northern,
H.
P.,¥
bu.,
$3708
3
Fd Specimen Pa
and Catal
these cases, the original contract for the mail is said; already a good shet
and rides Private Government stamp with Dr. Pierce’s sig- 80 ; Pea,N. Y.,, H. P.,360 8865; Pea, common
list of Rblications ent free on mos. with Jal
service fer the year ending June 30, 1880,
well.
Bing and portrait mark the genuine.
By drugto
good
3
90
3
50;
Medium,
choice
hand
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amounted to $727,119. By reason of petitions «John B. Gough's begith ix now much im- 8
.
365
4 875;
Medium, choice screened 3 50 @ 3 60;
for increase in rapidity and frequency of mail, proved, and be says he is again ready to
Medium, common to good 285 @ 340; Yellow
There is living'in Long Island a fellow who is ha- E yes, improved 825 @ 835; Yellow Eyes, choice
$2,075,095 were added
to this sum with the continue his work.
a
+
'76 East Ninth Street, New York,
mility
personified.
The other day
he asked a flate,3 15 @ 3 20; Yellow Eyes, common,300
310;
knowledge and by the authority of Thos. J,
* be allowed the privilege
Willie
Wilde is less eccentric and Jess young Judy ifhe might
Red Kidneys, 2 75 @ 2 90,
if
81 Randolph Street, Chicago
Brady, second assistant Postmasier-General at
of going home with her,” and was indignantly
refamous
than
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brother
Oscar.
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that time. The details of this unprecedented
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very
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if
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Mention this papas.

All

me—

me

sex.

Pills,

have

vates and Invigorates
the Whole System.

CONSUMPTION. Iam as sound and well as ever
I was.”
SALLIE D. BENTON.
Jan. 2d, 1882.
Keysville, Crawford Co., Mo.
N. B.—This remedy speaks for itself.
A single
bottle will satisfy the most skeptizal.
We know
that it positively cures Consumption, and will
a fresh cold in twenty-four

9xc¥ bh.

Purifies the

when a friend advised me to send to 1032 Race St.,
Philadelphia, and get CANNABIS INDICA, which
finely and fully cured me.”
0. §. BISLEY, DeKalb St., Lawrence Co., N. Y.
« Send another $12 box of CANNABIS INDICA

break up

firm

Vegetine,

Never Give Up tne Ship.

has

;

continues

dorsed and used b

column.

medicine

5

market

at9@

Story.
.
N. H., Dec. 8, ’79.
think Downs’ Elixir
1 can find at our

All diseases arising from Biliousness or Tor
id Liver are quickly cured by the use of Baxter's
Mindrare Bitters.
notice of Arnica and Oil

Your

The
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to.oure the most obsti.
Chronic ean 80 common to the best of
the

will

J. 8. PEAVEY, Pub. Republican.

for a friend.

HOGS.

sales

with/sales of Western at 8% @siocjand City dressed

e always use i

Liniment in another

@ 2c ¥ hb.

DRESSED

Foal’ Wen

CHRONIC

15¢; Venison,

:
with

World for the

PERMANENT CURE
OF ALL
;

14@16c ;

;

and extra prime at $14 50 @ $15 ¥
bbl.
SMOKED
HAMS.
ces are firm,

terrible death—at least so all the doctors told

from
a

Chickens,

Venison carcass,¥ b., 10 @

saddles, 20 @ 25¢.

saved

“ Twenty-one years ago I was dying with the
CONSUMPTION.
There was no escaping
that

pigs fed on

making

lic;

11 @ 15¢; Mallard & Black Ducks,¥ pair 40 § 50c;
Grouse, ¥ pair, 115 @ 120; Quail ¥ voz. 22 @

:

x

|

WINTER DAIRYING.
Winter dairying can be
made as profitable as summer dairying.
The
price of butter, during winter, is usually considerable higher than during the summer, often a
third higher and sometimes more than that.
By
having the cows come in in the autumn instead of
in the spring, féeding welland keeping them warm
and comfortable, a large flow of rich milk can be
obtained. A Wisconsin farmer who keeps fiftysix cows more than half of which come in during
the autumn makes a very favorable showing. His
receipts from butter produced by this herd aggre-

18 @

plaints is the greatest. stre

is attempting to collect taxes or dues.
>

to Sond.

Chickens and Fowl, 10 @ 12¢; Geese, choice heavy
12 @ 14c; Geese, common to good 9 @ 1lc; Ducks,

substantial part of the thing patented.

the so called National Patent Hay Rack

Common

the HKuown

Common to good, 9 @ 11; Mixed Chickens & Fowl,
10 @ 12¢. \Northern—Turkeys, choice 16 @ 13¢c;

for

2

Are the Most Effectual Remedy
in

4c.

Sostly at 11% @ 12¥c ¥ b, including Boston and
estern.
:
)
a
LARD. An advance has been established, with

stomach, nerves,

That it bad been 1n public use or on sale in this
country tor more than two years before hie application for a patent or had been abandoned to the
public ; either of which points being established
the party prosecuting fails to recover.
The article that has in particular called the ‘attention of the people of Somerset county to the
patent laws is * the improvement in bay racks for
wagons”,
for the infringements in the use of which

to fair,11 @ 13¢; Chickens,choice 12@

thousands of women from the use of harsh local agents. They cure all chronic weaknesses

Vegetable

without other aid.

and

common

Nr

Pda

Wells’

PORK. There has been a firm feeling for Pork,
in sympathy with the high cost of Hogs, and Boston clear
and backs are selling a $20 @ #2150'¥
bbl. Western new mess is re ng at $18 50 @ $19;

Healy's

‘That he, the patentee, was not the original and

ture which this bill offers that free schools can

ing the past week, a“ diminution of 11 over
those of last week.——A bookkeeper in the
First National Bank at’ St. Paul, Minn., is arrested for embezzling between $40,000 and
$50,000 of the bank’s funds.
>
SATURDAY, FEB. 11.—The Boston
Fire
Commissioners will hereafter require workshops to be provided with rope-ladders,——
Charges of “thieving and corruption” are preferred
against several members of the police
detective force of Philadelphia.——A fire at
Boston causes a loss of over $75,000.
MoNDAY, FEB. 13.—A. M. Soteldo, who

The great

That he had surreptitiously or unjustly obtained
the patent for that which was in fact invented by
another, who was using reasonable diligence in
adopting and perfecting the same.
That it had been patented or described in some
printed publication prior to bis sapposed iaventioti thereof.
;
of any material

DYSPEPSIA.

Coughs, Colds, Asthma, and, all. Lung Difficulties, is Adamson’s Botanic Balsam.
Inex-:
pensivey reliable, pleasant to take, cures as by
magic, and gives universal satisfaction. A trialis the best. testimonial.
Price, 35 cents.
Trial size, 10 cents.

the desired result.

first inventor or discoverer

AND

11

thian (Va.) explosion.——Secretary
Folger
calls in $20,000.000 more of the six per cent.
bonds.—~—W. T. Rice of Massachusetts is nominated for cousul at-Horgen, Switzerland, and
. Selah Merrill of the same State for consul at
Jerusalem.——Brevet
Major-General M. C.
Meigs, quartermaster-general, and BrigadierGeneral Nathan W. Brown, paymaster-general
of the United States army, were placed on the
retired list
yesterday, and Colonel Daniel H.
Rucker and
Major William B. Rochester have
educational “appropriations; . and that the debeen promoted to the vacancies. | tails of the execution of the act are intrusted
to commissioners a poinied by the President
WEDNESDAY,
FEB.
8.——The
Supreme
and co-operating with
State officers of educaCourt of Kansas declares unconstitutional so
tion, the national and State authorities thus
much of the prohibitory law of that State as
working together foran object in which both are
prescribes a punishment for drunkenness, on
concerned. The bill is receiving some encourthe ground that that provision was not exAgetment is i South. A recent number of the
pressed in the title of the bill.——One hundred
ichmon
19,
Readjuster organ, says of it:
and fifty blast furnace workers at Chicago
“We Racked from
|
the first our approval of
strike for higher wages."
:
this wise and magnanimous proposition, and
THURSDAY, FEB. 9.~—~The Appomattox
the more we counsider it the better we like it.
River is rising rapidly
on aceount of the heavy
That it does not propose perpetual aid to the
rains.—A.
M. Soteldo, Jr., a prominent
free schools is one of its best features, for the
newspaper man. at Washin
n, D. C., was
surest way to destroy the free schools as a State
last evening mortally wounded
by-a
pistol shot
in the course of a quarrel with the night editor: system anywhere within our berders is to permitt to be understood that these schools have
of the National Repiiblican.
At last accounts
Soteldo was living, but there is said to be no become, 80 to speak, ¢ the wards of the nation.’
Itis ont by the temporary fostering and nurchance of his surviving.
te

FRIDAY, FEB. 10.—There have been 131
business failures throughout the country dur-

SUICIDE

A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia

Health Renewer.” The greatest tonic, best bilious
and prices are without improvement.
Sales at $2
and liver remedy
known. $1. Dru
sts.
De- 4 @ $2 25 ¥ bbl.
Wr
pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N.
H.
" "HAY AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern--Choice
coarse $208 $21; Good $16 @ $18; Fine $14 @15;
Poor $12a#14; Swale Hay$l10@$ll; Rye
Straw
No scrofula can be so deep seated, no sore so
$19820; Oat Straw $988$10,
stubborn.but that Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will be found
POULTRY.
Western—Tuarkeys,
chowce
14
@
15¢;
helpful. It will effect a cure, if cure be possible.

RID

Johnston, Ga., causes considerable 10s§,——
Aid is requested for the sufferers by the Midio-

PATENT RIGHTS.

ed

of
at

$1 65 @ $1 70c.

POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, ¥ bu,, 1 158 1 20c;
. Maine Central Rose, 110 @1 15; Northern Rose,1 05
@1 10; Prolific,
110 @ 115; Peerless 108 @ 110;
Jacksons, 100 @ 1 05¢; Seedlings 1 00 @ 1 050:
ONIONS. There is a quiet market fof Onions,

ED

¢* Licette”
is
lost,
five
fire
A
perished.
having

Bill.

Senator Blair’s bill to aid in the establishJames O. Bradbury Eeq., has a communication in
ment and temporary
support of Common
the Lewiston (Me.) Journal, a partof which we give.
Schools is the subject of very favorable comment by the Republican press. It certainly is After giving the general features of the U. S. patect Jaws, and stating the duty of patentees to
a judicious and
well-drawn bill,
Its points
have been summarized as follows: It provides
give notice to the public of the fact that the artifor the appropriation of a definite sum of moncle is patented, he gives the following cautions to
ey; that the amount named at the beginning is- those who needlessly part with their money :—
large enough to give practical and adequate
In an action for infringement the defendant may
aid; that the assistance is conditioned upon
show specially that for the purpose of deceiving
the exertions of each State and Territory; that
the public the description’ and specification filed
the appropriations are to be continued through
by the patentee in the patent office was made to
a fixed period; that the sums appropriated
contain less than the whole truth relative to the
diminish snnually, in rati» with the probable
decrease of illiteracy and increase in the local
invention, or more than was necessary to prodace

flies,

we

York

vermin,

@ $1 40; Green Peas, Western

Se

New

out rats, mice; bed-bugs, roaches,
ants, insects. 156c. per
box.

PEAS. Canada, choice, # bu $1058 1 10; Canada, common 8 @ 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $125
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